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Abstract

In Japanese, noun phrases (NP) can be modified by preceding clauses (CL). In this study, 

four types of noun modifying constructions (NMC) are recognized. In the Regular 

Relative (RR), the NP is a part of the proposition that the CL expresses. In the Gapless 

Relative (GR), the NP is a part of the proposition of which an unexpressed verb is also a 

part In the Complement (COMP), the NP is the name of what the CL denotes. In the 

Clause and Noun Host Type (CN), the NP is a name of a participant in the proposition 

expressed by the CL. Compared to English, the Japanese RR is equivalent to a relative 

clause and the COMP to a complement with a nominal head. A markedness relation, in 

terms of the resources required for processing, is proposed to characterize the distinction 

among the four types. In the absence of prior empirical studies investigating how 

speakers of Japanese comprehend NMCs, a series of experiments was designed to 

determine what kinds of cues are used by Japanese native speakers and English speaking 

learners of Japanese to comprehend NMCs. The experiments involved 23 Japanese 

native speakers and 11 English Japanese as a second language learners (English JSLs) 

who were given sets of sentences containing the four types of NMC and were asked to 

rate them in terms of naturalness and ease of understanding. In addition, English JSLs 

did a translation task under a time constraint, and finally, both groups carried out a task in 

which reading speed and probe recognition times were measured. Native speakers use 

different processing resource domains as a cue, making distinction among the four types 

as follows: GR involves the largest resource domain and COMP the least, while CN and 

RR make intermediate demands on processing resources. The same cue is used by 

English JSLs; additional cues used by English JSLs are the elements involved in forming
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cohesion between the CL and the NP, such as a gap, semantics of the NP, the NP’s status 

in the proposition, and the number of roles the NP plays. Transfer also plays a role.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction

A central feature of Japanese is that its noun phrases can be modified by 
preceding sentences, unlike English whose modifying sentences follow the head noun 
phrases. The following exemplify the range of such Japanese structures.

(1-1) [hon’ya-de katta] shinbun
bookstore-at bought newspaper
The newspaper (1/ you/ he/ she) bought at the bookstore

(1-2) [hon-o utta] okane
book-ACC sold money
The money (1/ you/ he/ she received as a consequence from) having sold the book

(1-3) (jiko-ga okita] gen’in
accident-NOM occurred cause
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred

(1-4) [agetaljjjilsu
gave fact
The fact that (1/ you/ he/ she) gave (it) (to you/him/her)

These structures can all be represented syntactically as [S NP]np, indicating that the noun 
phrase is composed of a noun phrase head plus a preceding modifying clause. This 
configuration has been called the "adnominal" structure (Martin, 1975) and the "noun- 
modifying construction" (Matsumoto, 1997). The four subtypes exemplified above are 
superficially similar but have dramatically different functions and code very different 
types of semantic information. Moreover, of the four subtypes above, only two have 
direct English counterparts (i.e., (1-1) and (1-4)). Accordingly, English speakers learning 
Japanese might be expected to have more difficulty learning unfamiliar structures than 
the more familiar English parallels

This study deals with how Japanese speakers, native and non- native, process such 
noun phrases and whether processing differences exist among the subtypes.

The present study was designed to:

1
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1. Characterize the four subtypes syntactically and semantically;
2. Investigate experimentally how Japanese native speakers differentiate and process 

such structures;
3. Investigate experimentally how non-native speakers differentiate and process such 

structures;
4. Evaluate the competing analyses and principles which have been offered for such 

structures, using evidence from 2 and 3.

Overview

This study involved two kinds of Japanese speakers: native Japanese speakers and 
English speakers who are learning Japanese as a second language. Four tasks involving 
reading, memory, translating, and rating were employed in order to cast light on how 
Japanese speakers respond to the four subtypes outlined above.

Chapter 2 first presents the structural and semantic characteristics of the four 
adnominal subtypes, which are the object of study. Next, a variety of theoretical 
perspectives which have been offered in the analysis of the subtypes are discussed. 
Finally, the research hypotheses to be investigated are presented.

Chapters 3,4, and 5 report on a series of experiments focusing on the four 
subtypes of adnominal structures. In Experiment I, participants were presented with 
sentences containing the key structures and asked to rate them in terms of naturalness and 
ease of understanding. In Experiment 2, non-native speakers of Japanese were asked to 
translate the target structures into English under time constraint. In Experiment 3, on-line 
processing of these structures was investigated by measuring the speed with which both 
native speakers and second language learners were asked to read sentences containing the 
four subtypes as quickly as possible. Their overall reading times were analyzed as well 
as reading times in critical syntactic locations. Finally, participants’ sensitivity to 
differences among the types was measured by the speed of the recognition of a probe 
word presented after the sentence.

Chapter 6 brings together the results of the experiments and evaluates the impact 
of the findings on the characterization of adnominal constructions in Japanese. In

2
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addition, the efficacy of competing theories to account for the processing results is 
analyzed. Finally, implications for future studies are discussed.

3
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Chapter 2 
Theories

In Japanese, there are four types of clausal modifications with a nominal head. 
Two of these have English counterparts known as the relative clause and the complement 
clause with nominal head. The other two have no English counterparts. These four 
“Japanese Noun-Modifying Constructions (NMC)” (Matsumoto, 1997) are similar in 
having a sentence-like modifier followed by a head noun. Theoretically, the four NMCs 
are distinct but whether, or the extent to which, speakers of Japanese discriminate among 
these categories is unknown. Consequently, the objective of this thesis was to investigate 
how speakers of Japanese distinguish among these NMCs.

It is well known that speakers are not aware of the processes involved in their 
language use. This “cognitive impenetrability” (Fodor, 1983, p.78) predicts that speakers 
of Japanese would not be aware of the linguistic and psycholinguistic distinctions among 
the four NMCs. Thus, a more appropriate question would be to ask how fundamentally 
sensitive speakers are to these distinctions and what characterizes this sensitivity.

In this study, the nature of sensitivity to the four types of Japanese noun
modifying construction (NMC) in the two groups of Japanese speakers (Japanese native 
speakers and English Japanese as a second language learners (English JSLs)) was 
investigated, with the help of the following four theoretical concepts. The first two were 
Gap theory (Chomsky, 1981; Tsujimura, 1997) and Frame theory (Matsumoto, 1997), 
which theoretically distinguish the four types of NMC. The third concept was 
markedness (e.g., Battistella, 1996), which is defined by the relations among the four 
types. The fourth was the traditional notion of transfer in second language acquisition, 
which allows predictions about the relative ease of acquisition of certain forms. These 
four concepts are to be interpreted to make psychological predictions on relative 
difference in processing among the four types. In this chapter, these relevant concepts 
are surveyed.

4
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Four Types of Japanese Noun-Modifving Construction
The term “Japanese noun-modifying construction" (NMC) refers to a clausa]

modification with a nominal head, symbolized here as: [.....V]^ N.1 That is, the
modifying clause ends with verbal elements,2 and the head noun follows it.3 The four 
types of NMC, as found in Table 2-1, are the Regular Relative (RR), the Gapless Relative 
(GR), the Clause and Noun Host Type (CN), and the Complement (COMP).

Table 2-1

NMC Example
RR (Regular 
Relative)

Thon’va-de kattal shinbun
bookstore-at bought newspaper
The newsoaoer (1/ vou/ he/ she) bought at the bookstore

GR (Gapless 
Relative)

[hon-o utta] okane 
book-ACC sold money
The money (1/ you/ he/ she received as a consequence from) having 
sold the book

CN (Clause 
and Noun 
Host Type)

(jiko-ga okita] gen’in
accident-NOM occurred cause
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred

COMP
(Complement)

[ageta] jijjtep 
gave fact
The fact that (1/ you/ he/ she) gave (it) (to you/him/her)

Two distinct syntactic/ semantic theories have been formulated, and each provides 
unique characterizations for the four types of NMC. The first is Gap theory (e.g., 
Chomsky, 1981; Murasugi, 1993), and the second is Frame theory (Matsumoto, 1997). 
Each describes, in a unique way, the manner in which the modifying clause and the head 
noun are associated.

Gap Theory
Gap theory posits a syntactic gap in the RR, namely, a syntactic gap, a 

phonetically null element with a syntactic role.4 For example, in RR in Table 2-1 a gap is 
posited before the clausal verb katta (‘bought’), and the gap is coreferential with the head 
noun shinbun (‘newspaper’). This situation is illustrated by the tree below.

5
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(2-1)

NP

pro*
hon’ya katta

The gap indicated by the empty category et is coindexed with the head noun showing the 
sense that the head noun hon (‘book’) is a part of the embedded sentence. The gap 
occupies an argument position, in this case, the direct object NP6 of the verb katta 
(‘bought’) within the modifying clause.

Not only with an argument NP as in the example of RR in Table 2-1, can the head 
noun of RR be coindexed with an adjunct PP (Yamashita, 1995) of the verb.7 For 
example, in the example of RR in Table 2-1, a PP hon’ya (‘bookstore’) marked with the 
locative marker de can be found in the modifying clause to form a RR yielding (2-2), 
illustrated by the following tree.

(2-2) [shinbun-o katta] hon’ya
newspaper-ACC bought bookstore
The bookstore at which (1/ you/ he/ she) bought newspaper

(2-3)
NP

shinbun-o katta

6
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The critical feature of the RR is that the modifying clause and the head noun are 
associated by this syntactic relation, i.e., the gap, coreferential with the head noun has a 
syntactic relation (argument NP or adjunct PP) with the clausal verb.

The other subtypes do not exhibit this syntactic relation between the constituents. 
The first non-gap type is the Gapless Relative (GR) or “relative clauses without gaps” 
(Tsujimura, 1996, p. 266), exemplified in Table 2-1. In the example of the GR in Table 
2-1, originally okane (‘money’) is neither an argument NP nor an adjunct PP of the 
clausal verb utta (‘sold’). As the corresponding tree (2-4) illustrates, the modifying 
clause does not contain missing arguments.

(2-4)

NP

VP

NPpro kane
hon-o utta

The modifying clause is complete in the sense that all the NPs that are subcategorized for 
by the verb including the subject NP (filled by a null anaphora “pro’’) are present. In 
other words, the head noun does not have a syntactic relation with the verb. Rather, the 
relation between the head and the clause is a pragmatic one (Kitagawa, 1982; Matsumoto, 
1990; Tsujimura, 1996). There is no gap in the clause and, thus, the name Gapless 
Relative has been proposed.8

The second non-gap type is the Clause and Noun Host Type (CN) exemplified in 
Table 2-1. Illustrated by (2-5), the modifying clause in the CN is again complete in the 
sense that the subject NP that is subcategorized for by the intransitive verb okita 
(‘occurred’) is present. The head noun gen'in (‘cause’) is not syntactically related to the 
clausal verb okita (‘occurred’). Jiko (‘accident’) is an external argument (subject NP) of

7
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okita (‘occurred’), but gen'in (‘cause’) is not. Therefore, there is no syntactically bound 
empty category in this type.

(2-5)
NP

Jiko-ga
okita gen’in

The third non-gap type, the Complement (COMP), illustrates an appositive 
relation between the head noun and the modifying clause. For example, in the example 
of the COMP in Table 2-1, jijitsu (‘fact’) is described by the modifying clause ageta 
(‘gave’). Illustrated by (2-6), the modifying clause is complete in the sense that all the 
NPs that the verb ‘give’ subcategorizes (direct object NP, indirect object NP, and subject 
NP) are expressed by pro. There is no syntactic relation between jijitsu (‘fact’) and ageta 
(‘gave’). Therefore, there is no gap in this type.9

(2-6)

NP

NP

NP NP jijitsupro
agetapro

In summary, Gap theory distinguishes between NMCs with a gap and with no 
gap.10 Only the RR belongs to the gap type, while the remaining three types belong to the 
non-gap type. The association of the head noun and the modifying clause is possible via

8
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a gap in the RR but not possible in the GR, CN, and COMP. The theory does not say 
specifically how the three non-gap types differ. Table 2-2 summarizes the distinctions 
among four NMC types by Gap theory.

Table 2-2
Distinction among Four NMC Types bv Gan Theory

NMC Schematic Expression Distinction
RR (Regular Relative) [...e,.Vl N. Gap Type
GR (Gapless Relative)

f.....V] N Non-Gap TypeCN (Clause and Noun Host Type)
COMP (Complement)
Note, e indicates empty category.

Frame Theory
Frame theory (Matsumoto, 1997) captures the association between the modifying 

clause and the head noun by a hosting and hosted relation rather than by presence/ 
absence of a syntactic gap. The hosting constituent evokes a frame while the hosted 
constituent plays a role in the frame. If one constituent hosts, the other constituent needs 
to be hosted. The four types of NMC are classified among three types: Clause Host,
Noun Host, and Clause and Noun Host. The RR and the GR belong to the Clause Host 
Type, the COMP belongs to the Noun Host Type, and the CN belongs to the Clause and 
Noun Host Type.

The RR is a Clause Host Type. In the example of the RR in Table 2-1, the 
modifying clause, hon'ya-de katta (*bookstore’-‘at ‘’bought’), evokes the ‘having bought 
at the bookstore’ frame, inviting the head noun shinbun (‘newspaper’) to play a role in 
this frame. Shinbun (‘newspaper’) plays the role of the object of buying in this frame. In 
this way, the modifying clause hosts the head noun, and an association between two 
constituents is made. In the RR, the head noun neither evokes a frame nor hosts the 
modifying clause. Therefore, it is not necessary for the modifying clause to play a role in 
the association of the two constituents.

The GR is a Clause Host Type, as is the RR, and the same principle comes into 
play between the two constituents. In the example of the GR in Table 2-1, the modifying 
clause hon-o utta (‘book’-ACC ‘sold’) evokes the ‘having sold the book’ frame, inviting

9
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the head noun okane (‘money’) to play a role in this frame. Because selling something 
typically involves money exchange, okane (‘money’) plays the role of the exchanged 
object in this frame. In this way, the modifying clause hosts the head noun, and the 
association between two constituents is made.

Matsumoto further describes the GR, as a part of Gause Host Type, in terms of 
semantic relations between the modifying clause and the head noun. For example, in the 
example of the GR in Table 2-1, the meaning of the modifying clause and the meaning of 
the head noun are related by condition and consequence. In this case, the head noun 
okane (‘money’) is not an argument of the clausal verb utta (‘sold’); rather, it is an 
argument of an unexpressed predicate ‘receive’, as the English translation suggests, 
which is pragmatically associated with the meaning of the clause, i.e., having sold the 
book. As a consequence of the event of ‘selling the book,’ another event of ‘receiving 
money’ took place. In this sense, the GR appears to be a complex NP involving two 
separate but related events.

Beside condition and consequence, Matsumoto (1997) describes the possible 
relations of the two events, including consequence and condition," purpose and 
requisite,12 requisite and purpose,13 part and whole,14 and event and unusual cause of 
opposite event13

In the GR, as in the RR, the head noun neither evokes a frame and nor hosts the 
modifying clause. Therefore, it is not necessary for the modifying clause to play a role in 
the association of the two constituents. In both the RR and GR, the name of the role that 
the head noun occupies, such as an object of reading or an exchanged object, is not 
overtly expressed and needs to be found.

The COMP belongs to the Noun Host Type. In the example of the COMP in 
Table 2-1, the head noun jijitsu (‘fact’) evokes a ‘fact’ frame inviting the modifying 
clause ageta (‘gave’) to play a role in the frame. The role of the modifying clause 
concerns the content of the memory, and the hosting head noun labels the role as jijitsu 
(‘fact’), encapsulating the hosted modifying clause. In the COMP, the modifying clause 
does not evoke a frame. Therefore, it is not necessary for the head noun to play a role in 
the association of the two constituents.
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The head nouns of the COMP are content-taking nominals, the content of which is 
expressed by the modifying clause. Matsumoto (1997) describes three distinct semantic 
types for the head nouns of the COMP. They are communication, such as denwa (‘phone 
call’), kookoku (‘advertisement’), shitsumon (‘question’), and ikert (‘opinion’); thought 
and feeling such as yokubou (‘desire’) and gaman (‘endurance’); and other content-taking 
nouns such as omoide (‘memory’), uttae (‘plea’), rikutsu (‘logic’), and kettei (‘decision’).

The CN belongs to the Clause and Noun Host Type. In the CN, each constituent 
evokes a frame and hosts the other. In the example of the CN in Table 2-1, the modifying 
clause jiko-ga okita (‘accident’-NOM ‘occurred’) evokes ‘accident occurred’ frame. This 
frame provides the reason why the accident occurred, and the head noun gen’in (‘cause’), 
that was invited to play a role in the frame, names rather than occupies the role. In this 
way, the modifying clause hosts the head noun and the association is made. The 
important characteristic of the manner in which the head noun is hosted by the modifying 
clause is that the head noun names, rather than expresses the content of, the role. The 
content of cause itself is not expressed but becomes clear when it is expressed by the rest 
of the sentence. In (2-7) below, where the rest of the sentence of the example of the CN 
in Table 2-1 is explicit, the cause of the accident is described as ‘lack of sleep.’

(2-7) [jiko-ga okita] gen’in-wa suiminbusoku datta
accident-NOM occurred cause-TOP sleep+lack COP+PAST
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred was the lack of sleep.

Reciprocally, the head noun gen'in (‘cause’) evokes a frame that involves a role 
in relation to what the head noun denotes, i.e., an effect. The content of the effect is 
expressed by the modifying clause jiko-ga okita (‘accident’-NOM ‘occurred’). In other 
words, the role (effect) in relation to the meaning of the head noun (cause) encapsulates 
the modifying clause. In this way, the head noun hosts the modifying clause, and the 
association is made.

Due to the evocation of a relational frame, head nouns of the CN have relational 
meaning. Head nouns are classified by Matsumoto (1997) according to their semantics. 
They are relational nouns such as riyuu (‘reason’), kekka (‘result’), chokuzen (‘moment 
prior to’), aida (‘space/ time between’), yoko (‘next to’), atari (‘space/ time around’);
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perception head nouns such as oto (‘sound’), benkyoo (‘study’); and quasi-relational head 
nouns such as asa (‘morning’). The meanings of the head nouns are the names of the 
roles in the frame evoked by the modifying clauses.

Table 2-3 summarizes the differences among the four types in terms of hosting 
and hosted relations between the head noun and the modifying clause.

Table 2-3
Distinction among Four NMC Types bv Frame Theory
NMC Schematic Expression Distinction
RR (Regular 
Relative)

N is hosted by CL.

Clause Host 
Type

GR (Gapless 
Relative)

COMP
(Complement)

CL is hosted (encapsulated) by N.

Noun Host Type

CN (Clause and 
Noun Host Type)

N and CL reciprocally host each other. 
N, the smaller sphere in the center, is 
hosted by CL. N evokes a 
complementary idea (the larger sphere 
with broken line) that hosts 
(encapsulates) CL.

Clause and Noun 
Host Type

Note. N: head noun, GL* modifying clause
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Summary of Differences among Four Types of NMC
From Gap and Frame theoretic viewpoints, the differences among the four types 

of NMC are clear. Gap theory makes a two-way distinction between the gap type (RR) 
and the non-gap type (GR, CN, and COMP) while Frame theory makes three-way 
distinctions among the Clause Host Type (RR and GR), the Clause and Noun Host Type 
(CN), and the Noun Host Type (COMP). In order to make distinctions among the RR, 
GR, CN, and COMP, both theories are required because Gap theory does not state the 
difference among three non-gap subtypes while Frame theory does not state the 
difference between the two Cause Host subtypes. This is summarized in Table 2-4.

Table 2-4

NMC Gap Theory Frame Theory
RR (Regular Relative) Gap Type Clause Host Type
GR (Gapless Relative)

Non-Gap TypeCN (Clause and Noun Host Type) Clause and Noun Host 
Type

COMP (Complement) Noun Host Type

The four-wav distinction by de-relativization. Based on the claims made by Gap 
and Frame theories, a four way distinction is possible using the two criteria: a) whether 
de-relativization, i.e., forming a sentence by incorporating the head noun into the 
modifying clause, is possible, and b) if not possible, the different reasons why it is not 
possible.

Because as Gap theory states, the syntactic gap is coreferential with the head 
noun, the RR type can derive a well-formed sentence with the clausal verb and the head 
noun as its argument For example, the example for the RR in Table 2-1 repeated below 
as (2-8) can be de-relativized to (2-9) by recovering the accusative case marker o for the 
head noun shinbun (‘newspaper’) without changing the original proposition denoted in 
Table 2-1. That is, “bought ((1/ you/ he/ she), newspaper, bookstore).”

(2-8) [hon’ya-de katta] shinbun
bookstore-at bought newspaper
The newspaper (1/ youI he/ she) bought at the bookstore
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(2-9) hon’ya-de shinbun-o katta
bookstore-at newspaper-ACC bought 
(1/ you/ he/ she) bought newspaper at the bookstore.

On the other hand, the GR is not subject to de-relativization. As Gap theory 
suggests, there is no syntactic gap coreferential with the head noun in the GR. The head 
noun, rather than being an argument of unexpressed predicate, is an argument of an 
unexpressed predicate. For example, in the example of the GR repeated below as (2-10), 
the original predicate argument structure is something like: “sold ((1/ you/ he/ she), book) 
AND CONSEQUENTLY received ((1/ you/ he/ she), money).”

(2-10) [hon-o uttaj okane
book-ACC sold money
The money (1/ you/ he/ she received as a consequence from) having sold the book

In this case, two predicates, ‘sold’ and ‘received', are involved. Because of this, it is not 
possible to de-relativize this NMC to a single sentence with only the clausal verb and 
with the same predicate argument structure.

De-relativization of the CN is not possible, but for a different reason. The CN is 
the only type where the head noun “names” its own role in the frame evoked by the 
modifying clause. For example, the predicate argument structure of the example of the 
CN in Table 2-1 repeated below as (2-11) should be something like “occurred (accident, 
CAUSE).” The head noun is the name of the adjunct PP signaled by the upper case 
letters and not its content as in the case of ‘accident’ which occupies the external 
argument (subject) NP slot.

(2-11) [jiko-ga okita] gen’in
accident-NOM occurred cause
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred

When this type of NMC is converted to a sentence, while maintaining the original 
proposition, the resulting sentence is not quite well formed as in (2-12).
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(2-12) ?jiko-ga aru gen’in-de okita
accident-NOM certain cause-with occurred
?The accident occurred with a certain cause.

The head noun ‘cause’ received the postpositional particle de (‘with’) and is a part of the 
sentence. However, gen’in (‘cause’) is the name of the argument in relation to the verb 
okita (‘occurred’). As the indefinite demonstrative aru (‘certain’) modifying gen ’in 
(‘cause’) indicates, the cause is not specified in this sentence. In other words, unlike the 
head nouns of the RR, the head noun of the CN does not participate in the proposition 
directly. Because the head noun of the CN is just a name, not the content, the resulting 
de-relativized sentence is awkward. In the absence of aru (‘certain’), (2-12) is 
completely ungrammatical in Japanese.

De-relativization is, again, impossible for the COMP, for yet a different reason.
In the COMP, the head noun does not carry a thematic role in relation with the clausal 
verb, and is the name of what is expressed by the modifying clause. In this case, the 
formulation of a sentence with the head noun as a part is impossible because the head 
noun is not an argument NP nor an adjunct PP of the clausal verb; instead, the head noun 
is a name of what the whole modifying clause means.

The four-way distinction of NMC subtypes based on possibility of de- 
relativization and the reason of inadequacy is summarized in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5
Distincticm amona Four NMC Tvoes bv De-Relativization
NMC De-Relativization Reason

RR Yes The head noun is syntactically related to the 
clausal verb.

GR No The head noun is an argument of an unexpressed 
predicate.

CN No The head noun labels rather than occupies the 
argument slots governed by the clausal verb.

COMP No The head noun is a name of what the modifying 
clause expresses.
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NMC and English Clausal Modifier with a Nominal Head
The English parallel structure to the Japanese NMC is the clausal modifier with a 

nominal head in the form N [ . . . ] c l »  where the head noun precedes the clause. There are 
two subtypes of clausal modifiers with a nominal head: relative clause and complement 
with nominal head. The relative clause is a direct counterpart of RR, while the 
complement is a direct counterpart of COMP.

Example 2-13 is the English translation of the example of the RR in Table 2-1, 
and (2-14) is the English translation of the example of the COMP in Table 2-1.

(2-13) The newspaper that I bought at the bookstore 
(2-14) The fact that I gave it to you

There are no equivalent syntactic counterparts in English for GR and CN. This is 
obvious from the English translation for the GR and the CN in Table 2-1 repeated below 
as (2-10) and (2-11), respectively. The English translations for the GR and the CN 
require elaborate paraphrases which are not found in Japanese. For example, for (2-10) 
the English translation contains ‘receive as a consequence from’ which is not explicitly 
mentioned in the original Japanese. As for (2-11) too, the English translation requires an 
expression such as ‘resulting from’ that is not included in the original Japanese.

(2-10) [hon-o utta] okane
book-ACC sold money
The money (1/ you/ he/ she received as a consequence from) having sold the book

(2-11) [jiko-ga okita] gen’in
accident-NOM occurred cause
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred

This situation, in which English lacks the two subtypes, is summarized in Table 2-6.
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Table 2-6
Corresponding Construction Types between English Clausal Modifier with Nominal

English Japanese
Relative Clause RR

- GR
- CN

Complement COMP

The distinction between these two subtypes in English can be made singly either 
by Gap theory or by Frame theory. Gap theory assumes that a relative clause contains a 
syntactic gap while a complement does not (e.g., Comrie & Horie, 1995).

For example, in (2-13), an example of a relative clause, the head noun is 
coreferential with the gap posited in the modifying clause in the node of a direct object of 
the verb ‘bought’ illustrated by the tree (2-15).

(2-15) NP

NP

the newspaper, COMP

NP
that

bought the bookstore

On the other hand, a gap cannot be posited in the modifying clause of (2-14), an example 
of a complement with a nominal head, as the tree (2-16) illustrates.
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(2-16) NP

the fact COMP

All the nodes that are subcategorized for by the verb are filled. Therefore, it is not 
possible to posit a syntactic gap coreferential with the head noun in complements with 
nominal heads.

Frame theory explains that relative clauses are Clause Host Type where a head 
noun plays a role in the frame evoked by the modifying clause. On the other hand, 
complements with nominal heads are Noun Host Type in which the head noun does not 
participate in the frame that the modifying clause evokes because the modifying clause 
does not evoke a frame, instead, the head noun evokes a content frame and encapsulates 
what is expressed by the modifying clause.

The distinction between relative clause and complement in English is made by 
either Gap theory or Frame theory, which is summarized in Table 2-7.

Table 2-7
Distinction among English Clausal Modifiers with Nominal Head bv Gap and Frame 
Theories__________________________________________________________

English Clausal Modifier 
with Nominal Head

Gap Theory Frame Theory

Relative Clause Gap Type Clause Host Type
Complement with Nominal 
Head

Non-Gap Type Noun Host Type

Markedness
Two linguistic theories, Gap and Frame, draw distinctions among the four NMC 

types. In addition, the concept of markedness was employed in this study. Markedness
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makes a two-way distinction: marked and unmarked. Markedness refers to properties, 
within a language and across languages, of a relationship among related structures, where 
one is unmarked and the other marked.

Determining which of the four construction types is marked with respect to other 
is problematic unless the criteria for markedness are well determined (Beck, in press). 
Givdn (1964) and Battistella (1990) point out that the criterion is contextually restricted, 
independently of the defining properties of markedness. In this study, the context is 
Japanese noun-modifying construction, a natural class in which all the members look like 
[...laN. It is in this context that the criterion of markedness is required.

For example, Givdn (1995, 1984) summarizes three major criteria as “structural 
complexity,” “frequency distribution,” and “cognitive complexity.” The “structural 
complexity” criterion states the marked structure is more complex or larger than the 
unmarked. The “frequency distribution” criterion states that the marked structure is 
psychologically “figure” in relation to the unmarked counterpart which is “ground,”” the 
figure being cognitively more salient and thus less frequent, than the ground. The 
“cognitive complexity” criterion states that the marked category is cognitively more 
complex than the corresponding unmarked category in terms of processing time, attention 
and mental effort.

Among Givdn’s criteria, the structural complexity criterion is not applicable 
because the four construction types all seem equally complex or simple in having 
apparently the same form. As for the distribution criterion, it is not known which 
construction type is least frequently used in a specific genre. The cognitive complexity 
criterion is applicable because it relates to the difference in processing effort among the 
four NMCs. However, which type is more cognitively complex or more costly to process 
is not a criterion here; rather it is one of the questions that can be answered in the present 
experimental study. Therefore, Givdn’s criteria were not employed in this study.

White (1969) and Ellis (1994), among others, refer to the use of the concept of 
markedness in typological studies. The features common to most languages are 
unmarked, while those that are rare or specific to a particular language are marked. If 
typological analyses were available for clausal modification structures for many 
languages, it might be possible to designate which of the four construction types is
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marked with respect to others. If one member is missing in most of the languages while 
the other is common in the context of clausal modifiers with nominal heads, it would be 
possible to define the former as marked with respect to the rest. For example, if the RR is 
common to most languages, and the GR to very few, the RR would be unmarked with 
respect to the GR. However, currently those data are unavailable. Therefore, the 
criterion motivated by typological studies was not employed.

Markedness definition bv leamabilitv theory. Manzini and Wexler (1967), 
motivated by learnability theory, proposed the subset approach to determine the 
markedness relation. In the present study, their method was adopted to classify NMCs. 
Manzini and Wexler (1987) calculated possible grammars in a subset/ superset relation as 
in Figure 2-1 below. Figure 2-1 depicts that Grammar Y can generate sentences that are 
a proper subset of those generated by Grammar X.

Figure 2-1. Subset grammar Y generates sentences that are a proper set of sentences that 
superset grammar X generates.

The sentences that belong to the white area (i.e., generated by subset grammar Y) are 
unmarked, while sentences belonging to the grey area (i.e., the sentences that superset 
grammar X generates but not subset grammar Y) are marked cases.

The markedness claim motivated by learnability theory in Manzini and Wexler 
(1987) is as follows. On the basis of positive evidence, the unmarked grammar that 
generates subset sentences is chosen by LI acquirers, because, upon encountering 
linguistic data, the Subset Principle tells the learners to choose the most conservative 
grammar (subset setting, unmarked). On the basis of later positive evidence, then LI
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acquirers would choose the setting that generates superset sentences (superset setting, 
marked).

In terms of NMC, the RR, the GR, the CN, and the COMP can be sorted into the 
two areas by constructing two hypothetical grammars: one that generates all types and the 
other that generates all but the GR. The first grammar includes the second. This 
inclusion relation is illustrated in Figure 2-2.

Figure 2-2. GR is marked with respect to CN, RR, and COMP.

The GR involves extra predication for interpretation.16 For example, in the 
example of the GR in Table 2-1, the head noun okane (‘money’) is an argument of the 
unexpressed predicate such as ‘received.’ It becomes clearer when the prepositional 
structure is elaborated by the two linked events as follows: “sold ((1/ you/ he/ she), book) 
AND CONSEQUENTLY received ((1/ you/ he/ she), money).’’ The underlined elements 
‘sold,’ ‘book,’ and ‘money’ are explicit but ‘received’ is not. Also the relation between 
the two events “AND CONSEQUENTLY” is not explicit. In order to recover the hidden 
verb ‘received,’ pragmatic knowledge is involved while associating “sold ((1/ you/ he/ 
she), book)” and “money”: the world knowledge or common sense that selling goods 
consequently leads to reception of cash rewards.

The other types, the RR, the CN, and the COMP do not involve an unexpressed 
predicate in order to link the modifying clause and the head noun. In other words, 
pragmatic knowledge is involved for the GR, but not for the RR, the CN, and COMP. 
The resources for combining the head noun and the modifying clause for all the subtypes 
of NMC are: baseline logical knowledge of relation including equation, knowledge of 
thematic relation, and pragmatic knowledge, as listed in Table 2-8.
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Table 2-8
Resources Involved in Association of Mod fvina Clause and Head Noun of NMC
NMC Baseline Logical Knowledge 

of Relation Including Equation
Knowledge of 
Thematic Relation

Pragmatic
Knowledge

RR V V
GR V V V
CN V V
COMP V

Knowledge of thematic relations is involved in the interpretation of all but the 
COMP. The head nouns of the RR, the GR, and the CN participate in a proposition; that 
is, they have a relation with the predicate in the proposition. On the other hand, the head 
nouns of the COMP do not; they are in appositive relation with or names of (thus 
encapsulating) the whole modifying clause.

In an example of the RR, the head noun carries a role of “object of buying” in 
relation to the clausal verb ‘bought,’ participating in the proposition with the verb. In the 
example of the GR, the head noun carries the role of “object of receiving,” participating 
in the proposition with the hidden verb. In the example of the CN, the head noun names 
a role of “CAUSE” in relation to the modifying clause, indirectly participating in the 
proposition with the clausal verb ‘occurred.’ The head noun of the COMP does not 
participate in a proposition. Therefore, knowledge of thematic relation is not involved in 
construal of the COMP.

Baseline logical knowledge of relations is assumed to be involved in association 
of the modifying clause and the head noun of all types as a background resource; that is, 
whatever the type of construal, logical knowledge is at work. It is a foreground resource 
for the construal of the CN and the COMP. The head nouns of the CN evoke a relational 
frame that has the role for the event/ state complementary to the meaning of the head 
noun. Therefore, the knowledge of logical relations (cause-effect, reason-result, 
before-after, front-back, etc.) is involved. The head nouns of the COMP are names of 
what the modifying clause expresses. In other words, the meaning of the head noun and 
the meaning of the modifying clause are in the relation of equation. Therefore, the 
knowledge of logical equation is involved here.

According to Table 2-8, which summarizes the resources involved in the 
association of the two constituents, the interpretation of the GR involves the most
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resources, then the RR and the CN, and the least resource for the COMP. The four NMC 
types are therefore generated by three grammars in subset condition as illustrated in 
Figure 2-3.

GR

COMP

Figure 2-3. Three grammars that generate the RR, the GR, the CN, and the COMP are in 
subset relation. The superset grammar that generates GR generates all the types.

Based on the subset condition here, the GR is marked with respect to the RR, the 
CN, and the COMP. Also the GR, the RR, and the CN are marked with respect to the 
COMP. All together, the GR is marked with respect to the RR and the CN, which are 
marked with respect to the COMP. In any case, it is clear that the GR has definitely the 
marked status. It seems profitable, therefore, to view the markedness relations among 
NMCs as binary in order to highlight the dramatic manner in which the GR differs from 
the other three.

Therefore, in this study, the GR is considered marked with respect to the RR, the 
CN, and the COMP, as summarized in Table 2-9.

Table 2-9

Marked | Unmarked
GR 1 RR, CN, COMP

Transfer
The fourth concept that was suspected to have an effect on distinguishing among 

the four NMC subtypes was transfer. When learners of Japanese encounter the four 
NMC subtypes, their way of processing is likely to show an influence of their experience 
in processing LI. Superficially similar NMCs may be distinguished due to this carry-
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over habit from LI. This influence or carry-over effect in general is called transfer (cf. 
White, 1989; Gass, 1996, among others). In essence, a carry-over effect leads to earlier 
acquisition of L2 where features are comparable or similar between the two languages. 
Features that are not in common are acquired later. In terms of NMC, the assumption is 
that some subtypes are under a positive LI influence while the rest are not. Which of the 
RR, the GR, the CN, and the COMP are acquired with positive influence from LI, and 
therefore, are easier to acquire than the others? The answer to this question depends on 
how the transfer effect takes place.

There are two positions as to exactly how transfer effect occurs. The first one 
involves a contrastive analytic understanding of the transfer effect. By contrasting LI 
and L2, certain properties of L2 that are obviously similar and familiar to LI should be 
under positive transfer while others, obviously different from and unfamiliar to LI, 
should be under negative transfer. The second position takes generative grammar as a 
starting point, where L2 acquisition is viewed as resetting from the LI value to the 
correct L2 value of the same parameter. Transfer, if any, is understood as an initial LI 
value for the parameter with which a specific feature of L2 is associated.

Each view on how transfer works predicts different ways to distinguish four 
subtypes of NMC by English JSLs.

Obvious transfer. From a contrastive analytic point of view, the linguistic units 
that are considered transferable are “obvious” (White, 1992, p. 221) and “visible” (White, 
1992, p. 220) similarities and differences between LI and L2.17 They are obvious 
because regular classroom teachers can identify them without any detailed training in 
particular linguistic theories. An example of an obvious facilitating feature for teachers 
of Japanese with students of different LI background, is the orthographic similarity 
between Japanese and Chinese characters. This gives Chinese students an enormous 
advantage over English LI students (see also Ellis, 1994). An example of an obvious 
inhibiting feature is the definite article ‘the’ in English that applies to Japanese LI 
learners of English as L2. Japanese lacks this class of definite article. Classroom 
teachers of English, when marking English composition assignments written by Japanese 
students can easily attribute errors to the fact that this functional category is missing and 
unfamiliar in Japanese, and therefore, not positively transferable.
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In the context of NMC, there are typological studies, such as Comrie and Horie 
(1995),18 which have looked at the relatively obvious superficial appearance of 
modifications with nominal head in English and Japanese. Comrie and Horie assume the 
RR and the COMP are equivalent with the English relative clause, and the complement 
clause with a nominal head, respectively. The relative clause in English appears to 
contain a gap while the complement in English apparently does not, and Japanese RR and 
COMP respectively seem to match the criterion. On the other hand, the CN and the GR 
do not contain a gap, and, therefore, they are something else. Since there are no other 
types of clausal modifiers with nominal heads in English other than the relative clause 
and the complement, the GR and the CN are missing in English.

The obvious transfer position, therefore, makes the following distinction among 
subtypes of NMC. By contrasting English and Japanese at the structural level, the four 
types are divided into two categories: familiar ones (the RR and the COMP) and 
unfamiliar ones (the GR and the CN) to English.

Table 2-10

Familiar Unfamiliar
RR, COMP GR, CN

Transfer in Principles and Parameters theory. In research that relates to Universal 
Grammar (UG), by which any LI acquisition is assumed to be constrained (e.g., White, 
1989,1996,2000), L2 acquisition is considered a process of resetting the value of certain 
“parameters” to the appropriate value of the same parameter in L2. Parameters are part 
of UG and constrain variation among languages with different values. The effect of 
transfer, in this view, is that the learners initially set their Li value of the same parameter 
for their target language.

In the context of NMC, the LI English learners are assumed to apply their LI 
setting for the parameter associated with NMC. What then is the English value for this 
parameter in charge of the properties of NMC?

In order to determine the LI value L2 values for the parameter by which the 
properties of NMC are coded, the relationships among the members of NMC and among
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their equivalents in English were considered. The method employed here is that the 
value of Japanese is first determined by the markedness relation among the four NMC 
members, then the value of LI is to be determined by the relation of the equivalent 
structures of NMC in English.

First of all, as Figure 2-2 repeated below illustrates, the RR, the GR, the CN, and 
the COMP are generated by grammars in a subset condition. Because of this relation, the 
GR was determined to be marked with respect to the RR, the CN, and the COMP. This 
means that Japanese (L2) has both marked and unmarked members.

Figure 2-2. GR is marked with respect to CN, RR, and COMP.

On the other hand, there is the assumption that the RR and the English relative 
clause, and the COMP and the English complement are equivalents, and that the English 
equivalents for the GR and the CN are missing (cf. Table 2-6). This means that English 
has only unmarked members and no marked members, as Figure 2-4 illustrates.

Figure 2-4. Relative clause and complement are unmarked members. There are no 
marked members in English.

CN
RR
COMP

Relative
clause
Complement
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The claim by transfer in Principles and Parameters theory is that, initially, the 
learners choose the setting of LI. In this case, the LI is the unmarked setting, which is 
the subset grammar. The subset grammar generates the CN, the RR, and the COMP in 
L2. That is, the English LI learners of L2 Japanese initially acquire the CN, the RR, and 
the COMP. Because the CN is generated by subset grammar, the learners are supposed 
to acquire initially the CN as well, which obvious transfer does not predict to happen. 
Based on positive evidence, later they acquire the GR.19 This distinction by transfer in 
Principles and Parameters theory, coupled with the markedness definition by the subset 
condition, is summarized in Table 2-11.

Table 2-11

Subset setting Not Contained in Subset
(Unmarked) setting

(Marked)
RR, CN, COMP GR

Markedness vs. transfer in Principles and Parameters theory. The distinction in 
Table 2-11 is exactly what markedness makes (cf. Table 2-9 for distinction among four 
types of NMC by markedness). Because English equivalents for NMC belong only to the 
subset grammar, it is impossible to separate the markedness claim (which distinguishes 
unmarked members from marked members) and the transfer claim of Principles and 
Parameters theory (which distinguishes LI setting (i.e., unmarked/ subset) from L2 
setting (i.e., marked/ superset)).

In this study, because the markedness definition by subset-superset relation is 
assumed, the claim of transfer on the grounds of Principles and Parameters theory is 
incorporated in the markedness claim. That is, there is one claim by markedness and one 
claim by obvious transfer.

Interpretation of Gap. Frame. Markedness, and Transfer
The purpose of this study was to find out if speakers of Japanese discriminate 

among the four types of NMC, and if so, whether they do so in ways predicted by the 
theories outlined above. Four concepts were suspected to be responsible for the
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discrimination. Gap, embraced in Gap theory, distinguished gap type (RR) from non-gap 
type (GR, CN, and COMP). Hosting and hosted relations in Frame theory separated 
Clause Host Type (RR and GR), Noun Host Type (COMP), and Clause and Noun Host 
Type (CN). Markedness, as determined by the Subset Principle among subtypes of 
NMC, assigned marked status to the GR while unmarked status to the RR, the CN, and 
the COMP. The fourth concept, transfer, applicable to L2 acquisition, distinguishes the 
RR and the COMP (the familiar structures to English) from the GR and the CN (the 
missing structures in English). These concepts now need to be interpreted in processing 
terms.

Processing interpretation of Gap. The psycholinguistic interpretation of Gap 
theory rests on the claim that a syntactic gap generates multiple activation of its referent. 
(Bever & McElree, 1968; Nakayama, 1995; Mazuka, 1991; Yamashita, Stowe, & 
Nakayama, 1993). In the NMC, the head noun comes after the modifying clause; i.e., a 
gap and its referent are in a cataphoric relation (see the schematic expression in Table 2-2 
for the positions of the gap and its antecedent head noun). Thus, it is impossible for the 
gap to be accessed before the referent NP has been encountered, unlike an English gap 
which follows, rather precedes, its antecedent NP. Mazuka (1991) also points out that it 
is impossible to posit a gap at the sentence location at which it exists during the on-line 
processing of Japanese sentences. It is always after the referent NP is received that one 
realizes, if at all, that there was a corresponding gap in the previous part of the sentence. 
Therefore, this psycholinguistic interpretation of gap may be problematic for Japanese 
NMCs (cf. Miyamoto & Kess, 1995).

In this present study, the presence of a gap, i.e., the presence of the coreferential 
relation of the head noun and its preceding gap due to their syntactic relation with the 
clausal predicate, was expected to facilitate parsing of the head noun. When the head 
noun is received, the hearer should realize that the NP is syntactically bound with 
previous linguistic material via its gap. Therefore, Gap theory suggests that the RR 
should be easier to process than the GR, the CN, and the COMP, summarized in Table 2- 
12. Both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs (Japanese as a second language 
learners) should be subjected to this prediction.
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Table 2-12
Ease of Processing Prediction bv Gap Theory for Japanese Native Speakers and English 
JSLs______________________
Easy Hard
RR GR, CN, COMP

Processing interpretation of Frame. There have been no previous psycholinguistic 
studies on hosting and hosted relation as conceived in Frame theory. In the present study, 
a new interpretation was developed. The relation of the hosting element and hosted 
element was seen as ground and figure (cf. Talmy, 1968). This psychological 
interpretation suggests that the hosted element, i.e., the figure, may be captured as salient 
information, while the hosting element, i.e., ground, may be captured as less salient 
information. Based on this assumption, the hosted element (figure, more salient) was 
expected to be retained in memory better than the hosting element (ground, less salient).

The RR and the GR are Gause Host Types. That is, the head noun is hosted by 
the modifying clause; therefore, the head noun should be retained in memory better than 
the modifying clause. The COMP is a Noun Host Type. That is, the head noun hosts the 
modifying clause; therefore, the modifying clause should be retained in memory better 
than the head noun. Lastly, the CN is Gause and Noun Host Type. Both constituents 
host the other. Therefore, the retention level of both constituents should be equal. Table 
2-13 summarizes the interpretation of Frame Theory. The ease of retention prediction 
should apply to both Japanese native speakers and English Japanese as a second language 
learners (English JSLs).

Table 2-13
Ease o f Retention Prediction bv Frame Theory for Japanese Native Speakers and English 
JSLs____________________________________________________
NMC Modifying Clause (CL) Head Noun (N) Retention
RR, GR Hosting Information Hosted Information N > CL
CN

-JUIIz

Hosted Information Hosting Information
COMP N<CL

Processing interpretation of markedness. Independently from markedness 
definition criteria, markedness predicts that a marked member is acquired later than an
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unmarked member (cf. White, 1969). Markedness, as adopted in the research on 
Universal Grammar (UG), is used to explain the order of acquisition in both LI and non
primary language acquisitions. In any case, the explanation is that unmarked form is 
acquired first and the marked one is acquired later. As for processing predictions outside 
the researches on UG, Givdn (1995) proposes, as one of the criteria of markedness, 
“cognitive complexity”, which says that marked members tend to be “cognitively more 
complex” and require a processing cost such as “mental effort, attention demands or 
processing time.”

In this study, the markedness contrast among subtypes of NMC is interpreted as 
corresponding to the ease of processing: the marked type (GR) being harder to process 
than unmarked types (RR, CN, and COMP). This interpretation should apply to both 
Japanese native speakers and English JSLs.

Table 2-14
Ease o f  Processing Prediction bv Markedness for Japanese Native Speakers and English 
JSLs__________________
Easy Hard
RR, CN, COMP GR

Processing interpretation of transfer. Under the contrastive analytic 
understanding of transfer (obvious transfer), the RR and the COMP in the target language 
are familiar to LI while the GR and the CN are not. Therefore, the RR and the COMP 
should be easier to process than the GR and the CN for English JSLs. This is 
summarized in Table 2-15.

Table 2-15

Easy Hard
RR, COMP GR, CN

Research Hypotheses
This study tested experimentally the following research hypotheses listed in Table

2-16.
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Table 2-16
Research Hypotheses Related to Processing NMCs
Concept Speaker

Group
Hypotheses

Gap Japanese 
LI and 
English 
JSLs

Gap facilitates processing. The RR is a gap type, and the rest 
are non-gap types. The RR should be easiest to process.

Frame Japanese 
LI and 
English 
JSLs

The hosted information should be better remembered than 
the hosting information. For the RR and the GR (Clause 
Host Type), the head nouns should be easier to retain in 
memory than the modifying clauses. For the COMP (Noun 
Host Type), the modifying clauses should be easier to 
remember than the head nouns. For the CN (Clause and 
Noun Host Type) the two constituents should be equally easy 
to retain in memory.

Markedness Japanese 
LI and 
English 
JSLs

The marked member should be harder to process. Therefore, 
the GR (marked) should be harder to process than the RR, 
the CN, and the COMP (unmarked).

Transfer English
JSLs

For the second language learners, the familiar structures are 
easier to acquire than the unfamiliar structures. Therefore, 
the RR and the COMP should be easier to process than the 
GR and the CN for English JSLs.

Organization of the Experiments
The following three chapters describe a series of experiments that evaluated the 

research hypotheses. The three experiments were carried out in sequence. However, as 
summarized in Table 2-17, they are described in the opposite order in the following 
chapters for the puposes of presentation clarity.

In the first experiment, both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs read 
sentences containing NMCs on the computer screen. After this task, only English JSLs 
checked, in terms of awareness of the readings and the meanings of the vocabularies, the 
word check sheet (see Appendix 1 for the word check sheet and the scores by English 
JSLs) that lists the glosses used in the experiments. The word check sheet remained 
available for reference until the end of the last experiment. In the second experiment, 
only English JSLs translated orally the NMCs on the computer screen. Prior to the last 
experiment, both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs were interviewed for the 
background information (see Appendix 2 for summary of the interview). Both speaker
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groups participated in the last experiment, which involved the rating tasks. This last 
experiment is described first in Chapter 3.

Table 2-17
Th<?Qrder of Experiments and Chanters in This Volume
Time
Row

Experiment Number and Task Participants Chapter in This 
Volume

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

3. On-Line Self-Paced 
Reading and Probe Recognition

Japanese Native Speakers 
English JSLs

5

Word Check English JSLs
2. Semi On-Line Translation English JSLs 4

Interview Japanese Native Speakers 
English JSLs

1. Off-Line Rating Japanese Native Speakers 
English JSLs

3

Notes

1 This notation is the Frame theory equivalent of [S NP]np used in Gap theory as noted in Chapter 1.

1 Japanese is rigidly verb final (cf. Kuno, 1973). The sentential modifiers end with verbal elements.

1 Japanese is ridigly head final. Modifiers are located prenominally whether or not the modifiers are 
sentential.

4 Teramura (1964) uses the term “uchi no kankei" (internal relation) to refer to the relation of modifying 
clause and the head noun of Regular Relative. This refers to the relation in which the head noun is 
successfully associated with the verb with a case marking particle.

5 “Pro” represents Null Anaphora (cf. Kameyama, 1985; Tsujimura, 1996). As English translation 
indicates, “pro” is like a pronoun and is normally interpreted by the context. It does not have phonetic 
content and expresses the intuition that the constituents, as long as they are subcategorized by the verb, are 
there. Japanese allows pro in subject NP node and any other subcategorized constituents’ nodes. For 
example, the trees, (2-1), (2-3), (2-4), and (2-6), contain pro in subject NP node. The tree (2-6) contains 
pro in subject NP, direct object NP, and indirect objet NP nodes.

6 Following Tsujimura (1996), the constituents with nouns taking ga (nominative marker), o (accusative 
marker), ni (dative marker), no (genitive marker), and wa (topic marker) are considered to be NP. Nouns 
taking other post positional particles such as de (‘at’ location marker) are considered to be PP. The first 
group of postpositional particles consists of grammatical markets that do not have semantic content. The 
second group of particles has semantic content; e.g., made ‘until’, e ‘to’, to ‘with’, kara ‘from’ and de ‘a t ’

7 The distinction between argument NP and adjunct PP was made by Yamashita (1995). The same 
distinction was also made by Matsumoto (1997), who used non-syntactic terms such as core role and non
core role instantiated by the head noun in the modifying clause. The argument NP relative/ core role 
instantiated by the head noun in the modifying clause, v.s. adjunct PP relative/ non-core instantiated by the 
head noun in the modifying clause, are the two subcategories of RR.
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* Teramura (1984) calls this type “tanraku” (short cut).

'  Teramura (1984) call this relation “solo no kankei" (external relation) as opposed to “uchi no kankei” 
(internal relation) referring to the RR.

10 McCawley (1972) also classifies relative clauses similarly. That is, there is a relative clause and a 
complement in Japanese. A clear case of a relative clause is the Regular Relative. Unclear cases of a 
relative clause include Gapless Relative and Clause and Noun Host Type.

11 An example of the GR type with consequence and condition relation is: 
mainichi no shokuji ga oishikunaru undoo
everyday POSS meal NOM delicious+become exercise
the exercise by doing which eveiyday meals become tasty

12 An example of the GR type with purpose and requisite relation is: 
chesu no geemu ni kanarazu katsu renshuu
chess POSS game at definitely win practice
the practice by doing which (you) win the game of chess without fail

13 An example of the GR type with requisite and purpose relation is: 
mae kara junbi ga dekiteita wakare
before from preparation NOM ready+COP+PAST separation
the separation for which the preparation had been done since before

14 An example of the GR type with part and whole relation is:
saisho no go-hun de suji ga wakaru eiga
fust POSS five-minutes with plot NOM become+understandable movie
the movie in the first five minutes of which the plot becomes understandable

13 An example of the GR type with event and usual cause of opposite event is: 
shiroi shatsu ga kuroku naru sentaku
white shirt NOM Mack become laundry
the laundry by doing which a white shirt becomes black

16 It is not that only GR interpretation involves extra sentential knowledge. The interpretation of all types 
of NMC is ready to accept extra sentential knowledge; however, characteristically GR involves "extra 
predicate," which indicates that the head noun belongs to a separate event with separate predicate-argument 
structure. Matsumoto (1997) points out that the main properties of NMC are determined at the levels of 
semantics and pragmatics (i.e., extra sentential knowledge). For example, arguments can be missing 
without causing ungrammaticality in Japanese (i.e., Japanese is a pro-drop language), and this phenomenon 
is not limited to NMC. As a consequence of this property of Japanese, for some noun-modifying 
constructions, more than one interpretation could be possible. In the following example which is RR type, 
beside the argument coreferentiaJ with the head noun, another argument is missing in the modifying clause, 
resulting in two possible translations.

[aishita] otoko-ga kaettekita
loved man-NOM returned
The man who (somebody) loved returned.
The man who loved (somebody) returned.

The grammatical relation of the head noun with the clausal predicate (the subject of the verb or the object 
of the verb) is determined by discourse and pragmatic context.

In the following COMP example, again, multiple number of pros exist in the modifying clause. 
The interpretation of the referents of the pros depends on the context
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[ageta] jijitsu-wa nai
gave fact-TOP NEG
There is no fact that (somebody) gave (something) (to somebody).

Matsumoto (1997) provides parallel examples in Japanese and English and points out that English 
accepts only the interpretation of the head as a subcategorizing NP, while Japanese interpretation allows 
both subcategorizing NP interpretation and adverbial NP interpretation of the head noun. In the following 
example, the head noun basho (place) can be interpreted as either object or place in Japanese, but only 
object interpretation is accepted in English.

[Sakuma san-ga katta] basho-wa doko desu ka.
Mr. Sakuma-NOM bought place-TOP where COP Q
Where is the place (which) Mr. Sakuma bought?
Where is the place (in which) Mr. Sakuma bought (something)?

Where is the place Mr. Sakuma bought?

If shared world knowledge is used, the interpretation of the following RR type sentence is easy. In 
this case, the semantic of the head noun kodomo (child) triggers world knowledge about child, and 
selecting one interpretation over the other is easy.

[otsukai-o tanonda] kodomo-ga modoranai.
Errands-ACC asked child-NOM retunw-NEG 
The child (I) asked to do errands is not back.
The child who asked (somebody) to do errands is not back.

Errands are usually given to children by adults, rather than the other way around. Therefore, the common 
sense allows single interpretation, i.e., the first interpretation.

CN interpretation equally involves extra sentential knowledge in the situation where arguments are 
missing in the modifying clause as in the following examples. The elements in the parentheses need to be 
contextually recovered.

[shinu] zenjitsu-ni koko-ni kita.
Die previous day-at here-to came
(He) came here on the day previous to the time when (he) died.

[machi-ni iku] tochuu, ame-ni hurareta.
Town-to go on.the.way rain-by rain-PASS-PAST 
On my way to town, (I) got rained on.

Matsumoto lists various example of GR type, where construing is hard from the gloss if one does 
not know Japanese and Japanese culture. The followings are cited from Matsumoto (1997, p. 48). The 
translation in English for these examples illustrates that without extra sentential elements in parentheses, it 
is impossible to construe GR type. These extra sentential elements in the parentheses are mostly 
unexpressed predicates (in the first two examples). Some translation in English can be done without 
including the unexpressed predicates. However, a logical predicate that takes the head noun as an 
argument is easily found. The translation in italic is added which contains the extra predicate.

[[atama ga yoku-naru] hon] 
head NOM good-become book 
‘the book (by reading which) ( )  head gets better’
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[[genki ga deni] kununa 
energy NOM rise.up car
‘the car (by driving/ owning which) ( ) energy rises’

[[yoru toire ni ike-naku-naru] hanashi]
night bathroom GOAL go.can-not-become story
'the story (because of which) ( )  cannot go to the bathroom at night’
'the story (after reaching which) ( )  cannot go to the bathroom at night’

[[toire ni ike-nai] komaasyaru]
bathroom GOAL go.can-not commercial
‘commercials (because of which) ( )  cannot go to the bathroom’
'commercials (after watching which) ( )  cannot go to the bathroom ’

[[gakkoo ga yasumini-natta] yuki] 
school NOM closed-because snow 
‘the snow (because of which) the school was closed’
'the snow (after which fell) the school was closed ’

[[paatii ni korare-nakatta] syukudai]
party GOAL come.can-did.not homework
‘the homework (because of which) ( )  could not come to the party’
'the homework (which ( )had to do, consequently) ( )  could not come to the party

17 Ellis (1994, p. 306) quotes Lado’s (1957, p. 2) Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis:
...the student who comes into contact with a foreign language will find some features of it quite 
easy and others extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar to his native language will be 
simpler for him. and those elements that are different will be difficult.

'* The point that Comrie and Horie (1995) make is that it is not appropriate to hold such syntactic 
dichotomy as English relative clause and complement for Japanese equivalents.

19 According to leamability theory, on the other hand, when the learning needs to proceed from the superset 
grammar to the subset grammar, serious difficulty should be expected. The learners whose LI contains the 
superset grammar should overgenerate the sentences that only the superset grammar generates but not the 
subset grammar in the absence of negative evidence (this point is made by White, 1993, among others). In 
the context of NMC, Japanese native speakers acquiring English as L2 are expected to overgenerate the GR 
and are expected to have a hard time acquiring not to generate the GR in English.
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Chapter 3 
Experiment 1 

Off-Line Rating Tasks

To find out how the four NMC types are processed and distinguished by speakers 
of Japanese, both native speakers of Japanese and native speakers of English learning 
Japanese rated 20 grammatical Japanese sentences containing the four types of NMC.
Two judgement criteria were given. First they rated the sentences in terms of 
naturalness, and then in terms of ease o f understanding for English speakers who were 
learning Japanese. The results were expected to show intuition-based differences among 
the four types. The experiment focuses on the markedness and the transfer hypotheses. 
The other hypotheses, i.e., the gap hypothesis and the frame hypothesis are not relevant.

The three experiments were carried out in sequence, and this chapter discusses the 
last experiment (see Table 2-17 in Chapter 2 for the actual order of the experiments).

Objectives and Rationale of the Experiment
In order to test the research hypotheses: markedness and transfer, this experiment 

obtained two sets of data. The first set consisted of naturalness rating (NR) scores. The 
second was ease of understanding for English JSLs rating (EUR) scores. In the first 
judgement task ‘naturalness rating’ (NR), the participants were asked to focus on how 
natural the Japanese stimuli sounded. In the second judgement task, ‘ease of 
understanding for English JSLs rating’ (EUR), participants were asked to focus on their 
knowledge of Japanese and English.

The rationale of NR and EUR is that an intuitive sense of naturalness along with a 
sense of relative ease of understanding for English JSLs would allow the participants to 
draw distinctions among the four construction types. These off-line tasks were expected 
to allow the participants’ conscious reflection on their LI and other non-primary 
languages.

Two rating tasks were used, rather than one, to obtain a broader perspective on 
aspects of processing induced by different sets of instructions. The differences in the
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rating scores among the four construction types were expected to provide evidence for 
relative processing differences among the four types.

Experimental Hypotheses
Hypotheses 1- 6 were tested in this experiment. These are listed in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1
Experimental Hypotheses Tested in Experiment 1
Measure Japanese Native Speakers English JSLs

NR HI Markedness Hypothesis for NR 
by Japanese Native Speakers 
Naturalness rating of GR sentences 
by Japanese native speakers should 
be lower than those of RR, CN, and 
COMP sentences. NR(RR), 
NR(CN), NR(COMP) > NR(GR)

H2 Markedness Hypothesis for NR 
by English JSLs
Naturalness rating of GR sentences 
by English JSLs should be lower 
than those of RR, CN, and COMP 
sentences. NR(RR), NR(CN), 
NR(COMP) > NR(GR)

H3 Transfer Hypothesis for NR by 
English JSLs
Naturalness ratings of RR and 
COMP sentences by English JSLs 
should be higher than those of CN 
and GR sentences. NR(RR), 
NR(COMP) > NR(CN), NR(GR)

EUR H4 Markedness Hypothesis for 
EUR by Japanese Native Speakers 
Ease of understanding rating of GR 
sentences by Japanese native 
speakers should be lower than those 
of RR, CN, and COMP sentences. 
EUR(RR), EUR(CN),
EUR(COMP) > EUR (GR)

H5 Markedness Hypothesis for 
EUR by English JSLs 
Ease of understanding rating of GR 
sentences by English JSLs should 
be lower than those of RR, CN, and 
COMP sentences. EUR(RR), 
EUR(CN), EUR(COMP) > EUR 
(GR)

H6 Transfer Hypothesis for EUR 
by English JSLs 
Ease of understanding ratings of 
RR and COMP sentences by 
English JSLs should be higher than 
those of CN and GR sentences. 
EUR(RR), EUR(COMP) > 
EUR(CN), EUR(GR)___________

Note. NR: Naturalness Rating, EUR: Ease of Understanding for English JSLs
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Method
Participants

In this experiment, 23 Japanese native speakers who are learning English, and 11 
English native speakers who are learning Japanese participated (see Appendix 2 for the 
participants’ information). They did all parts of the experiment in one sitting.

Japanese native speakers. Twenty-three native speakers of Japanese, eight male 
and 15 female, living in the Edmonton area, participated. They had lived a part of their 
lives in Japan. Both parents of the 22 participants were native speakers of Japanese. One 
participant’s father was an English native speaker who had died when the participant was 
an infant. He thus claimed his first language was Japanese, his mother’s native tongue. 
One participant was bom in an English-speaking country but had parents who were 
native speakers of Japanese. She had lived in Japan from the age of seven until in her 
thirties, and claimed she was a native speaker of Japanese. All the subjects had studied 
English formally for the first time in junior high school and had lived in English-speaking 
countries for at least 8 months. They functioned on a daily basis in English. Except for 
one participant, everyone had in addition to English, a third, fourth, or fifth language such 
as German, French, Korean, Russian, Spanish, Mandarin, or Latin. None spoke foreign 
languages, other than English, fluently. They were not trained teachers of Japanese. 
Fifteen were university students; two were studying linguistics. The rest were 
professionals. They volunteered to do the tasks in Experiment L and Experiment 3 in one 
sitting and were not offered payment.

English Japanese as a second language learners (English JSLs). Eleven English 
speaking, Japanese as a second language learners, five male and six female, of 
intermediate or advanced level, participated. They all claimed they were native speakers 
of English, and they had lived in either Canada or the United States for a good part of 
their lives. Their linguistic backgrounds were not simple. One participant’s mother was 
a native speaker of Japanese, who said the participant had been very weak in acquiring 
Japanese compared to her other children who had been good at it. This participant 
conversed only in English with his family members and claimed he had learned Japanese 
at the university. Another participant’s parents were Tamil speakers. However, the 
participant claimed her mother tongue was English because she understood only some
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words in her parents’ conversations at home. Another participant’s father spoke 
Cantonese, but he had no contact with his father, and therefore claimed his first language 
was English, which his mother spoke natively, although he had lived in Hong Kong 
during his childhood. Only one of them had Japanese as a single second language.
Others had other second languages prior to learning Japanese such as Spanish, French, 
German, and Cantonese in highschool. One spoke Spanish fluently, but others did not 
have fluency in a second language, other than Japanese. The English participants had all 
taken intermediate or advanced Japanese at college level or equivalent. Nine were 
students, and two were professionals. Ten had experience living in Japan for at least 11 
months. The one who had not learned any other foreign languages was teaching 
introductory Japanese at the university. Two were training to be high school teachers of 
Japanese when they participated in the experiments. One had taken linguistics courses 
and had a background in linguistic analyses. All were volunteers but were given a $10.00 
gift certificate from the University bookstore. They did all the tasks in Experiments 1-3 
in one sitting.

Stimuli
Forty sentences that contain NMC were used and were represented schematically 

in (3-1).

(3-1) [Stgll [SsgZLLSgg?-![Hred Nowlt-WSeg5] [Seg6] [Seg7].

Each consisted of seven segments ending with a period. Following Japanese punctuation 
convention, there were no spaces within the sentence. In (3-1), “Head Noun” indicates 
the location of the head noun of the NMC. The underline visibly marked the NMC, on 
which the participants focused for judgement. Square brackets were not shown.

Forty sentences consisted of ten sentences of each construction type (see 
Appendix 3 for sentences for the rating tasks). They were divided between two lists (see 
Appendix 3 for sentences belonging to List A and List B). Each list contained 20 
sentences with 5 of each construction type. Each list had three distinct sentence orders. 
They were counterbalanced and presented in a randomized sequence. If a participant 
rated List A in Part A (naturalness rating), then he/she rated List B in Part B (ease of
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understanding for English JSLs rating). Likewise, if a participant rated List B in Part A, 
then he/she rated List A in Part B.

Rather than using the full set of 40 sentences, half were used for each rating. This 
was because the list of 40 items was too long to be shown on a single sheet, and a single 
page was considered the optimum length for the rating task. It was also expected that the 
naturalness judgement in Part A might affect the ease of understanding judgement in Part 
B. That is, if one gives an item a value in terms of naturalness, the reused item might 
tend to receive the same value in the scale of ease of understanding. Therefore, the 
participants rated the different lists on two different scales.

The twenty sentences were presented on a sheet of paper (see Appendix 4 for the 
rating sheets). Beside each sentence were the Roman numbers ‘1’ through ‘5.’ ‘5’ was 
to be circled if the item was the most natural/ the easiest to understand for English JSLs,
‘ 1’ if the least natural/ the most difficult for English JSLs to understand, and ‘3’ if more 
or less natural/ more or less easy for English JSLs to understand. A five point scale was 
adopted because the middle point was definable. In order to draw the participants’ 
attention to NMC only, the portion of the modifying clause and the head noun of each 
item was underlined. Entire sentences were supplied to provide a natural context for the 
NMC.

The stimuli in this experiment were familiar to the participants because the forty 
sentences had been in Experiments 2 and 3.1 Familiarity with the material and even with 
the NMC were not considered problematic. Because the naturalness judgements and ease 
of understanding for JSL judgements were intended to reveal the participants’ conscious 
reflections on the NMC, they would be facilitated rather than inhibited by their 
familiarity with and knowledge of the materials and even awareness of the construction 
types.

No distracters were employed because distracters that could violate the pattern 
were not considered necessary for the participants to make fair judgements. All the items 
in the list had the structural pattern illustrated in (3-1).

Assessment of the stimuli. All sentences were assessed by an instructor of the 
Department of East Asian Studies to ensure they were comprehensible by Japanese 
learners at an intermediate (300 level university courses) level. The instructor confirmed
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that the structures used in the experiment were initially introduced in the second semester 
of the introductory level of Japanese.

Procedure
Part A: Naturalness rating (NR) task. After a background interview (see 

Appendix 2 for the participants’ information) which followed the first experiment for 
Japanese native speakers and the second experiment for English JSLs (see Table 2-17 in 
Chapter 2 for the order of the experiments), the Part A naturalness rating task was given. 
Each participant was given a sheet of paper with the instructions and the sentences to rate 
(see Appendix 4A for the naturalness rating sheet). Instructions were written primarily in 
English with Japanese words for ‘most natural,’ ‘least natural,’ and ‘more or less natural’ 
added beside the English words. The written instructions asked the participants to read 
through the sentences first, then to focus on the underlined portion of each sentence and 
assign 1 and 5, and, only after this was done, to rate the rest on the same scale.

This anchoring was necessary to prevent the participants from being indecisive 
and assigning all items at the midpoint, thus preventing any spread in judgements. 
Allowing the participants to choose any point, rather than requesting them to assign an 
equal number of points in the scale to the items was preferred because otherwise it could 
be too time-consuming and frustrating for the participants.

The researcher was present and observed how the participants did the task. When 
the participant was not following the instructions, the researcher reminded her/him to do 
so.2

When the participants asked what ‘naturalness’ meant, the researcher replied 
consistently: it means ‘easy to say,’ ‘hear it often,’ ‘see it often,’ and ‘easy to the ear.’3 
This response was in English for native English speakers and in Japanese for native 
Japanese speakers. English JSLs were told to consult freely the vocabulary list that they 
had checked prior to the translation task (see Appendix 1 for word check sheet and the 
scores by English JSLs) or to ask the experimenter for unfamiliar words and anything 
other than rating scores. This task took less than 10 minutes. The rating sheet was put 
away, and Part B followed immediately.
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Part B: Ease of understanding for English JSLs rating (EUR) task. When the 
participants had finished Part A naturalness rating task, they were given a sheet of paper 
having instructions on one side (see Appendix 4B for the ease of understanding for 
English JSLs rating sheet). These were in English except for the phrases ‘the easiest for 
English speakers learning Japanese to understand,’ ‘the most difficult for English 
speakers learning Japanese to understand,’ and ‘more or less easy for English speakers 
learning Japanese to understand,’ which were written in Japanese as well as English. The 
instructions stated that participants should not let the difficulty of words, kanji characters, 
or length of each sentence determine ease of understanding, but focus on only the 
underlined portion of sentences. The reverse side had a list of 20 sentences, which the 
participants had not seen in Part A. The participants were allowed to flip between both 
sides of the sheet. They were asked to anchor their response, and then to assign any 
numbers on the scale to any number of stimuli for the same reasons described in Part A.

The researcher was present while the participants did the task.4 When the 
participant was not following the procedure, the researcher reminded her/him to observe 
the instructions.

The English JSLs were told to consult freely the word check sheet that they had 
seen prior to the translation task or to ask the experimenter any questions except 
concerning the scores. Enough time was given to ensure that the participants, especially 
English JSLs, would rate the sentences knowing what they meant. The task took less 
than 10 minutes. This experiment was the final one in the series.

Results
Statistical Analyses

Construction Type (four levels: RR, GR, CN and COMP) was the independent 
variable. The dependent variable was the rating score (1,2,3,4, and 5). In the data 
analysis, one-way ANOVA for both analyses by participants (summing over difference 
among stimuli within a construction type) and analyses by item (summing over 
differences among participants) were employed. In the former analyses, Construction 
Type was treated as a repeated measure factor, while in the latter it was treated as a 
between-items factor. Consequently, because in ANOVA with participants as variables,
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the same participant went through the treatments, causing the variance within the level of 
Construction Type to be more restricted, it was expected that analyses by items would 
yield more conservative results than the repeated measures ANOVA (analyses by 
participants).

A two-way ANOVA with Speaker Group (two levels: Japanese native speakers 
and English JSLs) as a between factor, was also done to find out if there were differences 
between Japanese native speakers and English JSLs. A one-way ANOVA with 
Judgement Scale (two levels: naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs) as 
a factor was conducted for each speaker group to determine if the different scales made 
an overall difference in the scores across the four construction types. A Spearman Rank 
Correlation was used with the two judgement scales as the ranking variables to determine 
if the underlying decision criteria were identical between the two judgement scales as an 
additional analysis for discussion.

Naturalness Rating (NR) bv Japanese Native Speakers
The Japanese native speakers were asked to rate the sentences with four types of 

NMC according to the scale of naturalness (see Appendix SA for the NR scores for each 
item by individual Japanese native speakers). It was expected that they would use their 
intuition of markedness and separate the four construction types accordingly, with the GR 
being less natural than other construction types (HI). Mean values of naturalness ratings 
by the Japanese native speakers for each construction type were calculated and assembled 
in Table 3-2.

Table 3-2
Mean Values. Standard Deviations, and Standard Errors bv Participants for Naturalness 
Rating on a Scale of 1-5. 1 Being Least Natural and 5 Being the Most Natural, for Four 
Construction Types bv 23 Japanese Native Speakers 
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.

CN 3.75 .60 .12
COMP 4.03 .60 .13
GR 2.44 .68 .14
RR 4.00 .60 .13

For this table and subsequent tables, mean tables were created based on the analyses by 
participants.
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The rating of the GR was the lowest while the ratings of other construction types 
were higher and about the same. According to ANOVA with participants as variables, 
there was a main effect by Construction Type, £(3,66) = 41.13, g < .001. Planned 
comparisons were done between every two means in Table 3-2, and their F-ratios were 
computed. The statistically significant differences in naturalness rating (NR) were 
present between the GR and every other construction type, E g r . c n  (1.22) = 62.97, g = 
•0001, E o r . c o m p  (1.22) = 92.49, g = .0001, and E GR. RR(1,22) = 86.53, g = .0001. Other 
levels were not significantly different with each other, E c n . c o m p  (1* 22) = 2.83, g = .10, E  

c n .rr O* 22) — 1.86, g s  .18, and E c o m p . rr(1» 22) — .10, g — .75.
ANOVA with sentences as variables also suggested that there was a main effect 

by Construction Type, E (3,36) = 11.24, g < .0001. The Tukey/ Kramer post hoc test 
also revealed that at p < .05, statistically significant differences were present between the 
GR and every other level, but not in other combination of levels. Therefore, both the 
analyses by participants and items suggest that the Japanese native speakers rated the GR 
lower than any other type.

These results support HI the Markedness Hypothesis for NR by Japanese native 
speakers, which predicted that naturalness rating of the GR sentences by Japanese native 
speakers should be lower than those of the RR, the CN, and the COMP sentences.

Rase nf I Tntjerstanding for English JSLs Rating (EUR) bv Japanese Native Speakers
After the naturalness rating task, another scale was given to Japanese native 

speakers, i.e., the scale of ease of understanding for English JSLs (see Appendix 5B for 
the EUR scores for each item by individual Japanese native speakers). These Japanese 
speakers were learning English as a second language and had a good command of 
English. They were thus asked to consult actively their knowledge of L2 to make a 
decision.
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Table 3-3
Mean Values for Ease of Understanding for English JSLs Rating on a Scale of 1-5.1 
Being the Most Difficult and 5 Being the Easiest, for Four Construction Types by_23

Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.
CN 3.52 .50 .11
COMP 3.43 .62 .13
GR 2.26 .58 .12
RR 3.43 .S3 .11

As in the naturalness ratings, the mean value of ease of understanding for the GR 
was lower than any other level. ANOVA with the participants as variables suggested that 
Construction Type had the main effect, £  (3,66) = 28.92, g < .0001. Planned 
comparisons between every two levels were done, and there were statistically significant 
differences between the GR and every other level, E g r . c n  ( 1 , 22) = 63.81, g = .0001  ’ E  GR. 

c o m p  ( 1* 2 2 )  =  54.50, g =  .0001, and E  g r .  r r (  L  2 2 )  =  54.50,5  = .0001. Other levels were 
not significantly different, Ecn.c o m p  (1 * 22) = 37, g = .55, E c n . r r  O’ 22) = 37, g = .55, 
and E  c o m p , r r  0 » 2 2 )  — .0001, j j  — 1.00.

ANOVA with sentences as variables also indicated that Construction Type had a 
statistically significant effect, E (3,36) = 6.24, g = .002. The statistically significant 
differences were found, according to Tukey/ Kramer post hoc test, at p < .05, between 
GR and every other level, and not between any other two levels.

Japanese native speakers rated the GR lower than any other construction type in 
terms of ease of understanding for English speakers learning Japanese as a second 
language. These results support H4 the Markedness Hypothesis for EUR by Japanese 
Native Speakers which predicted that ease of understanding for English JSLs rating of the 
GR sentences by Japanese native speakers should be lower than those of the RR, the CN, 
and the COMP sentences.

Japanese Native Speakers: Naturalness and Ease of Understanding for English JSLs
According to one-way ANOVA with sentences as variables and Judgement Scale 

as a factor, Judgement Scale had a significant effect, E (L 39) = 19.12, g < .0001. 
Japanese native speakers overall rated higher according to the naturalness scale (M -  
3.56, SJ2 -  -96, SE = .15) than according to the ease of understanding for English JSLs 
scale (M = 3.16, SC = .89, SE = . 14). However, for each construction type, Japanese
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native speakers only tended to rate higher on the basis of naturalness than on the basis of 
ease of understanding for English JSLs. The differences were not significant: E rr (L 18) 

= 334, p = .08, F GR(1, 18) = .14, g = .71, E cn (1, 18) = .62,C = .44,andEcoMr(l. 18) = 
4.18, j» = .06.

Spearman rank correlation coefficients were calculated between the rankings of 
the sentences between the two judgement scales within construction type (see 
Appendices 5A and SB for ranking for each item by Japanese native speakers). If a 
significant correlation indicated the ranking of ten sentences did not differ across two 
judgement scales, it follows that the participants used a consistent decision criterion 
across naturalness and ease of understanding scales. If a significant correlation did not 
indicate that the ranking of ten sentences changed across two judgement scales, it follows 
that the participants were using different underlying decision criteria across the two 
judgement scales for the particular construction types.

There was a statistically significant correlation in ranking between the two overall 
judgement scales: r,= .77, p < .001. However, a statistically significant correlation was 
found only for the GR, e, GR = .93, p = .005 (see Figure 3-1 for consistency in ranking 
between the judgement scales for the GR). The correlations were not found for other 
construction types, £, cn = -59. E = -08, i, = .49, j> = .14 and, £, rr = .64, j> = .06 
(Figures 3-2,3-3, and 3-4 for ranking changes between the judgement scales for the CN, 
the COMP, and the RR). Only for the GR, did Japanese native speakers use a consistent 
decision criterion for both judgement tasks. For the other construction types, their 
decision criteria changed between the first and the second judgement scales.

The use of an identical criterion for the GR suggests Japanese native speakers did 
not know how to rate the GR in terms of ease of understanding for English speakers. It 
was obvious to the participants who spoke Japanese natively that the GR sentences were 
odd. They thought all the GR stimuli would be difficult for English JSLs to understand, 
so they rated them according to the naturalness scale, only they lowered the scores 
slightly but not significantly.
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01 ([consequence]condition 
'education') 

02([consequence]condition 
'exercise')

03([condition]consequence 
'prize money')

04([condition]consequence 
'fatigue')

05([purpose]requisite'practice') 
06([purpose]requisite'walk') 
07([requisite]purpose'breakfast') 
08( [requisitejpurpose’separation') 
09([part]whole'movie')
10([event]usual cause of 

opposite event)
Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-1. Rating scores for ten GR sentences by 23 Japanese native speakers on the scales 
of naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs. For each sentence, the semantic 
relation between the meaning of the modifying clause and the head noun is shown. The 
meaning of the head noun is within single quotes. Rankings of the sentences are significantly 
correlated between the naturalness scale and the ease of understanding for English JSLs 
scale.

— OI(Relational’result')
“  ~  02(Relational'reason')

. 03(Relational'time before')
04(Relational'space between') 
05(Relational’space next to') 

-  r  06(Relational'space around') 
07(Relational'space behind')

*  08(Perception'sound') 
09(Perception’study')
10(Quosi-relational'moming')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-2. Rating scores for ten CN sentences by 23 Japanese native speakers on the scales 
o f naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs. For each sentence, the 
semantics of the head noun is shown. The meaning o f the head noun is within single quotes. 
The rankings of the sentences are not correlated between the naturalness scale and the ease 
of understanding for English JSLs scale.
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01 (Communicatioo'phone call') 
02(Communication 

'advertisement') 
03(Communication'qiiestion') 
(M(Qxnmunk»tko'opinion') 
05(Thought and feeling'wtsh') 
06(Thought and feeling 

'endurance')
07(0ther content taking noun 

'memory')
08(0ther content taking noun'plea') 
09(0ther content taking noun'logic') 
10(0ther content taking noun 

'decision')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-3. Rating scores for ten COMP sentences by 23 Japanese native speakers on the 
scales of naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs. For each sentence, the 
semantics of the head noun is shown. The meaning of the head noun is within single quotes. 
Ranking of the sentences are not correlated between the naturalness scale and the ease of 
understanding for English JSLs scale.

-  -  01 (agent'music')
~D~ 02(them e of existence'doU’) 

03(recipient'exercise hall') 
04(benefactive'face') 
05(object o f activity 

'research')
06(patient'train’)

' 07(location of action'city') 
v  08(source'church') 

09(direction’hospital’) 
lO(path’square')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-4. Rating scores for ten RR sentences on the by 23 Japanese native 
speakers on the scales of naturalness and ease o f understanding for English JSLs. 
For each sentence, the thematic role that the head noun plays in relation with the 
clausal verb is shown. The meaning o f the head noun is within single quotes. The 
rankings o f the sentences are not correlated between the naturalness scale and the 
ease o f  understanding for English JSLs scale.
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There were significant changes in ranking between the judgement scales for the 
RR, the CN, and the COMP, with a tendency toward lower scores on the scale of ease of 
understanding than on the scale of naturalness. Whatever the cause, the nature of 
naturalness differed from the nature of ease of understanding in case of the RR, the CN, 
and the COMP.

Most importantly, the fact that the criteria on two scales matched only for the GR 
and not for other types indicates the GR was treated differently from other types. That 
there was a overall significant ranking correlation between the judgement scales and that 
the GR was singly responsible for the overall correlation are strong evidence that 
Japanese native speakers clearly grouped the GR out of other subtypes. This, in addition 
to the lowest rating score for the GR, suggests that Japanese speakers knew the GR was 
different from other construction types.

Naturalness Rating (NR) bv English JSLs
English-speaking, Japanese as a second language learners were asked to rate the 

sentences with different types of NMC on the scale of naturalness (see Appendix 5C for 
the NR scores for each item by individual English JSLs). If the participants were 
sensitive to processing resource differences or the necessity of finding an unexpressed 
predicate, they should find the GR to be the least natural among others (H2). If they 
relied on the structural familiarity of their LI, the RR and the COMP, equivalent of 
English relative clause and complement with nominal head, should be rated higher than 
the GR and the CN, which are missing in LI (H3).

The mean values of the rating were assembled in Table 3-4.

Table 3-4
Mean Values for Naturalness Rating on a Scale of 1-5. 1 Being Least Natural and 5 
Being the Most Natural, for Four Construction Types bv 11 English Japanese as a Second 
Language I .earners
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.

CN 3.61 .64 .19
COMP 3.22 .64 .19
GR 2.98 .58 .18
RR 3.40 .68 .21
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The GR was rated lowest. The CN was rated highest, and the RR and the COMP were 
rated in this order between the CN and the GR. Repeated measures ANOVA with 
participants as variables indicated that a statistically significant effect was made by 
Construction Type, £ (3,30) = 3.24, g = .04. Planned comparisons were done between 
every two levels. There was a statistically significant difference only between the CN 
and the GR, E^n.gr (1.10) = 8.96, g = .006. The differences between other levels were 
not significant, £  cn. comp (1* 1®)= 3*45, p = .07, £  cn. rr (1* 10)= .96, g = 33, £  comp.gr (1* 
10) = 1.29, g = .27, E comp, rr = -76, g_— 39, and E GR> rr (1, 10) — 4.04, g — .05.

ANOVA with sentences as variable indicated that there was no effect by 
Construction Type, £ (3,36) = 234, g = .09. The Tukey/ Kramer post hoc test suggested 
that there were no statistically significant differences between any levels.

English JSLs found the CN the most natural and the GR the least natural. The 
fact that the GR was rated lowest supports H2. and the fact that the CN was rated highest 
rejects H3.

H2. the Markedness Hypothesis for NR by English JSLs, was supported which 
predicted that the naturalness rating of the GR sentences by English JSLs should be lower 
than those of the RR, the CN, and the COMP sentences. The data showed that the GR 
was scored the lowest.

H3. the Transfer Hypothesis for NR by English JSLs, was not supported. This 
hypothesis predicted that the naturalness ratings of the RR and the COMP sentences by 
English JSLs should be higher than those of the CN and the GR sentences. Analyses by 
participants suggested that NR(CN) was significantly higher than NR(GR), with NR (RR) 
and NR(COMP) between them. This pattern does not support the hypothesis.

Ease of \ Jnder?taqdin& fpr English. JSLs Rating (EUR) by English JSLs
English JSLs were asked to make active use of their knowledge of LI to make 

judgements on the ease of understanding for English JSLs (see Appendix 5D for the EUR 
scores for each item by individual English JSLs). The mean values for different 
construction types are in Table 3-5.
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Table 3-5
Mean Values fo r Fase of  Understanding for English JSLs Ratine on a Scale of. 1-5,1 
Being the Most Difficult and 5 Being the Easiest, for Four Construction Types bv 11 
English Japanese as a Second Language Learners 
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.

CN 3.15 .52 .16
COMP 2.96 .69 .21
GR 2.47 .53 .16
RR 336 .54 .16

The GR was again rated the lowest. The RR was considered easiest to understand, 
followed by the CN and the COMP in that order.

Repeated measures ANOVA with participants as variable suggested that there 
was a statistically significant effect by Construction Type, E (3,30) = 5.16, j> = .005. 
Planned comparisons were done between two levels, and F-ratios were computed. The 
significant differences were present between the GR and all other levels, F GRRR (1, 10) = 

14.21, p = .0007, E o r . c n  (1.10) = 8.10, p = .008, and E g r . c o m p  d . 10) =431, p = .05. 
Other differences were not significant, E c n . c o m p  (1« 10) = .59, p = .45, E c n . r r  (1-10) = 
.85, p = 36, and E c o m p , r r  (1. 10) = 2.86, p= .10.

ANOVA with sentences as variable indicated there was a main effect by 
Construction Type, E (3,36) = 4.04, p = .01. The Tukey/ Kramer post hoc test suggested 
that at p < .05, there was a statistically significant difference between the GR and the RR 
but not between other levels.

Both analyses by participants and items suggest that the RR was easier than the 
GR to understand for English JSLs. This finding supports both H5. the Markedness 
Hypothesis for EUR by English JSLs which predicted the pattern of EUR(RR), 
EUR(CN), EUR(COMP) > EUR(GR) and the Transfer Hypothesis for EUR by 
English JSLs which predicted the pattern of EUR(RR), EUR(COMP) > EUR(CN), 
EUR(GR). However, the fact that the analyses by participants suggested that EUR(GR) 
was significantly lower than any other construction types gives more support to H5. the 
Markedness Hypothesis.5

English JSLs: Naturalness and Ease of Understanding for English JSLs
The results from the ease of understanding for English JSLs rating yielded more 

statistical significance than the results from the naturalness rating. In the analyses of
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naturalness rating scores, only ANOVA with participants as variable yielded one 
statistically significant difference between the CN and the GR. On the other hand, in the 
analyses of ease of understanding rating scores, both analyses by participants (suggesting 
that the GR was the lowest of all construction types) and analyses by items (suggesting 
that the RR was significantly different from the lowest GR) yielded significant effects. 
English JSLs had a clearer idea about the ease of understanding for English JSLs than 
about naturalness of NMC. It is understandable that the second language learners do not 
have clear sense of naturalness in their L2. Active use of LI knowledge is a stronger 
judgement principle for English JSLs.

A one-way ANOVA with Judgement Scale as a factor revealed that, overall, 
English JSLs rated higher on the scale of naturalness (M = 330, SD. -  -38, SE = -09) than 
on the scale of ease of understanding for English JSLs (M = 2.99, = .65, SE = • 10), £
(1,39) = 13.40, p = .0007. However, Judgement Scale did not have statistically 
significant effect for the ratings of each construction type: E rr ( L 18) = .05, p = .08, E or

(1, 18) = 4.20, p = .06, E c n  (1,18) = 2.69, p =.12, and E c o m p  (1. 18) = .99, p = 33.
A Spearman Rank Correlation was used to determine if a significant change 

existed in ranking of sentences between the two judgement scales (see Appendices 5C 
and 5B for ranking for each item by English JSLs). There was a statistically significant 
correlation in overall ranking between the two judgement scales: r,= .62, p <.0001. 
Statistically significant correlations were found for the CN and the COMP between the 
judgement scales, £, on = -82* p = .01 and r, coMp = .71, p = .03 (see Figures 3-5 and 3-6 
for consistent ranking across two judgement scales for CN and COMP). The correlation 
was not significant for the GR and the RR, i, OR = . 19, p = 38 and, r, RR = 33, p = 33 (see 
Figures 3-7 and 3-8 for ranking change between two judgement scales for RR and GR).

Only for the CN and the COMP, did the English JSLs use the same underlying 
decision criterion on both the scale of naturalness and on the scale of ease of 
understanding for English JSLs; for the RR and the GR, the decision criteria were not 
consistent.
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01 (Relational'results’) 
02(Relatianal' reason') 
03(Relational'time before') 
04(Relational'space between') 
05(Relational'space next to') 
06(Relational'space around') 
07(Relationarspace behind') 
08(Perception’sound’) 
09(Perception'study')
10(Quosi-relational 
'moming')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-5. Rating scores for ten CN sentences by 11 English Japanese as a second language 
learners on the scales of naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs. For each 
sentence, the semantics of the head noun is shown. The meaning of the head noun is within 
single quotes. Ranking of the sentences are significantly correlated between the naturalness scale 
and the ease of understanding for English JSLs scale.

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

- 01(Communication'phone call’)
- 02(Communication 

'advertisement')
~ 9 ~  03(Communication'question')

*  04(Communication'opinion') 
05(Thought and Feeling'wish') 
06(Thought and Feeling'endurance') 

4 07 (Other content taking noun
'memory')

08(0ther content taking noun'plea') 
09(0ther content taking noun'logic') 

_-i_ 10(0ther content taking noun 
'decision,)

Figure 3-6. Rating scores for ten COMP sentences by 11 English Japanese as a second language 
learners on the scales of naturalness and ease of understanding for English JSLs. For each 
sentence, the semantics of the head noun is shown. The meaning of the head noun is within single 
quotes. Ranking of the sentences are significantly correlated between the naturalness scale and the 
ease of understanding for English JSLs scale.
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01 (agent'music')
02 (theme of existence 
'doll')
03(recipient'exercise hall') 
04(benefactive’face') 
05(object of activity 
'research')
06(patient’train')
07  (location of action'city') 
08(source'church') 
09(direction'hospital') 
lO(path'square')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding

Figure 3-7. Rating scores for ten RR sentences on the by 11 English Japanese 
as a second language learners on the scales of naturalness and ease of 
understanding for English JSLs. For each sentence, the thematic role that the 
head noun plays in relation with the clausal verb is shown. The meaning of the 
head noun is within single quotes. Ranking of the sentences are not correlated 
between the naturalness scale and the ease of understanding for English JSLs 
scale.

'education')

£

—-- 01

02

03

04
V 05

06
07
08

—O- 09
10- o -

’exercise’)

'prize money')

Naturalness Ease of Understanding
opposite event'laundry')

Figure 3-8. Rating scores for ten GR sentences by 11 English Japanese as a second language 
leames on the scales of naturalness and ease of understanding for Englis JSLs. For each 
sentence, the semantic relation between the meaning of the modifying clause and the head 
noun is shown. The meaning of the head noun is within single quotes. Ranking of the 
sentences are not correlated between the naturalness scale and the ease of understanding for 
English JSLs stale.
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Japanese Native Speakers vs. English JSLs
The speaker group difference between the overall scores was not expected 

because the scores were anchored at the time of assigning scores; the participants were 
asked to first assign ‘ 1’ and ‘5’ to one sentence each before they started to assign the 
scores ‘1’ through ‘S’ to all the sentences in the list It was expected that the interactions 
between Speaker Group and Construction Type would be found for the scores of each 
judgement scale.

Ease of understanding rating. The Speaker Group did not make a significant 
effect, E (1,32) = 2.26, g = .14 (Figure 3-9). No significant interaction between 
Construction Type and Speaker Group was found, E (3,96) = 2.42, g = .07.

4 .5

3 .5

C 2 .5

RR GR CN COMP

□  English JSLs 
E l  Japanese Native Speakers

Constructon Type

Figure 3-9. Ease of understanding for English JSLs rating by 11 English Japanese as 
a second language learners and 23 Japanese native speakers with ten sentences for 
each construction type (Error bars: ± 1 standard deviation). "I" was the most 
difficult to understand for English JSLs, and "5" was the easist to understand for 
English JSLs.

T-tests showed no significant differences between speaker groups for any construction 
types: d£ = 9, £ ̂  = 2.03, g = .07, t GR = -.99, g_= 35, t ^  = 2.12, g = .06, and t = 
2.03, g = .07.

Naturalness rating. The Speaker Group did not have a significant effect, E (1,32) 
= 231, g= .14. However, there was a significant interaction between Construction Type 
and Speaker Group, E (3,96) = 730, g = .0002 (Figure 3-10).

For each construction type, a r-test was conducted between the two speaker 
groups. For the COMP, the GR, and the RR, the difference in rating scores was
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significant between Japanese native speakers and English JSLs: d£ = 9, t = 3.89, g = 
.004, t GR = -2.51, g = .03, and t M = 2.43, g = .04, but not significant for the CN, i cn = 
.91, g = .39. Japanese native speakers rated significantly higher for the RR and the 
COMP, and lower for the GR than English JSLs; however, they rated equally for the CN.

Figure 3-10. Naturalness rating by 11 English Japanese as a second language 
learners and 23 Japanese native speakers with ten sentences for each construction 
type (Error bars: ± 1 standard deviation). "1" was the least natural, and "5" was 
die most natural.

As for the speaker group differences, EUR patterns by English JSLs and Japanese 
native speakers were very similar (see Figure 3-9) while the patterns of naturalness rating 
were different (see Figure 3-10). Presuming that English JSLs did not have a clear sense 
of naturalness in their L2, it is to be expected that naturalness ratings between two 
speaker groups did not match. According to naturalness scale, the following pattern was 
found: equal ratings for the CN, lower ratings for the GR by Japanese native speakers 
than English JSLs, and higher ratings for the RR and the COMP by Japanese native 
speakers than English JSLs. Under the circumstances, where the ratings were anchored 
and consequently no overall speaker group differences in either scale were found, these 
speaker group differences can be explained as follows.

Above all, these speaker group differences do not illustrate any processing 
characteristics of the speaker groups but can be ascribed to two factors. First, English 
JSLs did not have a good sense of naturalness, so they tended to assign intermediate 
scores, making the distribution of the scores narrow. Secondly, Japanese native speakers 
had a clearer sense of naturalness (both analyses by participants and items showed that

5
4.5

□  English JSLs 
KH Japanese Native Speakers

RR GR CN COMP 
Construction Type
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the GR was lower than the rest, and nothing else was suggested), so they assigned the 
distinctively low scores to the GR and the higher scores to the rest, creating a broader 
spread among their scores compared to English JSLs.

The narrower spread of the scores by English JSLs than by Japanese native 
speakers had the following consequences. First, the narrower spread made the most 
highly scored CN by English JSLs to be as high as the third highest CN, which clusters 
with the highest two, by Japanese native speakers. Secondly, it made the lowest GR by 
English JSLs significantly higher than the lowest GR by Japanese native speakers. 
Thirdly, it made significant differences between the third highest COMP by English JSLs 
and the highest COMP by Japanese native speakers and between the second highest RR 
by English JSLs and the second highest RR by Japanese native speakers.

Summary of the Results 
For both judgement scales, Japanese native speakers rated the GR significantly 

lower than any other construction type. They used the same decision criterion for rating 
the GR and different decision criteria for the RR, the CN, and the COMP on two 
judgement scales. GR’s lowest rating scores and the correlation between the two 
judgement scales support the special marked status of GR.

English JSLs’ rating patterns were different from Japanese native speakers. 
English JSLs found the CN more natural than the GR (only the participants analyses but 
not the items analyses), and found the RR easier than the GR (both analyses by 
participants and items) and the GR more difficult than any other types (only the 
participants analyses but not the items analyses). The fact that the RR and the COMP 
were in the middle of the naturalness scale rather than at the top of it and the fact that the 
CN was not more difficult to understand than the RR and the COMP rejects the Transfer 
Hypothesis. The results support the Markedness Hypothesis better because the rating 
scores of GR were consistently lowest. They used consistent decision criteria for rating 
the CN and the COMP stimuli and inconsistent decision criteria for rating the RR and the 
GR stimuli. Compared to Japanese native speakers’ results, the results from English 
JSLs call for interpretation.
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Overall, both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs rated lower on the scale 
of ease of understanding for English JSLs than on the scale of naturalness.

On the scale of ease of understanding for English JSLs, there were no significant 
differences between the scores by Japanese native speakers and by English JSLs for each 
construction type. However, on the scale of naturalness, Japanese native speakers and 
English JSLs rated the CN equally, but Japanese native speakers rated the RR and the 
COMP higher and the GR lower than English JSLs. These between judgement scales and 
between speaker group differences were not believed to be attributable to Construction 
Type.

The results are summarized in Table 3-6.
Table 3-6
Summarv of the Results in Exneriment 1: Ratine Tasks

Measure Japanese Native Speakers English JSLs
NR NR(COMP> NR(GR) 

NR(RR) > NR(GR)
NR(CN) > NR(GR) [both 
participants analyses and items 
analyses]

NR(CN) > NR(GR) [participants 
analyses only]

EUR EUR(RR) > EUR(GR) 
EUR(CN) > EUR(GR) 
EUR(COMP) > EUR(GR) [both 
participants analyses and items 
analyses]

EUR(RR) > EUR(GR) [both 
participants analyses and items 
analyses]
EUR(CN) > EUR(GR) 
EUR(COMP) > EUR(GR) 
[participants analyses only]

Rank
Correlation

NR(RR. GR. CN. COMP)t c/w 
EUR(RR. GR. CN. COMP)r 
NR(RR)t nc/w EUR(RR)t 
NR(GR)t c/w EUR(GR)t 
NR(CN)t nc/w EUR(CN)t 
NR(COMP), nc/w EUR(COMP)r

NR(RR, GR. CN, COMP)t c/w  E U R (rr . 
GR, CN. COMP)t
NR(RR)t nc/w EUR(RR)t 
NR(GR)t nc/w EUR(GR)C 
NR(CN)t c/wEUR(CN)r 
NR(COMP), c/w EUR(COMP),

Between 
NR and 
EUR

NR(RR, GR, CN, COMP) > EUR(RR, 
GR.CN. COMP)
NR(RR) = EUR(RR)
NR(GR) = EUR(GR)
NR(CN) = EUR(CN) 
NR(COMP) = EUR(COMP)

NR(RR, GR, CN, COMP) > EUR(RR. GR, 
CN, COMP)
NR(RR) = EUR(RR)
NR(GR) = EUR(GR)
NR(CN) = EUR(CN)
NR(COMP) = EUR(COMP)

Between
Speaker
Groups

NR(RR, GR, CN, COMP)jl|Wlcaê a|jveSpcâ cr — NR(RR, GR, CN, COMP)Engii ,̂ jsj_
NR(RR)j^«ie« Native Speaker > NR(RR)En|IUh JSL
NR(GR)iipMe Nall>e Spe-[ier < NRfGR^^jsL
NR(CN)}^meac Native Speaker = NR(CN)hb|Û i JSL 
NR(COMP)Ji|-Be<e Native Specter ̂  NR(COMP)En|Jl-| jjl
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EUR(RR, GR. CN. COVfP)j.^ N-i„  Spaktt = EUR(RR. GR, CN. COMP)^* BL 
EUR(RR)jTO e Nauve Speaker = EUR(RR)eb|| * JSL 
EUR(GR)J|f-oe Native Speaker = EURtGRJ^y, jjL
eu w c nC : ™ = EUR(CN)^41SL
EURCCOMP)^ ^ ,  NaUve Speaker “  EURCCOMP)^^^ JSL

Note, c/w: correlates with, nc/w: does not correlate with, NR: naturalness rating. EUR: ease of 
understanding for English JSLs rating.

The applicability of the concepts embodied in the markedness and transfer 
hypotheses for off-line processing of NMCs was tested in this experiment. NR, EUR, 
and ranking correlation results from Japanese native speakers clearly supported the 
Markedness Hypothesis. Japanese native speakers distinguished GR from CN, COMP, 
and RR; CN, COMP, and RR were internally indistinguishable for them.

NR and EUR results from English JSLs gave more support to the Markedness 
Hypothesis than the Transfer Hypothesis. It is apparent that the interpretation of English 
JSLs’ rating and correlation patterns involve more than the concepts of markedness and 
transfer. English JSLs were able to distinguish among NMC subtypes more than 
Japanese native speakers, suggesting that factors other than the sense of markedness were 
involved in English JSLs’ processing.

The processing sensitivities that cannot be explained by the concepts of 
markedness or transfer will be identified in the last chapter with the results from other 
experiments.

This experiment employed an off-line task allowing the participants to reflect on 
their knowledge of Japanese and English. In the following chapter, the semi on-line 
experiment is described. This translation task under time constraint was expected to 
capture aspects of processing that the off-line task could not.

Notes

1 Experiments 1-3 were conducted in sequence in the order of Experiment 3. Experiment 2, and Experiment 
1. This chapter describes Experiment 1, i.e.. the last experiment

2 For example, the participants tended to assign numbers from the top of the list without finding the items 
for 1 and 5. When that was happening, the experimenter asked the participants to find one item to assign 1 
and the other item to assign 5.

3 Three participants out of 23 Japanese native speakers and one participant out of 11 English JSLs asked 
what ‘natural’ meant.
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4 One Japanese native speaker asked ir ‘difficult to leam' meant ‘long explanation for English JSLs.’ The 
research^ agreed.

5 In both judgement scales, the GR was scored the lowest by English JSLs. This clearly supports the 
markedness hypotheses. The other explanation for this result, based on the same grounds as markedness, is 
that English JSLs found the GR sentences difficult to comprehend even prior to judging the GR sentences 
in terms of the two scales. That is, English JSLs rated the GR sentences lowest because they were hard to 
comprehend rather than they were less natural or difficult to understand for English JSLs themselves. This 
is supported by the results from the translation task, where the translation accuracy of the GR was the 
lowest. The GR sentences were hard to comprehend and took longer than the time allowed, and English 
JSLs could not provide appropriate translation for the GR compared to the stimuli of other construction 
types. The lowest translation accuracy supported the marked status of the GR with respect to the others.
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Chapter 4 
Experiment 2

Semi On-Line Translation Task under Time Constraint

In this experiment, English JSLs (Japanese as second language learners) read and 
translated four types of NMC into English under a time constraint. It was expected that 
accuracy of translation and forms of correct translation would indicate English JSLs’ 
sensitivity to the four types of NMC.

Accuracy of translation was expected to correlate with ease of comprehending the 
four types of NMC. Markedness and transfer were expected to be relevant to the levels 
of comprehension ease, while the other hypotheses, i.e., gap and frame hypotheses, are 
not relevant.

Japanese native speakers were not included because their performance in 
translating NMCs to English would reflect their proficiency in English rather than their 
comprehension of Japanese NMCs.

Objectives and Rationale of the Experiment
English JSLs were asked to read a Japanese sentence on the computer screen and 

translate orally the material in the NMC within 40 seconds. Readings and English 
translation were recorded. Two data sets were obtained: the scores for translation 
(translation accuracy: the ratio of the number of correct translations over the sum of 
correct and incorrect translations) and correct responses.

The first data set was used to test the hypotheses which both make predictions 
about the success rate of comprehension of the different construction types. The 
Markedness Hypothesis predicts that the GR, i.e., the marked type, should be harder to 
process than the unmarked members; therefore, the RR, CN, and COMP should be easier 
to comprehend than the GR. The Transfer Hypothesis predicts that the familiar RR and 
COMP should be easier to process than the unfamiliar GR and CN; therefore, the RR and 
the COMP should be easier to comprehend than the GR and the CN, and this should be 
reflected in translation accuracy.
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Two stages were potentially involved in this task from the perspective of the 
participants. English JSLs comprehended the material and then expressed the idea in 
English. Both hypotheses make predictions about the first stage, i.e., comprehending 
NMCs. The Markedness Hypothesis claims that marked structures should be harder to 
comprehend, so comprehension of GR should be harder because of its markedness status. 
The Transfer Hypothesis claims that knowledge of LI is used to comprehend L2, so 
comprehension of the RR and the COMP should be easier than the GR and CN because 
their equivalents exist in LI. The first data set was used for testing the hypotheses.

The second data set was used to determine the ease of the second stage, i.e., the 
different degrees of ease of translation among the four construction types. Neither the 
Transfer nor the Markedness hypothesis make predictions on how well the English JSLs 
should express the understood idea in English. The Transfer Hypothesis does not predict 
how effectively the LI can be used to express an idea conveyed by L2. How the English 
language could express the marked structures with respect to the unmarked structures of 
Japanese is not relevant to the Markedness Hypothesis.

It was considered likely that once the English JSLs comprehended the material 
(consisting of relatively simple or uncomplicated propositions), expressing it in English 
should be less costly because it is done in their LI. Because the second component 
(expression) is trivial when compared to comprehension, the level of success in 
translating NMCs should reflect ease of comprehension rather than ease of expression.

However, it was also anticipated that translation accuracy might reflect ease of 
translating rather than ease of comprehending the NMCs. Therefore, ease of translation 
was independently measured in two ways: in terms of the forms and in terms of the 
prepositional structures of the correct translation. The second data set was used for this 
purpose.

Fundamentally, the intention of the experiment was to test comprehension. In 
addition, ease of expressing the stimuli in English was also measured.

First, the kinds of English forms in the correct translations were analyzed. The 
assumption was that the more methods available to express certain types of NMC in 
English, the easier the particular NMC type should be to translate. Secondly, the 
predicate-argument structures expressed in the translation were compared with those of
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the original stimuli. Fewer translations showing a change in the original predicate- 
argument structure of certain NMC types were assumed to correspond to greater ease in 
translating the NMC.

Accuracy of translation and ease of translation,' independently measured in these 
tasks, were then compared. The rankings among the four construction types in terms of 
the accuracy of translation and the ease of expressing (forms and prepositional changes 
observed in the correct translation) were not expected to correlate with each other. 
Translation accuracy was not expected to be a reflection of the ease of translation but, 
rather, is a reflection of the ease of comprehension. The forms were also expected to 
show how NMC subtypes are interrelated rather than distinguished in terms of the 
method used to express them in English.

A time constraint was imposed to prevent all the translations from being always 
correct. The time constraint was also necessary to ensure that the output forms were the 
most readily available forms in the mind of the users rather than the results of thorough 
editing, which was not of interest in this study.

fapffinrcmai Hyp<?thw$
Hypotheses 7 and 8 are formulated on translation accuracy (TA) in Table 4-1. 

Hypothesis 7 was predicted by the Markedness Hypothesis, and Hypothesis 8 was 
predicted by the Transfer Hypothesis.

Table 4-1
Ex Derimerital H vdotheses Tested in Exneriment 2
Measure English JSLs

TA H7 Markedness Hypothesis for TA by English JSLs 
For English JSLs, TA of GR sentences should be lower 
than those of RR, CN and COMP sentences.
TA(RR), TA(CN), TA(COMP) > TA(GR)

H8 Transfer Hypothesis forTA by English JSLs
For English JSLs, TA of RR and COMP sentences should
be higher than those of GR and CN.
TA(RR), TA(COMP) > TA(GR), TA(CN)

Note. TA: translation accuracy
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These experimental hypotheses each make predictions about the success of 
comprehension, i.e., how well each type of NMC should be comprehended. As for the 
forms of translation output, there were no experimental hypotheses. The forms were 
examined and generalizations were attempted.

Method
Participants

Eleven English-speaking Japanese as a second language learners (English JSLs) 
who participated in the first experiment (see Experiment 3, Chapter 5) continued as 
participants in Experiment 2 (see “Participants” Chapter 2 and Appendix 2).

Stimyli
Forty sentences used in the rating tasks (Experiment 1 in Chapter 3) were used.3 

These were also a part of the stimuli used in the self-paced reading and probe recognition 
tasks (Experiment 3 in Chapter 5). There were 10 sentences with the following pattern 
for each construction type as in (4-1).

(4-1) ..................Head Noun*..............

In (4-1), the modifying clause is underlined. “Head Noun” indicates the location of the 
head noun. In the presentation on the computer screen, there were no underlines. 
Following the convention of Japanese punctuation, spaces were not used inside the 
sentence. Authentic Japanese orthography, as in Experiments 1 and 3, was used. The 
same material used in the self-paced reading and probe recognition tasks, which preceded 
this experiment, was used because it was assumed that translation accuracy would not be 
affected by familiarity with the material.

An asterisk, marking the end of the NMC in each sentence, was clearly shown on 
the screen. The participants were asked to translate up to the asterisk, i.e., the noun 
modifying clause and the head noun. The entire sentence was presented so that 
participants could see all parts to provide a context for the NMC.3 The segment reading 
task, in which the computer screen provides only one segment at a time, was not adopted 
because participants would not remember what they had read previously while producing
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the English translation. Distracters with other syntactic forms were not used because 
accuracy of translating NMCs should not be affected by translating the sentences with a 
repeating grammatical pattern, i.e., sentences that always start with an NMC.

Forty sentences, ten for each Construction Type, were randomized and counter
balanced in terms of Construction Type. It was believed that since there were only 40 
trials, the performances would not be affected by primacy and recency effects.
Therefore, the order of presentation of the sentences was identical for all participants.

Procedure
The computer was used to enforce a time limit for each item. The oral translation 

method, rather than a pencil and paper method, was employed to save time. The pilot 
study with the pencil and paper method and without a time constraint suggested that 
when the participants freely spent time to translate, they eventually tended to come up 
with an appropriate translation for every item, causing a ceiling effect The present test 
was designed to reveal the relative difficulties of certain construction types.

Word test. After the self-paced reading and probe recognition experiment 
(described in Chapter 5), the English JSLs were given a list of Japanese words with kana 
and English gloss counterparts (see Appendix 1 for the word check sheet and the scores 
by individual English JSLs). All the vocabulary in the translation task was provided, and 
words were listed in the order of presentation in the experiment Participants were asked 
to check off the words they could read and translate. This was to help them become 
familiar with the vocabulary list which could be referred to until the end of the last 
experiment.

Instructions. Participants received oral instructions about the next task with the 
aid of the computer screen (see Appendix 6 for the instruction for the translation task). 
The emphasis on oral over computer guided instruction provided participants a break 
from looking at the computer screen, since the previous task involved a one-hour reading 
task, using the computer.

Each participant was asked first to read the stimulus aloud in Japanese to assure 
s(he) looked at the entire sentence. They were asked to provide within 40 seconds an oral 
translation of each part only up to the asterisk. An instructor of Japanese at East Asian
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Studies, University of Alberta, estimated that one minute would be the appropriate 
amount of time for the students to translate each sentence as a part of a written 
examination. The more severe time limit of 40 seconds was chosen, because the 
participants were to translate only the first portion of each sentence—the portion critical 
for the purpose of this experiment.

Participants were given a couple of practice examples, and these responses were 
monitored with the researcher present They were then asked if they would mind the 
researcher sitting through the session. If the participant preferred doing the experiment 
alone, the tape recorder was started and the researcher left.4 Otherwise, the researcher 
stayed in the room while the responses were taped.

Target sentences and on-line dictionary. One target sentence at a time was 
presented in 14 point font at the center of the computer screen. At the top left corner of 
the screen, the Japanese vocabulary used in each stimulus, the readings in hiragana and 
the corresponding English gloss, were presented at the same time in 12 point font.5 The 
rationale behind providing this on-line dictionary was to examine how the participants 
construed the noun-modifying constructions rather than how well they knew the Japanese 
words.

Trial sequence. In each trial, participants did the following:
1) read the stimuli aloud,
2) gave an oral translation of the material up to the asterisk, consulting the
dictionary on the screen if necessary, and
3) hit the space bar to go on to the next trial.

If 1) and 2) were not done within 40 seconds, the screen automatically changed to the 
next trial. The participants received a warning at 30 seconds and 35 seconds (both 
visually under the target sentence in 24 font size and aurally), which was recorded along 
with translation. This sequence is summarized below in Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2
Sequence of a Translation Trial
Time (Sec.) Activities on the Screen Comment
0 [At the center of the screen] 1 A number starting with * 1* is 

presented at the center of the 
screen as an eye fixation point 
for 1 second.

1 [At the left top corner] 2 to 5 words 
(Japanese words with English meaning) as 
an on-line dictionary

A Japanese sentence and 
corresponding gloss remained 
on the screen for 40 seconds.

[At the centre where the number was 
presented] A Japanese sentence to be 
translated

If the participant hit the bar key 
any time during the period 
where the gloss and the sentence 
were on the screen, the screen 
changed to the next trial starting 
with the number as an eye 
fixation point.

30 “Ten More Seconds Left* The warning sign, “Ten More 
Seconds Left,” appeared with a 
correct beep under the sentence 
and disappeared in 4 seconds.

35 “Five More Seconds L eft* The warning sign, “Five More 
Seconds Left,” appeared with a 
correct beep under the sentence 
and disappeared in 3.5 seconds.

38.5

40

‘Zim tlsUp” The warning sign. ‘Time Is Up.” 
appeared with a done beep under 
the sentence and disappeared in 
13 seconds simultaneously with 
the on-line dictionary and the 
sentence.

‘Psyscope’ (Cohen, MacWhinney, Rati, & Provost, 1993) was used to run the trials. 
This experiment took approximately 30 minutes.
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Results
Data Analyses

The score ‘ 1 ’ was assigned if the translation was correct, and ‘O’ if it was 
incorrect (see Appendix 7 for the scores for each translation). To assure scores reflected 
ability to comprehend NMCs of each construction type rather than ability to express the 
Japanese material in English, four criteria (see below) were used. If all the four criteria 
were satisfied, the score *1’ was given. If even one criterion was not satisfied, the score 
of ‘O’ was given. When there was no response, *0’ was assigned. However, the criteria 
allowed translations in which some words were imprecise but conveyed similar 
meanings. The criteria also forgave ungrammatical responses caused by obvious 
performance errors.

Evaluation procedure. The following four scoring criteria were used.
(A) The meaning of the head noun was recognized correctly. The meaning of the head 
noun did not have to take the form of a noun.
(B) The meaning of the head noun was the head in the translation. When the translation 
took the form of a noun phrase, the meaning of the head noun was reflected in the head 
noun in the translation. When the translation took the form of a prepositional phrase, the 
meaning of the head noun was reflected in the preposition.
(C) The head and the modifying clause were recognized as having a syntactic or semantic 
relationship.
(D) The predicate in the modifying clause and the head noun were connected and made 
correct sense.

The first two criteria dealt with the translation of the head noun. (A) was used to 
allow prepositions as well as nouns to be the head for the translation (e.g., both ‘prior to’ 
and ‘the moment prior to’ satisfied this criterion). (B) rejected predicative structures 
containing the meaning of the head noun. When the meaning of the head noun in 
Japanese sentences was recognized, it had to be reflected in the meaning of the head in 
the translation (e.g., ‘donating money for the gym’ was not acceptable while ‘the gym 
that I donated the money for’ was, when ‘the gym’ was the head noun in the stimuli).

The third and fourth criteria dealt with associating the modifying clause and the 
head noun. (C) stated that the constituents had to be connected (e.g., ‘practicing without
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fail for the chess game’ satisfied this criterion because the head ‘practicing’ and the rest 
of the material are associated by the prepositions, while ‘the separation since long ago the 
preparation’ did not because a connection between the head ‘the separation’ and the 
following material is not expressed). Once the association was recognized, (D) was used 
to screen out the phrases that made sense but did not contain the meaning that the 
predicate in the stimuli conveyed (e.g., ‘practicing without fail for the chess game’ 
sounds good but failed to satisfy this criterion because the predicate in the original 
stimulus is not recognized, while ‘practice for definitely winning a game of chess’ was 
accepted because it contains the predicate ‘win’).

These criteria were important for arriving at an objective and appropriate 
assessment of correct and incorrect responses. Initially, the responses were analyzed by 
these separate four criteria, but none provided significant insights. Therefore, these 
criteria were collapsed and subsequent analyses were based on the score of either ‘ 1 ’ 
(correct) of ‘0’ (incorrect).

Statistical Analyses
Construction Type (four levels) was the independent variable. The data were 

analyzed by a one-way ANOVA for both analyses by participants (summing over 
differences among stimuli) and by items (summing over differences among participants).

In the analyses by participants, Construction Type was treated as a repeated 
measure factor, while in the items analyses it was treated as a between-items factor. In 
other words, because in the ANOVA, with participants as variables, all the participants 
received the same treatments, causing the variance within the level of Construction Type 
to be more restricted, it was expected that the analyses by participants would always yield 
more significant results than the items analyses.

Translation Accuracy
After assigning the score of ‘1’ or ‘0’ following the evaluation procedure, the 

scores were tabulated and the mean score for each construction type was calculated, 
which yielded Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3
Mean Values. Standard Deviations, and Standard Errors bv Participants for Translation 
Accuracy for Four Construction Types with 10 Sentences Each for Construction Type bv 
11 English Japanese as a Second Language Learners 
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E

CN .64 .23 .07
COMP .72 .36 .11
GR .47 35 .11
RR .60 36 .11
Note. If a translation was correct, each sentence received * I.’ If a translation was incorrect, it received ‘0.’

It was clear that the score for the GR was the lowest, and the score for the COMP was 
highest, with the CN and RR in between. The English JSLs provided the most accurate 
translation for the COMP, the least accurate for the GR. The CN and the RR were 
intermediate.

Analyses by participants showed an effect by Construction Type, £ (3,30) = 735, 
p = .0006. Planned comparisons were done for every two levels of Construction Type. 
There were significant differences between the GR and the other types: E Gr.cn U» 10)= 
9.44, p = .005, E or.comp CL 10) = 21.23, p = .0001, and E GR.** (I, 10) = 5.71, p = .02.
The difference was also significant between the COMP and the RR, E c ^ p  r r  (1, 10) = 
4.92, p = .03. The differences were not significant between the CN and the RR, and 
between the CN and the COMP: E c n . r r (  1* 10) =  .47, p =  .5, and E  c s  c o m p (  L  10) =236, 
p= .14.

However, the one-way ANOVA with sentences as variables showed only a 
tendency for the effect of Construction Type, E (3,36) = 2.76, p = .06. The 
Tukey/Kramer post hoc test showed, at the p < .05 level, there was a significant 
difference between translation accuracy of the COMP and GR sentences, but not between 
other construction types.

That is, ranking of the four construction types according to translation accuracy 
was: TA(COMP) > TA(CN) > TA(RR) > TR(GR). Participants analyses suggested: 
TA(COMP), TA(CN), TA(RR) > TA (GR), and TA(COMP) > TA(RR). TA(COMP) and 
TA(CN), and TA(CN) and TA(RR) were indistinguishable. Items analyses suggested 
only: TA(COMP) > TA(GR). TA(COMP), TA(CN), and TA(RR) were internally 
indistinguishable, and TA(CN), TA(RR), and TA(GR) were internally indistinguishable.
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The translation accuracy scores of the CN, COMP and RR were combined, and 
compared to those of GR in a single-df ANOVA. Both participants analyses (df = 1, £  = 
16.89, p = .0003) and items analyses (df = 1, E = 633, p = .02) showed significant 
differences between TA(COMP, CN, RR) and TA(GR). This supports the Markedness 
Hypothesis.

Recall that the goal of this experiment was to test the predictions of the Transfer 
and the Markedness Hypotheses. The Transfer Hypothesis predicted that translation 
accuracy of RR and COMP should be higher than those of CN and GR. The results 
supported the relation between COMP and GR. However, the results did not support any 
other part of this hypothesis. The Markedness Hypothesis, on the other hand, predicted 
that translation accuracy of GR should be lower than COMP, CN, and RR, but did not 
predict the differences among those three types. The results supported a relation between 
COMP and GR. However, participants analyses also suggested a difference between 
COMP and RR, which was not predicted by the Markedness Hypothesis.

The significantly lower TA(GR) compared to TA(COMP) was suggested by 
analyses by participants and by items. This was predicted both by the Markedness and 
Transfer Hypotheses. Therefore, both hypotheses were partially supported.

However, the Markedness Hypothesis was better supported because the 
participants analyses (but not the items analyses) suggest that the TA(GR) was lower than 
any other type, matching the exact prediction of the Markedness Hypothesis. Neither 
participants nor items analyses separated COMP and RR from CN and GR, the prediction 
by the Transfer Hypothesis.

Analyses of Forms of Correct Responses
Based on the assumption that the ease of translating the ideas conveyed by 

different NMCs was directly proportional to the number of forms used in the responses, 
the forms in the correct responses were analyzed. These forms were created within a 
very severe time constraint and were assumed to be an unedited product. The output 
forms were examined, and then generalizations about the strategies used to associate the 
heads and the modifiers were formulated.
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The focus was on how the relation between the head and the following 
complement was signaled. Six strategies were recognized that differ in the scale of 
signaling the relation: from a strategy where no element between the head and the 
following modifier exists to signal the relation, to one in which the head itself signals the 
relation with the modifier. The strategies were:

Strategy 1, ‘Relation Unspecified,’ is where there was no overt element signaling 
the relation between the head noun and the modifier. A typical example is the English 
complement with nominal head (as a translation of COMP stimuli), in which ‘that,’ as 
complementizer, intervenes between the two constituents without signaling the relation.

Strategy 2, ‘Apposition,’ is where the elements between the head noun and the 
modifier signaled a relation of equation, such as ‘saying that,’ ‘which says,’ and ‘with 
regard to,’ which was exclusively associated with translation of COMP stimuli. The 
difference between the ‘that’ complementizer in Strategy 1 and the apposition 
establishing phrases in Strategy 2 is that the phrases in Strategy 2 encode that the head 
noun and the modifier are in appositive relation while ‘that’ as a complementizer in 
Strategy 1 does not.

Strategy 3, ‘Relative Clause’ is where the relation is not specified overtly by any 
elements intervening between the two constituents, but the relation is grammatically 
coded by the subject/ object of a verb or the object of a preposition. Examples are ‘music 
that has been used to comfort hurt people’s heart’ (a translation of a RR stimulus), ‘the 
breakup that I have been preparing for a long time’ (a translation of a GR stimulus) and 
‘the church from which the bride and the groom come out6’ (a translation of a RR 
stimulus).

Strategy 4, ‘Wh Adverb,’ is where ‘where/ when/ why’ intervene between the 
head noun and the modifier to signal the relation between the head noun and the modifier. 
Some examples are: ‘movie where you figure out the plot in the first five minutes’ (a 
translation of a GR stimulus), ‘the sound when the buses pass the main street’ (a 
translation of a CN stimulus) and ‘the reason why I didn’t go to the piano lesson’ (a 
translation of a CN stimulus).

Strategy 5, ‘Preposition/ Prepositional Phrase,’ is where varieties of relations are 
expressed by prepositions or prepositional phrases. Some examples are: ‘o r  as in ‘an
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advertisement of selling a used piano,’ ‘the result of eating too much at the restaurant 
yesterday,’ ‘the sound of the bus passing through main street’ (translations of a CN 
stimulus) and ‘prize of becoming a champion’ (a translation of a GR stimulus).

Strategy 6, ‘Prepositional Head,’ is where the head itself is signaling the relation 
in the form of prepositions or in the form of nouns in combination with prepositions. 
Examples are ‘before the plane to Asia took off,’ ‘on the back side of the big building 
built,’ and ‘due to the fact I overate at yesterday’s restaurant’ (translations of a CN 
stimulus).

The correct responses (which were assigned ‘ 1 ’) for each construction type were 
examined and classified according to the six strategies. It was expected that the more 
strategies available, the easier it would be to translate the material of a given construction 
type.

Forms of correct translation of COMP. Table 4-4 summarizes the forms used in 
the translation of ten COMP stimuli. It should be noted that the translated English form 
did not necessarily take the form of complement with nominal head, which was assumed 
to be an equivalent construction type of COMP. Out of 79 correct responses, only six 
cases used a complement with nominal head. Out of those six responses, four occurred 
with the head noun iken (‘opinion’) and two occurred with the head noun ronri (‘logic’). 
Apparently not all COMP type head nouns take the complement introduced by ‘that’ 
complementizer in English. For example, while ‘opinion’ can take a complement 
introduced by ‘that’ as shown in Table 4-4, ‘phone call’ cannot be a head noun taking a 
complement that tells the content of the phone call, mediated by ‘that’ complementizer.

Table 4-4
Summary of forms and Frequency of Translation Responses for COMP bv 11 English 
JSLs ____________________________  ____  _______

Head Noun # o f
correct

Forms

‘phone call’ 
derma

9 HN saying that [2], HN which tells[l], HN to the effect that [1], HN about 
Ving[l], HN of Ving[l], HN Ving[l], HN alerting NP[1], HN regarding 
Ving[ll

‘advertisement’
kookoku

9 HN that says[2], HN RR [2], HN for Ving[2], HN about Ving [1], HN 
regarding NP[1], HN with regard to NPfl]

‘question’
shitsumon

8 HN about Cl [3], HN which asks if Cl [1],HN asking if Cl[1], HN of whether 
Cl f 11. HN of asking whether Cl [ 11, HN as to Cl[ H

‘opinion’
iken

7 HN that COMP [4], HN which says Cl[l], HN expressing that Cl[l], HN of 
Cl[ll
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‘wish*
yokuboo

8 HN to V[6], HN of Ving[l], HN of Cl[l]

‘patience’
gaman

6 HN to V[3j, HN Ving[2], HN for Vingfl]

‘memory’
omoide

9 HN of Ving[8], HN that I have about Ving[l]

‘plea’
uttar

6 HN to V[3], HN worrying to V[I], HN requesting V[l], HN calling for N [I]

‘logic’
rikutsu

7 HN which/that says[3], HN (that) COMP [2], HN of Ving[l], HN of Cl [1]

‘decision’
kettei

10 HN to V[9], HN of Vingfl]

Note. HN: head noun, V: verb, COMP: complement clause, Ving: gerund, PP: prepositional phrase. The 
number in the pair of square brackets indicates the frequency of the form. If all the participants provided a 
correct translation, the number of correct responses for each item should be 11.

The correct responses for COMP were sorted according to the strategies (see Appendix 
8A for the correct translations for COMP according to the strategies). It was found that 
the English translations of the Japanese COMP NMC involved all the strategies except 
for Strategies 4 ‘Wh Adverb’ and 6 ‘Prepositional Head,’ summarized in Table 4-5.

Table 4-5
Strateeies in Correct Translation fo 10 COMP Stimuli bv 11 Enslish JSLs

Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Strategy 2
Apposition

Strategy 3 
Relative 
Clause

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

Strategy 5 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 

Phrase

Strategy 6 
Prepositional 

Head

COMP Yes Yes Yes No Yes No

Forms of correct translation of CN. It was assumed that there is no English 
structure equivalent to CN. Nonetheless, several forms are available to create cohesion 
between the head noun and the modifying clause, which are summarized in Table 4-6.

Table 4-6
Summary of Forms and Freauencv of Translation Resnonses for CN bv 11 Enelish JSLs

Head Noun # of 
correct

Forms

‘result’ 
. kekka

9 the result of Ving[6], as a result of the fact that Cl [I], due to the fact that Cl 
HI. the result of NP f 11

‘reason’
riyuu

11 the reason why Cl[6], the reason for Ving[3], the reason of Ving[l], the 
reason Cl HI

‘moment prior 
to’
ckokuzen

10 before Cl[2], right before Cl[2], just a/the moment before Cl[2], moment prior 
to Sbj Ving[21, just before NP[1], the moment prior to NP[l]

‘space
between’
aida

3 between N RC [11, the space between Sbj Ving[l], in between N RC[1]
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‘space next to’ 
yoko

7 beside N RC[t], beside Sbj Ving[l], by the side of N RC[1], to the side of N 
RC n i,  the side Sbi Vingfl], the side of N RC|T]. the side where Cl[l]

‘space around’ 
atari

8 around the place where Cl[2], somewhere around Cl [2], the area where 
Cl[21. somewhere around with Cl [11, somewhere Cl[l]

‘space behind’ 
uragawa

5 behind where Cl[l], behind N RC[1], on the backside of N RC[1], backside 
of N RCfll. backside of Ved Nfll

‘sound’
oto

8 the sound/the noise of Sbj Ving[5], the noise Sbj Ving[l], the sound from 
N RC[1], the sound when C![l]

‘study’
bent/oo

6 The study/ hard work to V[2], studying to V[l], study for Ving[l], the study 
of Ving [11, a study RC[1]

‘morning’
asa

2 the morning of having stayed[2]

Note. RC: relative clause. V: verb. Ving: gerund, NP: noun phrase. Ved: verb in passive form, PP: 
prepositional phrase. Sbj: subject of the following verb. The number in the pair of square brackets 
indicates the frequency of the form. If all the participants provided a correct translation, the number of 
correct responses for each item should be 11.

The responses were classified according to the strategies (see Appendix 8B for correct 
translation for CN according to the strategies). Translating the CN was possible using all 
the strategies except for ‘Apposition,’ as summarized in Table 4-7. The CN does not 
have a structural equivalent in English, but many strategies are available in English to 
express the material denoted by the CN.

Table 4-7

Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Strategy 2 
Apposition

Strategy 3 
Relative 
Clause

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

Strategy 5
Preposition/
Prepositional

Phrase

Strategy 6 
Prepositional 

Head

CN Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

Forms of correct translation of RR. More structurally direct mapping was 
observed in the translation of the RR; that is, RR was translated into English in the form 
of a relative clause as indicated by Table 4-8. Out of 66 correct responses, 51 took the 
form of a relative clause.

Table 4-8

Head Noun *of
correct

Forms

‘music’
ongaku

7 HN RC[7]

‘doll’
ningyoo

9 HN RC[7], HN insidefreduced relative)[2]

‘gym’ 3 HN RC131
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doojoo
‘face’
kao

10 HN RC[5), HN where Cl[l], HN Ved(reduced relative)!?], HN with Sbj Ved [1]

‘research’
kenkyuu

6 HN RC[6]

‘train’
densha

7 HNRC[7]

‘city’
toshi

7 HN where CI[7]

‘church’
kyookai

6 HN where Cl[4], HN from RC [2]

‘hospital’
byooin

4 HN toward/ to which Cl[3], HN where C![l]

‘square’
hiroba

7 HN RC[6], HN where Cl[l]

Note. HN: head noun, RC: relative clause, V: verb, Ved: verb in passive form, PP: prepositional phrase. 
The number in the pair of square brackets indicates the frequency of the form. If all the participants 
provided a correct translation, the number of correct responses for each item should be 11.

The strategies used to express the RR stimuli were 3 ‘Relative Clause,' 4 ‘Wh Adverb,' 
and 45 ‘Preposition/ Prepositional Phrase,’ as summarized in Table 4-9.

Table 4-9
Strategies in Correct Translation fo 10 RR Stimuli bv 11 Enelish JSLs

Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Strategy 2 
Apposition

Strategy 3 
Relative 
Clause

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

Strategy 5 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 

Phrase

Strategy 6
Prepositional

Head

RR No No Yes Yes Yes No

Forms of correct translation of the GR. Lastly, the GR, for which a structural 
counterpart does not exist in English, was dominantly expressed by a relative clause in 
English as Table 4-10 shows.

Table 4-10
Summarv of formsjuad Freauencv of Resoonses for GR

Head Noun #of
correct

Forms

‘study’
gakumon

3 HNRC[3]

‘exercise’
undoo

4 HN RC[3], HN of Ving[l]

‘prize money’ 
shookin

6 HN for Ving[5], HN of Ving[l]

‘fatigue’
tsukare

6 HN from Ving[5], HN of Ving[l]

‘practice’
renshuu

7 HN RC[3], HN for Ving[l], HN of Ving[l], HN to V[l], HN in order to V[l]
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•walk’
sanpo

2 HN RC[2]

‘breakfast’
chooshoku

5 HN RC[5]

‘separation’
wakare

5 HNRCJ5]

‘movie’
eiga

8 HN where Cl[6], HN RC[2]

‘laundry’
sentaku

6 HN RC[3], HN where Cl[l], HN of N RC[1], HN N[l]

Note. HN: head noun, RC: relative clause, V: verb, Ving: gerund. The number in the pair of square
brackets indicates the frequency of the form. If all the participants provided a correct translation, the 
number of correct responses for each item should be 11.

The relative clause was used in 26 out of 52 responses. Non relative clause forms were 
most common in responses where ‘prize money* and ‘fatigue’ were the head nouns.

The responses were analyzed according to the strategies (see Appendix 8D for 
correct translation for GR according to strategies). Expressing the GR stimuli involved 
Strategies 1,3,4, and 5, which are summarized in Table 4-11.

Table 4-11
Strateeies in Correct Translation foiiLQ.GELStimuli bv 11 EnsiishJSLs

Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Strategy 2 
Apposition

Strategy 3 
Relative 
Clause

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

Strategy 5 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 

Phrase

Strategy 6 
Prepositional 

Head

GR Yes No Yes Yes Yes No

Summary of strategies and comparison with translation accuracy. Table 4-12 
summarizes the strategies used for translating each type of NMC.

Table 4-12
Strategies in Correct Translation for CN. COMP. GR. and RR with 10 Stimuli for Each

Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Strategy 2
Apposition

Strategy 3 
Relative 
Clause

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

Strategy 5
Preposition/
Prepositional

Phrase

Strategy 6 
Prepositional 

Head

CN Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
COMP Yes Yes Yes No Yes No
GR Yes No Yes Yes Yes No
RR No No Yes Yes Yes No
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The greatest number of strategies are available for the CN (1,3,4,5, and 6), 
slightly less are available for the COMP (1,2,3, and 5) and for the GR (1,3,4, and 5), 
and the least for the RR (3,4,5). That is, in English the CN should be the easiest type to 
express, and the RR should be the most difficult, while the COMP and the GR are 
intermediate.

The relative ease of expression measured by the number of available English 
forms do not correlate with the ease of comprehension measured by translation accuracy, 
as Table 4-13 indicates. Thus, as far as could be determined through this analysis, 
translation accuracy indicates comprehension level.

Table 4-13
Ryjative Ease of Expression Measured bv Number of Strategies and Fasg o f  
Comprehension Measured bv Translation Accuracy______

Measure Relative Ease
Ease of Expression Measured by Number of Strategies CN> COMP.GR > RR
Ease of Comprehension Measured by Translation Accuracy COMP > CN> RR >GR

Based on Table 4-13, the relations among construction types in terms of the 
available English structures to express them can be illustrated in Figure 4-1 below.

CN COMP
GRRR

Figure 4-1. Interconnection among NMC types in terms of the strategies to express them 
in English. 1: Relation Unspecified, 2: Apposition, 3: Relative Clause, 4: Wh Adverb, 5: 
Preposition/ Prepositional Phrase, 6: Prepositional Head.

It is clear that in terms of the six strategies, none of the construction types is independent 
They all share some strategies. The RR is a subset of the GR. They share Strategies 3 
Relative Clause (the relation of the head and the modifier is specified by the predicate-
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argument relation), 4 Wh Adverb (the relation is expressed by wh-words), and 5 
Preposition/ Prepositional Phrase (the relation is specified by prepositions or 
prepositional phrases). The RR and the GR are subsets of the CN strategies. Besides 3, 
4,5 and i Relation Unspecified, Strategy 6, Prepositional Head, is available for the CN. 
Available strategies for the CN and the RR and the GR are partially shared by COMP. 
The COMP has special status because Strategy 2, Apposition, is solely owned by the 
COMP. The CN has special status due to the fact that Strategy 6 is unique to the CN.

In sum, the strategies available in English to express the Japanese NMC suggest 
that the four NMC types are interrelated categories. Expressing the GR, which is 
considered to lack an equivalent construction type in English among clausal modifiers 
with nominal heads, utilizes similar strategies as those used to express the RR. The CN, 
which also lacks an equivalent construction type in English, takes advantage of more 
strategies than any other type.

When the number of available strategies is interpreted as indicating the relative 
ease of translating the different construction types, the CN is easiest to translate, the 
COMP and the GR are intermediate, and the RR is the hardest. The result of the 
translation accuracy (TA) suggested that TA(COMP) was highest, while TA(GR) was 
lowest. Translation accuracy, expected to be a function of ease of comprehension, does 
not correlate with the number of available structures in English, which is assumed to 
relate to ease of expressing. That is, translation accuracy is not a measure for ease of 
translation.

Predicate-Areument Structures in the Correct Responses
Another measure which should indicate ease of expression was whether the 

original predicate-argument structures in the stimuli are changed in the translations. It 
should be easier to express the material if a literal translation is possible under time 
constraint The assumption is that the more changes made in the original predicate- 
argument structure in the resulting translations, the harder it should be to express them.

A closer look at each response indicated that the COMP, CN, and RR translations 
involve less reorganization of the argument structures expressed in the stimuli than the 
GR. In other words, from the translators’ point of view, more “literal” translations were
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provided for the COMP, CN, and RR than for the GR. This is understandable because 
the GR, which lacks an equivalent construction type in English, requires pragmatic 
knowledge for construal, by which the unexpressed predicate is recovered.
Consequently, the translation was expected to contain the recovered predicates which 
created different predicate structures from the original Japanese stimuli.

On the other hand, no such prediction should be made for the COMP, CN, and 
RR. However, not only the translations of the GR, but in fact some translations of all 
construction types contained a reorganization of the original predicate-argument 
structures, the most of which, as expected, did occur with the GR.

Predicate-argument structures in the RR translations. The RR, the regular 
relative, is the only type where the original predicate-argument structure involves both 
the clausal verb and the head noun. The head noun is an argument within the clausal 
predicate. Consequently, de-relativization is possible. For example, (4-2) is de- 
relativizable to (4-3) indicating the head noun is an argument of the clausal predicate.

(4-2) [hon’ya-de katta] shinbun
bookstore-at bought newspaper
The newspaper (1/ you/ he/ she) bought at the bookstore

(4-3) hon’ya-de shinbun-o katta
bookstore-at newspaper-ACC bought
(1/ you/ he/ she) bought newspaper at the bookstore.

In (4-2), the original predicate structure is ’bought ((1/ you/ he/ she), newspaper)’ where 
the argument ‘I/ you/ he/ she’ is not explicit. The head noun ‘newspaper’ is an argument 
of the verb ‘bought’

In the 66 correct responses, there were only two cases where the original predicate 
structures in the stimuli were changed (see Appendix 9A.).

Predicate-argument structures in the COMP translations. For COMP, the head 
noun and the modifying clause are in an appositive relation. The head noun does not play 
a role in the modifying clause as it does in RR. Therefore, the original predicate structure 
in question is the one that the modifying clause alone expressed without the head noun.
In (4-4) below, the original predicate structure is ‘gave ((1/ you/ he/ she), (it),
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(you/him/her))’ where none of the arguments is explicit The head noun jijitsu (Tact’) is 
not included, unlike the situation in the RR.

(4-4) [ageta] jijitsu 
gave fact
The fact that (1/ you/ he/ she) gave (it) (to you/him/her)

For COMP, there were three cases out of 79 where the original predicate- 
argument structure was changed (see Appendix 9B). In all three cases, the relation of the 
head noun with the modifying clause was established in the form of a relative clause, by 
which the original head noun was somehow incorporated as an argument of the clausal 
predicate.

For COMP, three out of 79 correct translations involved a change in the original 
predicate-argument structure. Otherwise, the participants did not have to change the 
basic prepositional meanings to express them in well-formed English.

Predicate-argument structures in the CN translations. In CN, the Clause and 
Noun Host Type, the proposition with the clausal verb as a predicate does not involve the 
head noun as the argument NP. In (4-5) below, the original predicate structure is 
‘occurred (accident, CAUSE),’ where the head noun gen'irt (‘cause’) is a name of the 
argument slot, as indicated by upper case, not the argument itself, such as ‘accident.’

(4-5) (jiko-ga okita] gen’in
accident-NOM occurred cause
The cause resulting from which the accident occurred

In CN, there was only one case out of 69 correct responses that went through the 
reorganization (see Appendix 9C).

The number of the changes in the original argument structures with CN was quite 
low, indicating that the participants did not have difficulty in expressing the material by 
changing the prepositional content for the purpose of composing well-formed English.

Predicate-argument structures in the GR translations. The last construction type is 
GR, where the head noun does not play an argument role in the modifying clause but 
does play an argument role within the unexpressed predicate. The original predicate 
structure in question, as in the case of COMP and CN, refers to the proposition expressed
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by the modifying clause alone, without the head noun. In (4-6) below, the original 
predicate structure is ‘sold ((1/ you/ he/ she), book))' where ‘1/ you/ he/ she’ is not 
explicit.

(4-6) [hon-o utta] okane 
book-ACC sold money
The money (1/ you/ he/ she received as a consequence from) having sold the book

The head noun okane (‘money’) is not a part of this predicate-argument structure. That 
is, there is no predicate-argument relation between the head noun and the clausal verb. 
Instead, ‘money’ is an argument of an unexpressed verb such as ‘receive’, and together 
they form another proposition such as ‘receive ((1/ you/ he/ she), money).’ Therefore, (4- 
6) can be viewed as an NMC with two separate propositions with different predicates. 
This property is unique to GR, while COMP and CN denote one proposition in which the 
head noun does not play an argument role.

Because of the involvement of two events with different verbs in the GR, it was 
expected that the translation of GR should be prone to the restructuring of the original 
propositional content In fact, out of 52 correct responses, 25 showed changes in the 
original predicate structures.

However, despite the view that an unexpressed predicate, in which the head noun 
is an argument is necessary for comprehension, not all the English translations contained 
a change in the original argument structure. Twenty-seven out of 52 translations were 
possible without explicitly expressing the understood verb.

Table 4-14 summarizes the number of responses containing changes of the 
original predicate-argument structures according to the construction types. The 
percentage of the number of reorganization cases for each construction type indicates that 
the GR is largest (48.06%), followed by the COMP (3.80%), then the RR (3.03%), and 
the smallest is the CN (1.45%). Chi-square tests suggested that there was a relationship 
between Construction Type and absence and presence of reorganization of the original 
predicate-argument structures, X2 (3, N = 266) = 83.48, p < .0001.
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Table 4-14
Observed Frequencies of Responses Containing Change of Original Predicate-Argument 
Structures and Responses Not Containing Chan ye for Each Construction Type bv 11 
English JSU
NMC
Type

Change of Original Predicate- 
Argument Structure

No Change of Original 
Pledicate-Antument Structure

Total Correct 
Response

CN I (145) 68 (98.55) 69(100)
COMP 3 (3.80) 76 (96.20) 79(100)
GR 25 (48.06) 27 (51.92) 52(100)
RR 2 (3.03) 64 (96.97) 66(100)
Total 31 (11.64) 235 (8835) 266(100)
Note. The figures in the parentheses are percentage when sum of each row is 100%.

Summary of responses with change of original predicate-argument structure and 
comparison with translation accuracy. There were considerably more changes to original 
structures in the translations of the GR than in other types. This means that translations 
of the GR were less literal than in other types, and consequently, the GR was harder to 
express than the others. With the measure of translation accuracy, the GR was also more 
difficult to comprehend than any other type (according to the participants analyses). 
Therefore, in this case, the most difficult type to comprehend corresponded to the most 
difficult type to express (Table 4-15). Consequently, it is possible to argue that TA (GR) 
was lowest because expressing it in English, rather than comprehending it, was difficult.

Table 4-15
Relative Rase of Expression Measured bv Number of Change in Original Predicate- 
Argument Structure and Ease o f Comprehension Measured bv Translation Accuracy

Measure Relative Ease
Ease of Expression Measured by Number of Change in 
Original Predicate-Argument Structure

CN, RR, COMP > GR

Ease of Comprehension Measured by Translation Accuracy COMP > CN> RR >GR

However, the hierarchies of relative ease among other types did not quite match. 
According to translation accuracy, COMP was easiest to process with some difference 
from RR (participants analyses). According to the number of the changes in the original 
predicate-argument structure in the translation, COMP, CN, and RR were equally easy to 
express in English. Therefore, translation accuracy, which should reflect the rate of 
comprehension, is not a function of ease of expression, measured by the number of the 
changes in the original predicate-argument structures in the translation.
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Summary of the Results 
Translation accuracy (TA) was highest for the COMP stimuli and lowest for the 

GR stimuli. The analyses by participants, but not the analyses by items, suggested that 
TA(GR) was lower than any other types, and that the TA(CN) and TA(RR) were 
somewhere in the middle with a significant difference between the COMP and the RR but 
not between the COMP and the CN.

The results of the translation accuracy analysis did not correlate with ease of 
translation, which was measured on the basis of the number of possible English forms by 
which the Japanese materials were translated and by the number of occurrences of new 
predicate structures different from the original predicate structures in Japanese NMC.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 4-16.

Table 4-16

Measure English JSLs
TA TA(COMP) > TA(GR)

TA(COMP, CN, RR) > TA(GR) [both analyses by 
participants and items]
TA(CN) > TA(GR)
TA(RR) > TA(GR)
TA (COMP)>TA (RR)
[participants analyses only]

Number of English Forms CN > COMP, GR > RR
Number of Reorganization in 
Predicate-Argument Structure

GR > COMP, RR, CN

Note. TA: translation accuracy

During semi on-line comprehension, English JSLs found the COMP the easiest 
and the GR the hardest to comprehend. The Markedness Hypothesis, which is motivated 
by the concept of processing resource domains, better explains the results than the 
Transfer Hypothesis, which is motivated by the notion that familiar structures are easier 
to process than unfamiliar ones. The results of translation accuracy by English JSLs 
indicated more than the effect of markedness. The data require further interpretation, 
which will be presented in the last chapter.

So far, the data from both off-line and semi on-line tasks by English JSLs suggest 
that markedness is at work. English JSLs process NMCs under the influence of different
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resource domains required for processing NMC subtypes. This is also consonant with the 
results from the off-line tasks by Japanese native speakers.

In the following chapter, on-line tasks are described in which both Japanese 
native speakers and English JSLs were engaged in on-line reading and probe recognition. 
It was expected that the results of on-line tasks would shed light on the different aspects 
of Japanese speakers’ ability to distinguish among the four apparently similar 
construction types which the semi on-line translation was not able to show.

Notes

1 Length of NMCs (modifying clause and its head noun), length of the sentences, and number of non- 
hiragana characters (kanji and katakana, which could cause more difficulty in reading) that belong to 
NMCs and the whole sentences were also suspected to correlate with accuracy of translation and ease of 
translation.

Means of the number of characters in NMC (with standard deviations in parentheses) for CN. 
COMP. GR, and RR were 1430 (2.31), 16.40 (1.84), 15.90 (1.85), and 1430 (2.00), respectively. The 
means differed significantly, E (3,36) = 2.93, p_= .05. NMC of COMP was significantly longer than CN, p 
= .03. NMC of COMP was also significantly longer than RR, p = .03. Means of the number of non- 
hiragana characters in NMC (with standard deviations in parentheses) for CN, COMP, GR, and RR were 
6.40 (232), 6.60 (2.41), 6.90 (3.18), and 6.10 (2.18), respectively. The difference among the construction 
types was not significant, E (3,36) = . 17, p = .91. Means of the number of characters for each sentence for 
CN, COMP. GR, and RR were 28.20 (2.74), 29.50 (1.78), 3030 (2.41), and 28.60 (2.59), respectively. The 
means did not differ significantly, E (3,36) = 1.52, p = .22. Means of the number of non-hiragana 
characters for each sentence for CN, COMP, GR, and RR were 9.10 (2.77), 9.00 (2.26), 9.80 (3.82), and 
9.00 (2.21), respectively. The means did not differ among different construction types significantly, E (3. 
36) = .19, p=  .91.

In sum, the number of characters included in the modifying clause and the head noun for COMP 
was longer than those of CN and RR. The length of NMC did not have an effect in translation accuracy or 
in ease of translation. The most accurately translated type was COMP, which was not predicted by the 
most number of characters of COMP. The least number of forms was associated with RR, and the most 
number of reorganization of the original predicate-argument structures was associated with GR. These 
difficulties in expressing did not correlate with the number of characters in the stimuli.

2 This set of stimuli as well as the rest used in Experiment 1 was assessed by an instructor of Japanese at 
East Asian Studies to certify that the students in intermediate level can understand them.

3 Without the rest of the sentence, the interpretation of one CN clause in the stimuli was ambiguous. NMC 
with MUkkekka (result) as a head can yield COMP interpretation (the result that is....) as well as CN 
interpretation (as a result of/ from...).

4 Three out of 11 participants asked the experimenter to leave.

5 There were two to five glosses at a time. The on-line dictionary provided all the vocabulary to make sure 
the participants could find the meanings of the words they did not know.

6 Relative clauses introduced by prepositions were treated as relative clauses, although prepositions 
intervene between the head noun and the modifier.
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Chapter 5 
Experiment 3

On-Line Self-Paced Reading and Probe Recognition Tasks

The relevance of Gap, Frame, markedness, and transfer in processing the four 
types of noun modifying constructions (NMCs) was examined in this experiment

Two types of Japanese speakers participated: native speakers of Japanese who 
were acquiring English, and English speaking learners of Japanese as a second language 
(English JSLs). Participants with L2 experience were used because it was expected that 
conscious training in language learning would make them sensitive to the subtypes of 
NMC. The two types of speakers were studied with the expectation that they would 
differentiate the subtypes in different ways.

An on-line method was employed so that conscious reflection by the participants 
was suppressed (cf. the off-line and the semi on-line experiments described in Chapter 3 
and Chapter 4). This approach encouraged an intuitive, rather than a considered and 
reflective, response in native speakers of Japanese while processing in that their 
knowledge of the other acquired language(s) should be suppressed. For native speakers 
of English, English processing strategies should be utilized while processing Japanese 
more than if they were processing off-line.

This experiment was conducted as the first in a series of three experiments (see 
Table 2-17 in Chapter 2 for the sequence of experiments).

Objectives and Rationale of the Experiment
Three sets of data were collected to test the research hypotheses. The first data set 

consisted of overall reading times (ORT) for 40 sentences of seven segments each. Ten 
sentences each of the four NMC types were used. The second data set included the 
reading times for segments immediately following the head noun (transition reading time: 
TRT). The segment immediately following the head noun, rather than the segment 
containing the head noun, was considered the syntactically critical region because, in a 
self-paced reading task, it is during the presentation of this segment that readers realize 
the NMC has finished.1 The third data set consisted of the probe recognition times (PRT)
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for two kinds of words: the head noun and the noun in the modifying clause. After the 
last segment, the participants were presented with a probe word. If the word was 
included in the sentence just read, the participants were to hit the ‘yes’ key; if not, they 
were to hit the ‘no’ key. PRT was the length of time between the presentation of the 
probe word and the response of ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ Faster recognition indicated better 
retention of the word.

The rationale for ORT is that it should indicate inherent reading difficulty of the 
four NMCs with the marked type harder to read, and the transferable type easier.

TRT should also indicate the level of difficulty in processing the segment in the 
syntactically critical area, i.e., the segment within the marked type should be harder to 
process, and the segment of the transferable type should be easier to read. In addition, 
TRT should show the ease of parsing the segment due to its corresponding gap.

Lastly, PRT should show the hosting and hosted relation which forms a frame 
under the assumption that the hosted information (figure) is more salient than the hosting 
information (ground), thereby the hosted information easier to recognize. If Clause Host 
Type (RR and GR), the head noun (HN), being hosted, should be faster to recognize than 
the noun in the modifying clause (NCI). If Noun Host Type (COMP), the noun in the 
modifying clause, being hosted, should be faster to recognize than the head noun. If 
Clause and Noun Host Type (CN), since both constituents are reciprocally hosting and 
hosted, the two nouns should be equally easy to retain in memory. In addition, PRT 
should show the effect of a gap under the assumption that the word bound by a gap is 
more activated than a word that is not. Therefore, the recognition time of the head noun 
of the gap type should be shorter.

Experimental Hypotheses
The experimental hypotheses tested in this experiment are listed in Table 5-1 

along with the corresponding measurements and the speaker groups.
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Table 5-1
Experimental Hypotheses Tested in Experiment 3

Hypotheses Measurement Speaker Group
Concept Prediction ORT TRT PRT Japanese

Native
Speaker

English
JSL

Gap CN, COMP, GR > RR V V V V

Frame (NCI, RR) > (HN, RR)
(NCI, GR) > (HN, GR)
(NCI, CN) = (HN, CN)
(HN, COMP) > (NCI, COMP)

V V V

Markedness GR > CN, COMP, RR V V V V
Transfer CN, GR > COMP, RR V V

Note. ORT: overall reading time, TRT: transition reading time, PRT: probe recognition time, HN: head 
noun, NCI: noun in the modifying clause

As could be seen in Table 5-1, Gap Theory predicts that for both speaker groups, for TRT 
and PRT tasks, CN, COMP, and GR should be more difficult than RR. Frame Theory 
predicts that for both speaker groups, for PRT task, recognizing the noun in the 
modifying clause should be more difficult than the head noun for RR and GR, 
recognizing the nouns in those two syntactic locations should be equally easy for CN, and 
recognizing the head noun should be more difficult than the noun in the modifying clause 
for COMP. The prediction by the concept of of markedness is that, for both speaker 
groups, in terms of ORT and TRT tasks, GR should be harder than CN, COMP, and RR 
Lastly the concept of transfer predicts that CN and GR should be more difficult than 
COMP and RR.

Method
Participants

Japanese native speakers who are learning English and English native speakers 
learning Japanese were participants and were the same as those described in Experiment 
1 (Chapter 3) and Experiment 2 (Chapter 4) (see Appendix 2 for the participants’ 
information and the section on participants in Chapter 3).
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Stimuli
The stimuli included 80 target and 80 distracter sentences and sentence fragments. 

The targets included 10 pairs of sentences for each of the four construction types, i.e.,
RR, GR, CN and COMP. Distracters were included to prevent participants from 
recognizing or creating response patterns which would bias the data (see Appendix 10 for 
the complete set of stimuli). A subset of the stimuli was used in Experiment 1 and 
Experiment 2. Since this experiment was conducted prior to Experiments 1 and 2, the 
participants were not familiar with the stimuli at the time of the experiment.

Target stimuli. For each construction type, ten pairs of target stimuli, seven 
segments2 in length, were prepared with half set up as in [a] and the other half as in [b] in 
(5-1).

(5-1) fal fSee 11 rSee21 f See3 1 THead Noun. l..tJSeg51 [Seg6] [Seg7]
[b] [Segl] [Seg2] fSeg31 rNounJls„JS eg51 [Head NounJ^SegT]

In (5-1), “Head Noun” indicates the location of the head noun. Both members of 
each pair contained a noun modifying clause (underlined), but its location differed. In 
version [a],3 the first three segments formed the modifying clause, and the fourth 
contained the head noun. In version [b], the third, fourth, and fifth segments formed the 
modifying clause, and the sixth contained the head noun. A noun in the fourth segment 
in both versions [a] and [b] was used as a probe, which appeared after the last segment of 
the sentence disappeared from the screen.

In a pair of targets, members were controlled semantically and functionally in 
order to maximize the distinction within the pair as the location of the modifying clause 
only. First, the Head Noun, in [a] and the Noun, in [b] belonged to the same semantic 
field and were high frequency words.4 Their frequency was controlled to ensure equal 
familiarity within a pair, since they were used as probes, and reaction time to the probes 
could be biased by familiarity. Secondly, since the head noun in [a] was controlled in 
terms of frequency, high frequency words were chosen also for the head noun in [b] 
(Head Nount ) to keep both NMCs equally easy to process. Third, the Head Noun,,
Noun,, and the Head Noun* were inanimate. This control was necessary because the head
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nouns of the RR and GR are not restricted to inanimate nouns, as are those of the CN and 
COMP.

Mixtures of hiragana, katakana, kanji, Roman letters, and Roman numbers were 
used to make the sentences look natural. One segment was normally two to six 
characters long except for one pair of CN stimuli. In this exceptional pair, the fourth 

segment of the [a] and [b] versions was only one character long, i.e., I Hasa (morning) 

and GLyoru (evening). These two nouns function as adverbials and do not take an 

adverbial particle. Since the use of particles with these types of nouns causes 
ungrammaticality, this exception needed to be accepted. Choosing longer nouns was not 
possible because of semantic and functional restrictions.

The number of characters in the probes was controlled within each pair; e.g., if 
the number of characters of an [a] version probe was two, then the [b] version was also 
two.3 The character set (i.e., hiragana, katakana, kanji, etc.) was also uniform within a 
pair.

Distracters. In addition to the 80 targets, 80 distracters were prepared. The 40 
distracters were set up as in [c] and 40 as in [d] in (5-2).

(5-2) [c][Segl][Seg2][Seg3][NounJSe#4[Seg5] [Seg6] [Seg7]
[d] [Segl] [Seg2][Seg3][Seg4] ([Seg5] ([Seg6] ([Seg7])))

Forty of the first type (version [c] sentences) were similar to the targets in having 
seven segments. They included a high frequency noun in the fourth segment. The noun 
in the fourth segment also belonged to the same semantic field as the corresponding 
nouns in the fourth segments of both types of target stimuli (see Appendix 11 for nouns 
in the fourth segments in each of [a], [b], and [c]). High frequency words and words in 
the same semantic field were chosen from the National Research Institute (1962). The 
restrictions on length and kinds of characters used for creating the segments and the 
probes were the same as those used in creating [a] and [b]. However, the [c] versions 
were dissimilar to the [a] and [b] versions in that some structural variation was allowed in 
the [c] versions, but crucially they did not contain NMCs.6

Forty [d] versions were as dissimilar as possible to the other versions. They 
varied in length, and there were ten each of four, five, six, and seven segment-long
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stimuli. Half (20) were incomplete sentences. This was to discourage the participants 
from predicting the end of the stimulus and preparing themselves for the probe. As well 
as [c] versions, 40 [d] versions contained a variety of elementary structures, such as 
found in introductory Japanese textbooks, to encourage English JSLs who might 
otherwise find the task too challenging.

Probes. The probes presented after the last segments of the 80 target stimuli ([a] 
and [b] versions) were designed to receive a ‘yes’ response. Probes presented after the 
last segments of 80 distracters ([cl and [d] versions) were ‘no’ probes in that probe words 
had not been included in the stimuli. The probes for the [c] and [d] versions were 
selected from introductory Japanese textbooks to ensure that L2 learners could provide a 
valid ‘no’ response. The span of ‘no’ probes was five characters or less and consisted of 
hiragana, katakana, and kanji.

To avoid a familiarity effect, ‘yes’ probes were used only in the fourth segments 
of the corresponding stimuli. In other words, the participants responded with ‘yes’ 
because they had seen the word only in the stimulus just read.

Statements. For 40 stimuli and probes out of 160,7 after the presentation of the 
probe, a short English statement was presented on the screen, and to this the participants 
responded ‘yes’ or ‘no.’ This was to ensure that participants would read the sentences 
rather than memorize the presented words, or shapes of the words, for the probe 
recognition task. If the statement was true for the stimulus just read, the expected 
response was ‘yes’; if false, ‘no.’ For half the statements a ‘yes’ response was expected, 
and a ‘no’ response was expected in the remainder. Only a quarter of the stimuli had 
corresponding English statements because answering a true or false question each time 
was too time consuming.

Assessment of the stimuli. All stimuli and probes were assessed by an instructor 
of the Department of East Asian Studies to ensure they were comprehensible by Japanese 
learners at an intermediate (300 level university courses) level.

Procedure
Each individual was asked to sit at the laptop computer in the laboratory at the 

university or in the participant’s residence or workplace. Instructions8 (see Appendix 12
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for the instructions for self-timed reading and probe recognition tasks) appeared on the 
computer screen primarily in English and with the researcher present. On the screen, 
Japanese translations were added occasionally for clarification for Japanese native 
speakers. A short practice session followed. At the end of the practice, the participants 
saw on the computer screen and heard from the researcher that they could take a break 
mid-way through the computer session. This information was to make the participants 
use the official break rather than taking breaks at other times during the self-paced 
reading task.

Questions from the participants were answered in the participant's native tongue. 
Once a participant stated he/she understood the instructions, he/she was left alone in the 
room to start the trials. The end of the session was signaled by a message on the screen. 
The participants told the experimenter when they were done.

For each trial:
1) A segment was read and then the space bar was hit using a thumb to move on 
to the next segment,
2) After the last segment, a probe word was read and responded to, with ‘yes’
(‘p’) or ‘no’ (‘q’) with the right and left index fingers, respectively.9
3) For 40 trials out of 160, the participants read the English statement, and replied 
‘yes’ (‘p’) or ‘no’ (‘q’).
4) For the rest of the 120 trials, where the participants did not do 3), they saw the 
instruction: “Hit ‘g’ to go on.” Then the participants used their left index finger to 
hit ‘g’ key, which made them look down at the keyboard to find the key because 
the left index finger was normally used to hit ‘q’ key. This occasional action of 
looking down was to provide a break from looking at the screen and, 
consequently, to help participants to focus more comfortably.

The text was presented at 24 point font. Probes, delimited by two asterisks, were 
presented in the center of the 6 x 7.5 inch computer screen. The stimuli were 
randomized.

‘Psyscope’ (Cohen et al., 1993) was used to run the trials. The task took an 
average of 30 minutes for native Japanese speakers and 60 minutes for native English 
speakers.
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Results
Transforming Data

All response times by the participants that were more than two standard 
deviations beyond the mean were given the values at exactly two standard deviations 
beyond the mean. For example, if a participant’s mean score was 550 and the standard 
deviation was 200, any scores above 950 were converted to exactly 950 for this 
participant. Five percent of all responses were in this category.

Overall reading time (ORT) was an average of the reading times10 of segments 2-7 
of version [a] sentences. The reading time of the first segment was excluded because the 
reading time of the first segment was much longer than the rest of the segments. Because 
it was the first segment, it is likely that the participants did not parse it.

One of the problems that became apparent in the earlier analyses was that there 
was a very high variation in terms of reponse times, particularly among English JSLs.11 
This is perhaps to be expected because although the participants were screened, they did 
bring quite a variety of ability to the test. In order to control this variety so that the 
variable under investigation can be easily observed, participants’ raw scores were 
converted to z-scores so that each participant served as his/her control. An individual’s 
overall reading time of version [a] sentences (means of segment reading time across 
segments 2-7) was used as the individual mean. Then the standard deviation among 
segment reading times of segments 2-7 was computed, yielding z-scores. Z-scores of the 
segment immediately following the head noun were used as TRT (transition reading 
time). For Japanese native speakers, untransformed TRT from version [a] sentences were 
used.

The responses of ‘no,’ when ‘yes’ was the correct response, were eliminated from 
the analyses for probe recognition times (PRT).12 Only correct ‘yes’ responses were 
considered, and incorrect ‘no’ responses were not included because ‘no’ responses are 
known to be inherently longer than ‘yes’ responses; therefore, including ‘no’ responses 
would contaminate the results. Responses taking more than 1500 milliseconds were 
considered unreliable and not included in the analyses.13 This restriction was made 
because it was likely that the longer the pause before hitting ‘yes’ or ‘no,’ the more likely 
the participants were not focusing on the task.
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PRT of two syntactic locations within each construction type were compared 
rather than across construction types because it was possible that nouns of certain 
construction types were inherently more difficult to recognize. By comparing PRT of 
two different syntactic locations of the same construction type, this inherent difference in 
probe nouns associated with certain NMC types was minimized.

Statistical Analyses
Construction Type (four levels) was the independent variable. The data were 

analyzed by a one-way ANOVA for both analyses by participants (summing over 
difference among stimuli) and analyses by items (summing over differences among 
participants). In the participants analyses, Construction Type was treated as a repeated 
measure factor, while in the items analyses it was treated as a between-items factor. In 
other words, because in the ANOVA with participants as variables, all the participants 
received the same treatments which naturally caused the variance within the level of 
Construction Type to be more restricted, it was expected that participants analyses would 
always yield more significant results than items analyses.

A two-way ANOVA, i.e., comparing data from two speaker groups, was not used 
because the predictions that the hypotheses made did not concern the differences in 
performances between the two speaker groups and because it was assumed that Japanese 
native speakers would read and recognize the stimuli faster than the English JSLs.

Overall Reading Times (ORT) by Japanese Native Speakers
It was expected that ORT would show the relevance of markedness in processing 

NMCs by Japanese native speakers. Shorter ORT indicates ease of processing NMCs. 
The Markedness Hypothesis was tested, which predicted that ORT(GR) should be shorter 
than ORT of any other type because GR is the marked subtype. Other hypotheses, i.e., 
the Gap and Frame Hypotheses were not tested because the assumption was that ORT 
was not sensitive to the possible existence of gap or frame.

The mean reading times for sentences representing each of the types were 
approximately the same (Table 5-2). According to the ANOVA with participants as 
variables, the effect of construction type was not significant, £(3,66) = .84, JL= .48.
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Table 5-2
Mean Values (milliseconds). Standard Deviation, and Standard Errors bv Participants for 
Overall Reading Times of Four Construction Types for 23 Japanese Native Sneakers 
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.

For this table and subsequent tables, mean tables were created based on the analyses by 
participants.

Items analyses (analyses of variance summing over the participants’ differences) 
indicated that Construction Type did not have an effect, E(3,36) = .44, j> = .73. It was 
suspected that ORT(GR) could be significantly larger than ORTs of other types 
combined. Therefore, ORT of CN, COMP and RR were combined, and compared to the 
largest ORT of GR in a single-df ANOVA. Neither participants analyses (E = 2.41, j> =
. 13) nor items analyses (E = 1.27, j> = .27) suggested significant difference between 
ORT(GR) and ORT (CN, COMP, RR).

These results did not support the Markedness Hypothesis that the overall reading 
times of the GR sentences by Japanese native speakers would be greater than those of the 
RR, CN and COMP sentences.

Qy.<?ralLRgading Timre.(QRT) by English JSLs
It was expected that markedness and transfer might play a role in the reading 

times of seven segments by English JSLs. Other hypotheses, i.e., the Gap and Frame 
Hypotheses, were not tested because the assumption was that ORT should not be 
influenced by gap or frame.

English JSLs also spent about the same time reading the four types of sentences 
(Table 5-3). The effect of Construction Type was not statistically significant, E(3,30) = 
234, j> = .09, according to participants analyses. Items analyses showed no significant 
effect by Construction Type, E(3,36) = 39, j> = .76. Since ORT(GR) seemed larger than 
ORTs of other types, ORT of CN, COMP and RR were combined, and compared to the 
largest ORT of GR in a single-df ANOVA. Participants analyses suggested that

CN
COMP

534 162 34
535 172 36
549 182 38
537 170 36

GR
RR
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ORT(GR) was significantly larger than ORT(CN, COMP, RR), E = 6.74, p = .01; 
however, items analyses suggested no difference, E = 1.14, p = .29.

Table 5-3
Mean Values (milliseconds) for Overall Reading Times of Four Construction Types for

Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.
CN 1743 542 163
COMP 1723 454 137
GR 1814 539 162
RR 1727 515 155

These results did not support the Transfer Hypothesis, which predicted that ORTs 
of the CN and GR sentences would be greater than those of the RR and COMP sentences 
for English JSLs, was also not supported. On the other hand, the results supported the 
Markedness Hypothesis, which predicted that the overall reading times of the GR 
sentences by English JSLs should be greater than those of the RR, CN and COMP 
sentences.

In both the Japanese native speakers and the English JSLs, ORT did not show 
clear differences among the four construction types. The paradigm of ORT may not have 
worked because the reading material of seven segment in length allowed residual effects, 
such as conscious reflection by the participants, to contaminate the data.

Transition Reading Times of the Segment Immediately Following the Head Noun (TRT) 
bv Japanese Native Sneakers

The reading times of the segment immediately following the head noun (TRT) 
were to reflect the level of difficulty associated with processing different types of NMC. 
The Markedness and Gap Hypotheses were tested. If markedness plays a role, the 
marked subtype (GR) should be harder to process than other types (RR, CN, and COMP), 
which should correlate with a longer TRT for the GR, and a shorter TRT for other 
subtypes. If, on the other hand, there is a gap, the head noun of the RR that has its gap in 
the modifying clause should be easier to process than the head nouns of the GR, CN, and 
COMP. Consequently, TRT(RR) should be shorter than TRT of other subtypes. TRT 
was not considered to indicate the existence of frame in processing NMCs; therefore, the 
Frame Hypothesis was not tested.
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The average reading time of that segment from version [a] sentences was 
tabulated (Table 5-4). The Japanese native speakers spent the longest time reading the 
segment of GR than any other types. The TRT of the CN and the RR were the next, and 
TRT of the COMP was shortest. The standard error of the means for the GR was 
noticeably larger, indicating that greater variance in response existed for this stimulus 
type.

Table 5-4
Mean Values (milliseconds) for Transition Reading Times of Four Construction Types bv 
23 Japanese Native Speakers 
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.

CN 543 179 37
COMP 509 168 35
GR 596 243 51
RR___________________541 174 36

According to participants analyses, Construction Type had the main effect, £  (3, 
66) = 5.52, p = .002. A planned comparison was done regarding the means in Table 54, 
two at a time, and their F-ratios were computed. The statistically significant difference in 
TRT lies between the GR and each of the construction types: E ̂  GR (1,22) = 6.01, j> =

differences were not statistically significant between other levels, £  cn.compO* 22) = 2.43,

A one-way analysis of variance with sentences as variables was also done to test 
the effect of Construction Type on TRT. A similar effect was observed. Construction 
Type had a statistically significant effect, £  (3,36) = 3.12, g = .04.

The Tukey/ Kramer post hoc test revealed that at p < .05, a statistically significant 
difference in TRT occurred only between the COMP and the GR. The differences 
between TRT(CN) and TRT(GR), and TRT(RR) and TRT(GR) were not significant in 
contrast to the participants analyses. That is, TRT(GR) was significantly longer than the 
TRT(COMP), but TRT(CN) and TRT(RR) was somewhere in between but without 
significant difference.

In sum, both analyses by participants and items showed: TRT(GR) > TRT 
(COMP). In addition, participants analyses but not items analyses showed TRT(GR) > 
TRT(CN) and TRT(GR) > TRT(RR). These results support the Markedness Hypothesis

•0 2 * E  COMP. GR*,(1,22)= 16.08,g = .0002,andEGR.RR(l,22) = 631,g=.01. The

E — • 12 , E c n . r r ( 1* 22) — .005, g — .94, and E comp. rr(,(1, 22) = 2.22, p = .14.
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assertion that the reading times of the segment immediately following the head noun of 
the GR sentences by Japanese native speakers should be greater than those of RR, CN 
and COMP sentences.

These results do not support the Gap Hypothesis that for Japanese native 
speakers, the reading times of the segment immediately following the head noun of RR 
sentence should be shorter than those of GR, CN and COMP sentences.

If everything was equal among stimulus sentences except for the independent 
variable, the overall reading time should differ just as much as the differences in the 
reading times of the fifth segment However, overall reading times were identical across 
the sentences of different construction types. This means that there were other 
differences in individual segment reading times besides the fifth segment reading time. 
Therefore, it is important to look at the reading times of each segment. Segment reading 
times for the second through seventh segments are illustrated in Figure 5-1 below.

In addition to the effect on Segment 5, according to the repeated measures

700

= 550 -
i—I CN (Clause and 
u  Noun Host Type)
□  COMP (Complemet) 
ED GR (Gapless Relative) 
E3 RR (Regular Relative)

Figure 5-1. Segment reading time for 23 Japanese native speakers (Error bars: ± 1 
standard deviation). Reading times Tor each segment were taken between the presentation 
of the segment and the signal (space bar) to go on to the following segment

ANOVA when the participants were viewed as variables, Construction Type had an 
effect on Segment 2 reading time, E (3,66) = 4.14, j> = .01. There were no other 
statistically significant effects by Construction Type (except on Segment 5 reading time),
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Esegmcnt 3 ( 3 , 6 6 )  =  1 .1 2 ,  g  =  3 5 ,  6 6 ) =  1 .1 0 ,  g  =  3 6 ,  E s e . ^ 6  ( 3 , 6 6 )  =  1 .1 8 ,  g  =

32, Fc,   (3,66) = 36, g = .78. However, according to analyses of variance with
sentences as variables, the statistical differences were only in Segment 5 reading times, £ 
(3,36) = 3.12, g = .04, although there was a slight difference in Segment 2 reading times, 
E (3,36) = 2.72, g=.06.

The fact that analyses by both participants and items showed an effect by 
Construction Type on Segment 5 reading time is strong evidence that manipulation of the 
fifth segment reading times was indeed due to Construction Type.

Table 5-5 lists the mean reading times of the second segment and shows that 
TRT(GR) is longest followed by TRT(RR). TRT(CN) is shortest and TRT(COMP) is 
slightly longer. A post hoc comparison was done among the means in Table 5-5, two at a 
time, and their F-ratio computed. The statistically significant difference in Segment 2 
reading time lies between CN and GR, E c n . g r O *  22) = 1139, g = .001, CN and RR, E c n .  

r r O ,  22) = 9.08, g = .004, COMP and GR, E c o m p .  g r O ,  22) = 6.92, g = .01, and COMP 
and RR, E  c u m h . k k (  1 » 22) = 5.15, g = -03. The differences were not statistically significant 
between other levels, E c n . c o m p U .  22) = .55, g = .46 and E g r .  r r O .  22) = . 13, p =  .72. 
Apparently the longest two TRTs, GR and RR, are significantly longer than the shortest, 
CN and COMP.

Table 5-5
Mean Values (milliseconds) for Segment 2 Reading Times of Four Construction Types

Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.
CN 492 149 31
COMP 503 155 32
GR 542 180 37
RR 537 178 37

Some explanation is necessary regarding the longer second segment reading time 
in the GR and RR than in the CN and COMP. Above all, the effect of Construction Type 
on Segment 2 reading time happened because of the stimuli rather than manipulation of 
construction types with the stimuli. In the stimuli, both its relation with the first 
segments (the preceding segment) and its relation with the third segment (the following 
segment), where the clausal predicate was received, were considered. Gose examination 
of the stimuli revealed two possible causes, which may in part contribute to the apparent
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effect by Construction Type in the second segment reading times.
First of all, it is possible that a longer reading time was incurred when the 

segment was the end of a meaningful unit The rationale for this is that participants knew 
they had received the element ending the meaningful unit, and slowed down. In this case, 
in the GR and RR (with longer reading times) but not in the CN and COMP (with shorter 
reading times), the second segment may have clearly marked the end of the meaningful 
unit

The second segment can mark the end of a meaningful chunk when the first 
segment modifies the element in the second. For example, in one of the RR stimuli, the 
first segment was kireina (‘pretty’), and the second garasu-no hako-ni (‘glass’-POSS 
‘box-‘LOC); here ‘pretty’ and ‘glass’ modify ‘box.’ In one of GR stimuli, the first 
segment was hajimeno (‘first’) and the second gohunkan-de (‘five minutes’-'with’); here 
‘first’ modifies ‘five minutes.’ Two of ten RR stimuli had this relation. Three other RR 
stimuli had a coordinate relation between the first and the second segment such as kisha- 
to/ patokaa-ga (‘reporter’-‘and’/ ‘patrol ca’r- NOM),14 in which the second segment 
contained the last coordinated item. Altogether among ten RR stimuli, five were 
constructed so that the second segment marked the end of the meaningful unit Six GR 
stimuli had that relation. In total, out of 20 (10 each), there were eleven stimuli 
containing this relation, which could have slowed down the reading time of the second 
segment in RR and GR stimuli.

Out of 20 (10 each), three in the CN and five in the COMP also had this relation 
between the first and the second segments. The modifying and modified relation between 
the first and second segment could have been partly responsible for the longer reading 
times of the second segments for the GR and the RR than the CN and the COMP.

Secondly, it is possible that a shorter reading time was incurred when the segment 
was in the midst of syntactic parsing. In the CN and COMP (with the shorter reading 
time), but not in the GR and RR (with the longer reading time), when participants 
received the second segment, they might have known they needed to receive more to 
reach the end of the syntactic unit, so they proceeded quickly to the following segment. 
Where adverbials in the first segment modify the verbs of the third segment, and the 
argument of the verbs is in the second, the participants received the adverbial and
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processed the second segment in anticipation of receiving the verb modified by the 
adverbial. However, the anticipated verb was not in the second segment, the participants, 
in the middle of the parsing, hurried on to receive the third segment, causing shorter 
Segment 2 reading times, causing shorter Segment 2 reading times.

For example, in one CN stimulus, the first segment was waiwaito (‘noisily’), and 
the second was shoogakusei-ga (‘elementary student’- NOM), where ‘noisily’ modifies 
the verb in the third segment. Three stimuli in the CN set, three in the COMP set, one in 
the RR, and two in the GR set contained this relation. This relation was more often found 
in the CN and COMP combined than in the GR and the RR. Thus, adverbials in the first 
segment followed by the argument NP in the second segment have helped participants to 
give faster reading times for the second segments of the CN and the COMP than for the 
GR and RR.

These explanations for differences in reading times in the second segment are 
perhaps inconclusive. However, there is no reason to attribute differences in Segment 2 
reading times to Construction Type.

Transition Reading Times of the Segment Immediately Following the Head Noun (TRT) 
bv English JSLs

The concepts of markedness, gap, and transfer were expected to play a role in the 
reading times of the segment immediately following the head noun of NMCs. If 
markedness is a factor, TRT of the marked member, i.e., the GR, should be longer than 
the TRT of any other type because comprehending the GR involves the largest domain of 
resources. If there is a gap, which facilitates processing, the TRT of the RR (the gap 
type) should be shorter than the TRT of the non-gap types. If transfer is a factor, the TRT 
of the members familiar from LI, i.e., RR and COMP, should be shorter than the TRT of 
unfamiliar members, i.e., CN and GR.

Transition reading times (TRT) by English JSLs were expressed as z-scores. By 
definition, the average score for all segment reading times by a participant is zero. Since 
there were no individual differences, analyses by participants were not appropriate. Only 
ANOVA with sentences as variables were considered reliable.
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Mean z-score values for each construction type (Table 5-6) indicate that English 
JSLs read the COMP segments fastest (-.56), spent the longest time on the CN segments 
(.17), and intermediate on GR(-. 12) andRR(-.23). ANOVA with sentences as variables 
showed Construction Type had the main effect, £ (3,36) = 3.67, p = .02.

Table 5-6
Mean Values (Z-Score) for Transition Reading Times of Four Construction Types for 11 
English Japanese as a Second Language Learners with 10 Sentences for Each 
Construction Type
Construction Type Mean S.D. S.E.
CN .17 .48 .15
COMP -.56 .44 .14
GR -.12 .45 .14
RR -.23 .59 .19

The Tukey/Kramer post hoc test showed a difference in TRT between the CN and the 
COMP (p < .05) but not between combinations of other construction types.

The English JSLs read the CN segments significantly more slowly than the 
COMP segments, indicating that English JSLs found the CN type harder to read than the 
COMP type. The TRT of GR and RR were between the highest CN and the lowest 
COMP, without significant differences.

A close look at the reading times for Segment 5 indicates that the order of the z- 
scores from the four Construction Types was, from highest to lowest, CN > GR > RR > 
COMP, with a statistically significant difference only between CN and COMP. Because 
the lowest two are familiar types in English, the participants’ LI, and the highest two are 
unfamiliar types in LI, the effect of transfer was suspected.

The means of the highest two, CN and GR, were combined and those of the lower 
two, RR and COMP, were combined, and single-df ANOVA was done. There was a 
difference between these two combined means (£ = 7.15, p = .01). The TRT of RR and 
COMP combined was significantly lower than the TRT of CN and GR combined. This 
supports the Transfer Hypothesis, which predicted TRT(CN), TRT(GR) > TRT(RR), 
TRT(COMP).

The results do not support the Markedness Hypothesis which predicted that for 
English JSLs, the reading times of the segment immediately following the head noun of 
GR sentences should be longer than those of RR, CN and COMP sentences. The results
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do not support the Gap Hypothesis that the TRT of the GR should be longer than the TRT 
of any other type.

If everything was equal among the four construction types, other than 
construction type, the ORT should differ as much as the TRT differs among the 
construction types. However, ORT did not show differences among construction types.
It was suspected that the reading times of other segments were a function of Construction 
Type. Therefore, the overall reading pattern was examined.

Figure 5-2 shows the overall reading pattern by English JSLs. To each segment 
reading time, ANOVA with sentences as variables was applied.15 An effect by
Construction Type existed only in Segment 5 reading time, £ __ _ (3,36) = .04, j> = .99,
E Scfmcat3 (3,36) = 2.49, E = .08, E (3,36) = 231, E = .09, E (3,36) = .97, j> = 
•42, £  segmenir (3,36) = 1.00, £ = .40. Finding an effect in the reading times of the fifth 
segment supports the content in that differences in reading times were indeed caused by 
the manipulating Construction Type.

CN (Clause and 
Noun Host Type) 
COMP (Complement) 
GR (Gapless Relative) 
RR (Regular Relative)

O)
£

«0
c

i
C £

I
o>
a a

Segment

Figure S-2. Segment reading time z-scores for 11 English Japanese as a second language 
learners (Error bars: ± 1 standard deviation). Reading times for each segment were taken 
between the presentation of the segment and the signal (space bar) to go on to the following 
segment An individual participant's average reading time for all sentences was used to 
transform each score to a z-score. By definition, the sum of z-scores is zero.
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Probe Recognition Times (PRT) bv Japanese Native Speakers
PRT was expected to indicate the retention level for the probes. When the 

retention level is high, PRT should be small. When the retention level is low, PRT 
should be large. The PRTs of the two nouns within a construction type, the head noun 
and the noun in the modifying clause, were compared. Both nouns appeared in the fourth 
segment If construction type does not have an effect, the retention level of the two 
nouns should be the same.

The Frame Hypothesis predicted that if frame plays a role in processing the NMC, 
the noun hosted by the frame should be retained better than the noun which is a part of 
the hosting material. Therefore, the PRT of the RR and the GR head nouns (hosted/ 
figure) should be smaller than the PRT for the noun in the modifying clause (hosting/ 
ground), the PRT of the COMP head nouns (hosting/ ground) should be longer than the 
PRT for the noun in the modifying clause (hosted/ figure), and PRT for the head noun of 
the CN (hosting/ ground, hosted/ figure) and the noun in the modifying clause (hosted/ 
figure, hosting/ ground) should be the same because the two constituents of CN mutually 
host each other.

On the other hand, the Gap Hypothesis predicted that only the head noun of the 
RR should be recognized faster than the noun in the modifying clause because the RR 
head noun bears syntactic relation with the modifying clause via its corresponding gap. 
With other construction types, this facilitation of recognition of the head noun should not 
happen because the head nouns of the other types are not comprehended with the 
facilitation by syntax.

Markedness was not tested here because PRT was not expected to indicate overall 
levels of processing ease for the different NMC types.
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The overall pattern in PRT by the Japanese native speakers is illustrated in Figure 
5-3 and the mean recognition times are listed in Table 5-7.
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Figure 5-3. Probe recognition time for 23 Japanese native speakers with two 
syntactic locations of probe words in four Construction Types (Error bars: ± 1 
standard deviation). Scores above 1500 milliseconds were eliminated.

Figure 5-3 shows little difference between the recognition of the nouns of 
different syntactic locations. Overall, the COMP, the GR, and the RR show similar 
pattern: the PRT of the head noun probes is shorter than the PRT for the probe originating 
in the modifying clause. Only the CN shows an opposite pattern in recognition time; i.e., 
the PRT of the head noun probe was longer than the PRT of the probe originating from 
the modifying clause.

Table 5-7
Mean Values and Mean Difference (milliseconds) between Probe Recognition Times of 
Four Construction Types and Two Syntactic Locations (Head Noun or Noun in the

Construction Type PRT of 
Head Noun

PRT of Noun in 
Modifying Clause

Difference S.D. S.E.

CN 1028 1013 15 100 21
COMP 943 962 -18 82 17
GR 935 1010 -75 71 15
RR 914 937 -23 94 20

Participants analyses for the GR showed a significant difference in the PRT 
between the two probe syntactic locations, E gr(1« 22) = 21.88, g -  .0001. The 
differences between recognition times of two syntactic locations were not significant for
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other types, E c n ( 1 > 22) = .54, p = 47, E c o m p O ,  22) = 1.16, j> = .29, a n d E ^ l ,  22) = 132, 
P= .26.

However, items analyses indicated no differences between the PRT of two 
syntactic locations for any of the construction types: E c n  (1. 18) = 1.09, p = 31, E c o m p  (1» 

18) = 1.66, p = .21, Egr (1,18) = 3.90, p = .06, and Err (1,18) = 1.65, p = .22.

In sum, Japanese native speakers recognized the GR head noun probes 
significantly faster than the GR probes in the modifying clause: PRT(NC1, GR) > 
PRT(HN, GR). This significance became a tendency (p = .06) when participants’ 
variance was summed. Japanese native speakers recognized both kinds of probes equally 
quickly for all types.

This special status of the GR needs to be accounted for cautiously with respect to 
the experimental method used here. It is possible that the paradigm may have biased the 
data toward less memory retention of the noun in the modifying clause than of the head 
noun, independent of Construction Type. In this experiment, the probe recognition times 
of the head noun and the noun in the modifying clause were compared within a 
construction type. Those nouns were present in the fourth segment as (5-1) illustrates.

(5-1) [a] rSgglllSgtfl f S*g3 1 [Head Noun,- ]s.t4[Seg5] [Seg6] [Seg7]
[b] [Segl] [Seg2] ISeg31 fN o u n ^ fS e ^  1 [Head Noun^ [ S e g l ]

The modifying clause is underlined. “Head Noun” in [a] marks the position of the head 
noun which was used as a probe. “Noun” in [b] marks the position of the noun in the 
modifying clause which was used as a probe. It was initially assumed that the appearance 
of the probe nouns in the same segment in both [a] and [b] versions would ensure that 
only Construction Type would play a role in memory retention of those nouns. However, 
the two nouns in question carried different properties as a function the stimulus design. 
This might have affected the degree of memory retention.

In (5-1), version [a] sentences take the form of closure. The modifying clause 
was located at the beginning of each stimulus and the head noun was used as probe. On 
the other hand, version [b] sentences had the modifying clause embedded in the middle 
where the noun in the clause was used as probe. Closed structures are easier to process 
(see Prideaux, 1962), and the data do show that version [b] sentences took longer to
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read.16 Thus, overall reading time seemed to be a function of closure/ nonclosure. 
Therefore, this processing burden associated with center embedding sentences ([b] 
sentences which provided probes originated from the noun in the modifying clause) 
might have caused the noun in the subordinate clause (in [b] sentences with center 
embedding structure) to be harder to retain than the head noun (in [a] sentences with 
closure) across Construction Types.

However, recognition times of the noun in the modifying clause and the head 
noun across construction types overall did not differ, £(1,6) =.64, j> = .45. This implies 
that the recognition times of the noun in the fourth segment in [a] and [b] sentences were 
the same. Therefore, although the location of the embedded clause played a role in 
overall reading time, probe recognition time was a function of Construction Type rather 
than a function of the location of the embedded clause.

For GR, the PRT of the probe which was used as a head noun was shorter than the 
PRT of the probe which was used as a noun inside the modifying clause. This increased 
difficulty in recognizing the noun used in the subordinate clause was not found with other 
types. Apparently, reading the GR type was more difficult than reading the other types. 
That is why the noun in the subordinate clause was harder to recognize than the noun in 
the main clause.

These results also do not support the Frame Hypothesis, which predicted the 
pattern of: PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), PRT(NC1, GR) > PRT(HN, GR), PRT(HN, 
CN) = PRT(NC1, CN), and PRT(HN, COMP) > PRT(NC1, COMP).

These results do not support the Gap Hypothesis, which predicted the following 
pattern of PRT: PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), PRT(NC1, GR) = PRT(HN, GR), 
PRT(NC1, CN) = PRT (HN, CN), and PRT(NC1, COMP) = PRT (HN, COMP).

However, the fact that the noun in the subordinate clause of GR was harder to 
recognize than the head noun, while no such contrast was found in other types, suggests 
that the GR sentences were harder to process than the sentences of other types. This 
finding matches the prediction by the Markedness Hypothesis: GR is harder to process.
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Probe Recognition Times (PRT) bv English JSLs
An overall representation of probe recognition times by English JSLs is illustrated 

in Figure 5-4 and the mean values are listed in Table 5-8. A smaller PRT indicates higher 
retention of the probe in memory.

Probe was used 
as a head noun
Probe was used 
as a noun in the clause

CN COMP GR RR

Constrction Type

Figure 5-4. Probe recognition time for 11 English as a second language learners 
with two syntactic locations of probe words in four Construction Types (Error bars: 
± 1 standard deviation). Scores above 1500 milliseconds were eliminated.

Table 5-8
Mean Values and Mean Difference (milliseconds) between Probe Recognition Times of 
Four Construction Types and Two Syntactic Locations (Head Noun or Noun in the 
Modifying Clause) of Probe Words for 11 English Japanese as a Second Language 
Learners
Construction Type PRT of 

Head Noun
PRT of Noun in 

Modifying Clause
Difference S.D. S.E.

CN 1214 1254 -40 67 24
COMP 1275 1182 93 104 37
GR 1183 1188 -5 126 44
RR 1161 1264 -103 90 32

Frame theory predicted that the hosted probe should be retained in memory better 
than the hosting probe. Consequently, the hosted probe should be recognized faster than 
the hosting probe. That is, the head noun probe should be recognized faster than the 
probes of the noun in the modifying clause of the RR and the GR. This pattern should be 
opposite for the COMP, and the head noun probe and the probe of the noun in the
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modifying clause should be recognized equally fast for the CN.
Gap theory predicted that the head noun, if bound by its corresponding gap in the 

modifying clause, should be activated more than the noun in the modifying clause, which 
does not have a gap in the sentence. The noun with its gap should be more activated, and 
consequently, its retention should be higher than the noun without a gap. Therefore, the 
PRT of the head noun probe of the RR, the gap type, should be smaller than the PRT of 
the noun in the modifying clause of its own. Because there is no gap in the other 
construction types, the PRT of the head noun probe and PRT of the noun in the 
modifying clause, both of which appeared at the same location in the sentences, should 
not be different for the CN, the COMP, and the GR.

According to Figure 5-4, English JSLs apparently recognized the probes from two 
different sources equally fast for the CN and GR. However, for the COMP, the PRT for 
the head noun probe was larger than the probe of the noun in the modifying clause, while 
the RR showed the opposite pattern.

Analyses by participants indicated the syntactic location of the probes did not 
make a difference for CN, £*(1, 9) = .15, g = .70, and GR, £ jR(1, 8) = .009, g = .93. The 
syntactic location of the probes made a difference for COMP, £x>mpU* 7) = 6.47, g = .04 
and RR, £^(1,8) = 1442, g = .005. Items analyses indicated that the syntactic location 
of probes did not have an effect on PRT of any construction types; E cn( 1 ,  18) =  .02, g_= 
90, EcompO, 18) = 33, g = .57, £*(1. 17) = .001, g = .97, and £*(1, 18) = .45, g = .51.

In sum, the English JSLs recognized the probes of two syntactic locations equally 
quickly for the CN and GR. The English JSLs recognized the RR head noun probes 
faster than the probes from the modifying clause and recognized the COMP probes from 
the modifying clause faster than the head noun probes (PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), 
PRT(HN, COMP) > PRT(NC1, COMP) (participants analyses but not items analyses).

Overall, these results do not support the Frame Hypothesis, which predicted the 
pattern of: PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), PRT(NC1, GR) > PRT(HN, GR), PRT(HN, 
CN) = PRT(NC1, CN), and PRT(HN, COMP) > PRT(NC1, COMP). Partially, the results 
match this prediction, but only for the PRT patterns of the RR and the COMP.

Overall, these results also do not support the Gap Hypothesis, which predicted the 
following pattern of PRT: PRT(NCl, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), PRT(HN, GR) = PRT(NC1,
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GR), PRT(HN, CN) = PRT (NCI, CN), and PRT(HN, COMP) = PRT (NCI, COMP). 
Partially, the results match this prediction, but only for the PRT pattern of the RR.

Why did the participants analyses show an effect of syntactic location for the RR 
and the COMP, but not for the CN and the GR? A possible explanation is that transfer 
caused the PRT effect in only RR and COMP. It could be that the unfamiliar structures 
such as the CN and the GR were more difficult to read, thus allowing errors to 
contaminate the measurement from the task. Due to this larger residual, the data did not 
show any patterns between the PRT of two syntactic locations for the CN and the GR 
types. On the other hand, English JSLs read the RR and the COMP stimuli with less 
difficulty, and the PRT data yielded significant patterns controlled by Construction Type.

As the explanation for the TRT results suggests, it is likely English JSLs were 
under a positive effect of transfer while reading the RR and the COMP material; 
therefore, it is also likely that they were under the effect while recognizing the probe 
words presented after reading the sentences.

The way in which English JSLs discriminated between the RR and the COMP 
could be due to their habit of discriminating equivalent structures in LI. If English JSLs 
read English sentence with the relative clause and the complement with a nominal head 
and did a similar probe recognition task, yielding the same pattern as found here, it could 
be taken as support that the discrimination pattern came from LI processing. However, 
such data are not readily obtainable.

Summary of the Results 
The results concerning ORT indicated no statistical significance for Japanese 

native speakers. The method of reading seven segments created considerable noise that 
might have obscured the patterns that the measurements were expected to reveal. The 
ORT results for English JSLs showed the pattern of ORT(GR) > ORT(CN, COMP, RR). 
The TRT by Japanese native speakers showed that they read the segment immediately 
following the head noun of the GR more slowly than COMP (both analyses by 
participants and items). TRT of RR and CN were between TRT(GR) and TRT(COMP) 
with significant difference from TRT(GR) (participants analyses). TRT by English JSLs 
showed that English JSLs spent longer reading the segment immediately following the
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head noun of CN than COMP (analyses by items). The results of PRT by Japanese native 
speakers showed that the head noun was easier to recognize than the noun from the 
modifying clause of GR (participants analyses only). PRT by English JSLs indicated that 
the head noun of RR is easier to recognize than the noun from the modifying clause of 
RR, while the head noun of COMP is harder to recognize than the noun from the 
modifying clause of COMP (participants analyses only). PRT for CN and GR, the 
unfamiliar subtypes, did not yield statistical significance while PRT for RR and COMP, 
the familiar subtypes, did.

The results of the experiment are summarized in Table 5-9.

Table 5-9
Summary of the Results from Experiment 3: Self-Paced Reading and Probe Recognition 
Tasks_______________________________________________________________
Measure Japanese Native Speakers English JSLs
ORT No significance ORT(GR) > ORT(CN, COMP, RR) 

[participants analyses only]
TRT TRT(GR) > TRT (COMP) [both 

participants and items analyses] 
TRT(GR) > TRT(RR)
TRT(GR) > TRT (CN) [participants 
analyses only]

TRT(CN) > TRT(COMP) 
TRT(CN, GR) > TRT(RR, COMP) 
[items analyses] (participants 
analyses were not done because the 
data were transformed to z-scores)

PRT PRT(NC1, GR) > PRT(HN, GR) 
[participants analyses only]

PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR) 
PRT(HN, COMP) > PRT(NC1, 
COMP) [participants analyses only]

Note. ORT: overall reading time, TRT: transition reading time, PRT: probe recognition time, HN: head 
noun, NCI: noun in the modifying clause

The applicability of the concepts embodied in Frame and Gap theories and in 
markedness and transfer for on-line processing of NMC was tested in this experiment. 
Japanese native speakers’ TRT and PRT results supported the Markedness Hypothesis.17 
No other hypotheses were supported by the results from Japanese native speakers. As for 
English JSLs, ORT results supported the Markedness Hypothesis, TRT results supported 
the Transfer Hypothesis, and PRT results supported the partial prediction by the Gap 
Hypothesis (regarding RR), the partial prediction by the Frame Hypothesis (regarding RR 
and COMP), and the Transfer Hypothesis.18

Overall, the pictures that emerge from this chapter are consistent with those 
obtained from the results from the off-line rating and semi on-line translation tasks in the
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previous chapters. Markedness seems to be a constant factor. Especially for Japanese 
native speakers, the markedness was the only observed effect. For English JSLs, the 
transfer effect was observed in the result from the on-line tasks, among others.

In the next chapter, this convergence is discussed explicitly, and generalizations 
are offered regarding how Japanese native speakers and English JSLs differentiate and 
process NMC subtypes. The adequacy of linguistic analyses and principles are also 
evaluated.
♦Note added post defense:
Although Table 5-4 was used to test the Markedness and the Gap Hypotheses, it was 
found subsequent to the defense of this thesis that this table contained errors and does not 
correspond to Figure 5-1. Ultimately these errors do not affect the way the hypotheses 
were evaluated or the main conclusion of this thesis.

Notes

1 Similar observations are made in Yamashita, Stowe, and Nakayama (1993).

2 In this experiment, a segment boundary was determined by the unit of meaning which forms a constituent. 
When the argument of the verb was involved, the segment consisted of a noun phrase followed by the 
grammatical particle, which forms a natural meaningful unit.

3 Forty version [a] sentences were used in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 described in Chaptera 3 and 4 in 
this volume.

4 Nouns belonging to the same semantic field and being high in frequency were documented in National 
Research Institute (1962) and National Language Research Institute (1964). Words in the same semantic 
fields are basically synonyms; if not synonymous, they were close to each other by word association. High 
frequency words are the 700 most frequently used words in 90 recent magazines.

s Five exceptions had to be allowed due to restrictions such as frequency, availability of words in the same 
semantic field, and L2 learners’ estimated knowledge of words and kanji characters. They are: • ? Utoshi 
(city), which consists of two kanji, and <5 hhurusato (hometown), which consists of four hiragana, of 
RR: JMflwafcire (separation), which consists of one kanji and one hiragana, and P.iX U minkuri (seeing 
off), which consists of two kanji and one hiragana, of GR: ifcfc < sentaku (laundry), which consists of one 
kanji and two hiragana, and *£5 Crsooji (cleaning), which consists of three hiragana, of GR: tflWiAjgaman 
(endurance), which consists of three hiragana, and VHidoryoku (effort), which consists of two kanji, of 
CN: and (memory), which consists of two kanji and one hiragana, and W&taiken
(experience), which consists of two kanji, of COMP. These exceptions had to be allowed due to 
restrictions such as frequency, availability of words in the same semantic field, and L2 learners’ estimated 
knowledge of words and kanji characters. However, compensation was kept minimal.

6 One exception is: > /T — £ (2 /K B 4 )/K n $ /&  € > £ > ? £ / (As for the
question mark, it is used only for an English sentence which expresses a question), where a slash indicates 
a segment boundary. As underlined English translation shows. RR type noun modifying cons traction was
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employed. This compensation was made due to restricting the noun ttMgimon (question) in the fourth 
segment to be high frequency word and synonymous with the nouns in the fourth segments of 
corresponding [a] and [b] versions. The compromise was minimum enough to ensure the status of neutral 
control; first, the modifying clause in this exception is less than two segments, which is different from the 
three segment long target clauses, and, secondly, the head noun falls in the fifth segment, unlike [a] 
versions where the head nouns falls in the fourth segment, and [b] versions where the head nouns falls in 
the sixth segment

1 Out of 40 statements, 19 were associated with the target (version [a] and [b]) sentences. 11 were 
associated with version [c] sentences while 10 were associated with version [d] sentences. Out of 19 
statements associated with the target sentences, 6 were presented after RR probes, 4 after GR probes, 6 
after CN probes, and 3 after COMP probes. The reason why the number of statements were not evenly 
distributed among construction types or across versions is that making clear true or false statement for 
some sentences was easier than other sentences (which prevented even distribution of statements across 
types and versions), and the effort was made to make the true statements and false statements as clear as 
possible for both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs.

1 Prior to the instruction, participants were asked to answer the questions on the computer screen by hitting 
the key on the laptop: 1. Participant number, which the experimenter provided, 2. Participant’s name, 
which the participants arbitrarily picked, 3. Age, and 4. Gender. The participants were expected to adjust 
the brightness of the screen and to get used to the key of the laptop by this brief typing session.

* When the participants hit by mistake an irrelevant key, the trial was over, and they went on to the next 
trial.

10 The reading times, i.e., the time between the presentation of the material (by segment) and the input of 
space bar in order to receive the next segment, were recorded. For example, the reading time of Segment 3 
means the time between the presentation of the material of Segment 3 and the participants’ hitting the space 
bar in order to receive the material of Segment 4.

11A word test was given after the reading task and before the translation task. One hundred and six 
Japanese words used in the sentences of [a] version were given with the readings and English equivalents 
(see Appendix 1). The participants were asked to provide check marks if they knew both the readings and 
the translation. Average was 62.8%, the highest being 97.2% and the lowest being 20.6%. The individual 
scores were 20.6%, 35.5%, 32.7%, 36.4%, 60.7%, 63.6%, 79.4%, 85.0%, 88.8%, 90.7%, and 97.2%.

12 The number of errors in probe recognition task when the expected response was ‘yes’ is shown in the 
following table. The first row is participant numbers. The second and the third rows are the number of

Japanese 
Participant #

J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 Jll

a 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
b 1 0 5 0 0 2 0 0 0 6 0

Japanese 
Participant #

J12 J13 J14 J15 J16 J17 J18 J19 J20 J21 J22 J23

a 1 0 3 2 2 0 0 0 — 0 2 2
b 2 0 6 2 0 1 0 0 1 1 3 1
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English 
Participant #

El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E ll

a 2 8 3 2 10 1 16 21 10 0 2
b 1 7 1 3 6 2 2 8 5 0 0

13 The numbers of response out of 80 less than 1500 milliseconds in recognition time by Japanese native 
speakers are shown in the table below.______ _____ _____ _____ ___________ ___________
Japanese 
Participant #

J1 J2 J3 J4 JS J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 J ll

# of response 
< 1500 msec.

67 70 61 76 69 52 75 64 77 68 58

Japanese 
Participant #

J12 J13 J14 J15 J16 J17 J18 J19 J20 J21 J22 J23

#of response 
< 1500 msec.

77 66 39 76 60 78 77 76 71 74 64 69

The number of responses less than 1500 milliseconds for each English JSLs is shown in the table below. 
The values in the third row are the number of probes that the participants have actually responded. When 
the participants mistakenly hit the invalid keys during the presentation of the segments, the current trial was 
cancelled. If all the trials were properly done, the participants received 80 “a” and “b” probes. Due to the 
mechanical problem with the computer, the number of probe Responses collected from E7 is considerably 
lower than the others.
English 
Participant #

El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E ll

# of response 
< 1500 msec.

15 12 41 28 14 52 0 3 59 32 67

# of response 
received

80 77 80 80 80 79 52 80 80 80 80

14 */’ indicates the location of the segment border.

15 ANOVA with participants as variables was not used here because by definition of the standardized score, 
no variance exists among participants.

16 Overall reading time for [b] version sentences is greater than [a] version sentences for Japanese native 
speakers. For CN, ORT of [b] sentences was significantly greater than ORT of [a], E (22,1) = 6.15, g = .02. 
For COMP, ORT of [b] was greater than ORT of [a], but the difference was not statistically significant, E 
(22, 1) = 1.71, g = .21. ForGR, ORT of [b] was significantly greater than ORT of [a], E(22,l) = 5.94, g = 
.02. For RR, ORT of [b] was significantly greater than ORT of [a], E (22,1) = 10.28, g = .004.

17 There is another set of data from the on-line experiment that might support Japanese native speakers’ 
sensitivity to markedness. The participants gave responses to the statements that appeared after the probes 
for a quarter of the stimuli. The responses were either ‘p’ key meaning ‘yes’ or ‘q’ key meaning ‘no.’ If 
the statement was true of the sentence they just read, the correct response was ‘p,’ while if the statement 
was not true of the sentence just read, the correct response was ‘q.’ The following tables show frequencies 
of the different types of responses for ‘p’ statements and ‘q’ statements, respectively. The number of 
statements was not evenly distributed across construction types. In addition, some trials were discarded in 
the middle of the segment reading due to the illegal key input Therefore, not all the statements were 
answered.
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Observed Freouencics of ‘P’(Yes) and ‘O’fNo) Incut for ‘P’ Statements f‘P’ was the Correct Restxmse)
Associated with Four NMC Types by 23 Japanese Native Speakers
Construction Type Correct 'P' Incorrect ’O’ Total

CN 55(79.71) 14(20.29) 
COMP 40(86.96) 6(13.05) 
GR 37(80.44) 9(19.57) 
RR 57(83.82) 11(16.18)

69(100)
26(100)
46(100)
68(100)

Total 189(82.53) 40(17.47) 
Note. The figures in the parentheses are percentage v 
1.23, p =.75.

The table above summarizes the distribution of respo 
response was ‘p’). There is not correlation between t! 
229) = 1.23, p =.75.

Observed Freauencies of ‘P’(Yes) and ‘O’(No) Input

229(100)
i/hen sum of each row is 100%. X1 (3, N = 229) =

uses to ‘p’ statement (i.e., the expected correct 
re type of response and Construction Type, X* (3, N =

for ‘O’ Statements (‘O’ was the Correct Response!
Associated with Four NMC Tvnes bv 23 Japanese Native Sneakers
Construction Type Incorrect ’P’ Correct 'O' Total

CN 7(10.29) 61(89.71) 
COMP 0(0) 22(100) 
GR 8(1737) 38(82.61) 
RR 3(4.41) 65(95.50)

68(100)
22(100)
46(100)
68(100)

Total 18(8.82) 186(91.18) 
Note. The figures in the parentheses are percentage \ 
8015, p =.04.

Because the distribution of incorrect ‘p’ responses an 
dependent on Construction Type, X1 (3, N = 204) = 8 
(see the table below). It was found out that the GR o

Post Hoc Cell Contributions for Construction Type a 
Observed Frequencies of *P’(Yes) and ‘O’fNol Inpul

204(100)
when sum of each row is 100%. X1 (3, N = 204) =

d correct ‘q’ responses by Japanese native speakers is 
015, p =.04, Post Hoc cell contribution test was done 
ontributes to the discrepancy of distribution the most

nd Type of Response (Incorrect 'P'> C.onscL’-QDjof 
for ‘O’ Statements (‘O’ was the Correct Response)

Associated with Four NMC Types by 23 Japanese Native Speakers 
Construction Type Incorrect *P* Correct ’Q*

CN .52 -S2
COMP -1.55 1.55
GR 2.33 -2.33
RR_____________________ -1.57_______ 1.57

Japanese native speakers made proportionally more mistakes for ‘q’ statements associated with GR. They 
were supposed to respond with ‘q’(no) key, but mistakenly they responded with ‘p’(yes) key. That fact that 
Japanese JSLs had a harder time providing no responses only to GR may be attributed to its marked status.

t( In addition to segment reading times and probe recognition times, true Op’ key) or false Cq’ key) input 
for the statements were recorded. One quarter of the stimuli were followed by the statement, which was 
presented after the response to the probe.

Responses to ‘p’ statements and ‘q’ statements were separately analyzed. It was found that the 
number of mistakes in responses, which could suggest the level of understanding of the stimuli by English 
JSLs, does not suggest any difficulties associated with a particular construction type.
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Observed Frequencies of ‘PYYest and ‘OVNo) Input for ‘P’ Statements TP* was the Correct Response) 
Associated with Four NMC Types bv 11 English Japanese as a Second Language 1 .earners
Construction Type Correct *P* Incorrect ’Q’

CN 
COMP 
GR 
RR

25(78.13)
15(71.43)
13(65.00)
26(78.79)

7(21.88)
6(28.57)
7(35.00)
7(21.21)

Total
32(100)
21( 100)
20( 100)
33(100)

Total 79(74.53) 27(25.47) 106(100)
Note. The figures in the parentheses are percentage when sum of each row is 100%. X* (3, N = 106) =
1.60, p =.66.

Observed Frequencies of 'P'(Ycs) and ‘OYNo) Input for ‘O’ Statements CO* was the Correct Response)

Construction Type Incorrect ’P’ Correct *0’ Total
CN 7(21.88) 25(78.13) 64(100)
COMP 4(40.00) 6(60.00) 10(100)
GR 1(5.00) 19(95.00) 20(100)
RR 4(1230) 28(97.50) 32(100)
Total 16(17.02) 78(82.98) 94(100)
Note. The figures in the parentheses are percentage when sum of each row is 100%. X* (3, N = 94) = 6.78,
p =.08.

For English JSLs, the distribution of correct and incorrect responses for ‘p’ statements and ‘q’ 
statements was not a function of Construction Type. That is, English JSLs did not make more mistakes due 
to Construction Type. The result from this verification task does not provide evidence for the sensitivity in 
processing NMC by English JLSs. On the other hand, the semi on-line translation task clearly showed 
different levels of comprehension more. TRT, which is the fifth segment reading time before English JSLs 
received the entire sentence, captures different aspects associated with processing NMCs.
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Chapter 6 
General Discussion

The goals of this thesis, as stated in Chapter 1, were fourfold. They were:
1. To characterize the four subtypes of NMC syntactically and semantically;
2. To investigate experimentally how Japanese native speakers differentiate and process 
such structures;
3. To investigate experimentally how non-native speakers differentiate and process such 
structures;
4. To evaluate the competing analyses and principles which have been offered for such 
structures, using evidence from 2 and 3.

The first goal was met by Chapter 2, where different principles for analysis of 
NMCs were presented. The Gap, Frame, Markedness, and Transfer Hypotheses were 
formulated. The second and the third goals were met by Chapters 3,4, and 5, where the 
experiments that tested the hypotheses were described. In this final chapter, all the 
results are brought together, and the fourth goal, i.e. evaluation of the hypotheses, in the 
context of the discussions based on the experimental results, is met.

What Is Fundamental?
The results from the experiments across tasks and across speaker groups 

consistently show the emergence of a common processing sensitivity. Both Japanese 
native speakers and English JSLs process NMCs under the influence of the domain of 
processing resources that form subset relations. In fact, for the native speakers, as far as 
the experimental results are concerned, their NMC processing sensitivity can be 
characterized only by the resource domains, which was predicted based on the 
Markedness Hypothesis.

Ternary Markedness
The resource domains involved in processing NMCs are reviewed in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1 (used as Table 2-8 in Chapter 2) shows the three resource domains relevant to
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generating different NMC types. These resource domains are in subset relations, forming 
ternary markedness, as illustrated by Figure 6-1.

Table 6-1
Resources Involved in Association of Mod fvine Clause and Heaid Noun of NMC
NMC Baseline Logical Knowledge 

of Relation Including Equation
Knowledge of 
Thematic Relation

Pragmatic
Knowledge

RR V V
GR V V V
CN V V
COMP V

COMP

Figure 6-1. Ternary markedness: The three grammars that generate the GR, the RR, the 
CN, and the COMP are in subset relations.

Interpretation of a COMP requires only logical knowledge, particularly logical 
knowledge of an equation, which is baseline knowledge. The head noun is in equation 
with the content of the modifying clause. The relation between the modifying clause and 
the head noun is not thematic because the head noun is not an argument of the clausal 
predicate. The head noun names the role played by the modifying clause. Baseline 
logical knowledge is used for comprehending all subtypes of NMCs as Table 6-1 shows.

In addition to baseline logical knowledge, interpretation of a RR requires 
knowledge of the thematic relation because the head noun carries a thematic role with 
relation to the clausal predicate. Knowledge of thematic relations allows the assignment 
of a thematic role to the head noun by the clausal predicate.

Another type in this domain is CN. Interpretation of a CN requires knowledge of 
the thematic relation and logical knowledge of the relation. The head noun names a role 
in relation with the clausal predicate, and the role is in the thematic domain of the clausal 
verb; therefore, thematic knowledge is involved in recognizing the name in this domain.
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On the other hand, the modifying clause plays the role of an entity logically related to the 
meaning of the head noun; therefore, baseline logical knowledge is involved here.

Lastly, a GR requires pragmatic knowledge as well as thematic knowledge and 
logical knowledge for comprehension. GR is a NMC type that denotes two events, 
somehow related. One of the events involves the head noun as an argument with an 
unexpressed predicate. The other event is denoted by the modifying clause. In order to 
combine the modifying clause and the head noun of GR, the unexpressed predicate must 
be searched for. Pragmatic resources are involved to find this hidden predicate and to 
connect two events. Thematic knowledge is required too because the head noun is an 
argument of the unexpressed predicate.

Binary Markedness
Both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs were sensitive to ternary 

markedness. Ternary markedness is a finer version of binary markedness, in which GR, 
the member that only the most superset grammar can generate, is assigned the marked 
status while others are unmarked. Both Japanese native speakers and English JSLs were 
also sensitive to binary markedness, as in Figure 6-2.

CN
COMP

Figure 6-2. Binary markedness: GR is marked with respect to RR, CN, and COMP.

These two kinds of markedness sufficiently account for processing sensitivity of 
Japanese native speakers when they process NMCs. The concept of markedness also 
explains a part of the English JSLs’s processing sensitivities; however, the English JSLs 
were more analytical about the different relationship between the two constituents of 
NMC subtypes.
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What Is Different between Japanese Native Speakers and English JSLs?
The difference between the two speaker groups is that Japanese native speakers 

are only sensitive to the markedness relation among the subtypes, while English JSLs are 
sensitive not only to the markedness relation but also to how the two constituents of 
NMC are combined.

Japanese Native Speakers
The off-line NR and EUR. During the off-line rating tasks, Japanese native 

speakers rated the GR lowest in both naturalness and ease of understanding for English 
JSLs scales (analyses by both participants and items). That is, Japanese native speakers 
separate the GR from other NMC subtypes due to the GR’s processing feature which 
involves an unexpressed predicate. This is evidence for sensitivity to binary markedness.

The correlation between two rating scales. In addition, the off-line rating data 
indicated that the underlying decision criteria for naturalness and ease of understanding 
for English JSLs matched when they rated the GR sentences, while naturalness and ease 
of understanding were treated differently when the participants rated the RR, the CN, and 
the COMP. Having knowledge of English grammar in their second language, Japanese 
native speakers had separate judgement criteria for ease of understanding for English 
JSLs from their sense of naturalness, except when they rated the GR stimuli.

The GR was singled out here, and this supports Japanese native speakers’ 
sensitivity to binary markedness. That is, Japanese native speakers were sensitive to the 
fact that the GR is marked with respect to the RR, the CN, and the COMP due to the 
special status of the GR, i.e., involving superset processing resources. In other words, 
during off-line processing, for Japanese native speakers, the three unmarked members 
RR, CN, and COMP were indistinguishable in that task.

The on-line PRT. Binary markedness was at work also during the on-line probe 
recognition task. The noun in the modifying clause of the GR was harder to recognize 
than the head noun of the GR (analyses by participants only), while there were no 
recognition time differences between the nouns of two syntactic locations of other types. 
Apparently processing the GR was harder than processing unmarked types, which caused 
difficulty in recognizing the noun in the subordinate clause of the GR. Japanese native
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speakers, therefore, were able to discriminate the four NMC subtypes by binary 
markedness. That is, the GR is different from the CN, RR, and COMP.

The on-line TRT. The TRT results, which constituted the last data set collected 
from Japanese native speakers, indicated ternary markedness in addition to binary 
markedness. The pattern of the TRT corresponds to the three domains of resources 
required to parse the construction; i.e., the greater superset domain required, the longer 
the TRT used.

The TRT of the GR was greatest (according to the participants analyses), and this 
supports binary markedness. The TRT(GR) was greatest because the grammar requires 
the largest resources; it requires pragmatic knowledge in addition to knowledge of 
thematic relations and logical relations.

The TRT of the COMP was the least, and significantly lower than the GR 
(analyses by both participants and items), because in order to find cohesion between the 
modifying clause and the head noun of the COMP, logical knowledge of the equation, the 
smallest domain of resources, is required. Lastly, the TRT of the RR and the TRT of the 
CN were between the TRT of the GR and the TRT of the COMP. Members of the RR 
and CN are generated by the intermediate grammar. That is, logical knowledge (equation 
and relation) and thematic knowledge are required to understand the members of RR and 
CN.

The results from the TRT suggest that Japanese native speakers are sensitive to 
ternary markedness as well as binary markedness. Japanese native speakers were able to 
isolate GR and COMP, but CN and RR were inseparable.

Summary of Japanese native speakers’ processing sensitivities. The Japanese 
native speakers’ discrimination patterns suggest that they process NMCs under the effect 
of markedness. This was strikingly binary during off-line comprehension and both 
binary and ternary during on-line comprehension. Markedness was the only observed 
effect. This supports the statement by Kellerman (1983) that native speakers have a 
sense of markedness in their LI.

There was no supporting evidence from Japanese native speakers’ results for the 
Gap and Frame theories, which claim that different principles of relation apply to the two 
constituents of NMCs.
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Englfoh-ISltS

The off-line ratings results. Off-line rating patterns, by both ease of 
understanding and naturalness, consistently showed the lowest scores for the GR. This 
suggests English JSLs were sensitive to binary markedness. Binary markedness 
separated the GR from the CN, RR, and COMP. The ranking among the CN, RR, and 
COMP, however, suggests another sensitivity that English JSLs had, but that Japanese 
native speakers did not.

The off-line EUR. In terms of ease of understanding rating (RR > CN > COMP > 
GR), the RR was easier than the GR to understand (the analyses by both participants and 
items). There were no differences between EUR (CN) and EUR (COMP), which fell 
between EUR (RR) and EUR (GR). In the competition among the RR, the CN, and the 
COMP, in which the RR placed ahead enough of the CN and the COMP to be 
significantly higher than the lowest GR, the major decision role was played by the 
sensitivity to the syntactic relation between the head noun and the modifying clause.

First, the RR was rated highest due to its special status, i.e., that the head noun is a 
part of the sentence with the clausal predicate. The RR is the only type that allows de- 
relativization (see Table 2-5 in Chapter 2). That is, the head noun of the RR is 
syntactically related (either an argument NP or an adjunct PP) to the clausal verb.
English JSLs found this crucial for understanding this structure.

From a Gap theoretic point of view, in other words, English JSLs could sense 
there was a gap in the modifying clause via which the head noun is related to the 
modifying clause. The fact that the RR was rated highest in ease of understanding for 
English JSLs rating suggests the validity of the Gap Hypothesis for English JSLs.

The head nouns of the CN and the COMP, on the other hand, do not have such 
properties. In the first place, unlike the RR, the head nouns and the modifying clauses of 
the CN and the COMP do not have syntactic relations, which totally disallows the 
possibility of de-relativization. Secondly, in terms of the manner in which the head noun 
participates in the proposition that the modifying clause denotes, unlike the RR, the CN 
head nouns name rather than occupy the argument slots in the proposition with the
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clausal predicate. Unlike the RR, the COMP head nouns are names of the propositions 
that the modifying clauses denote, and, therefore, do not participate in the proposition.

The off-line NR. In terms of the naturalness rating, again GR was rated lowest 
supporting binary markedness. The CN was rated highest, and was significantly more 
natural than the GR (the analyses by participants but not the analyses by items).

The significant role in the competition among the RR, the CN, and the COMP 
driven by the intuition of naturalness was played by the semantics of the head noun.
When the scale of naturalness was presented to English JSLs, they appeared to reject the 
involvement of syntax and to rely upon the use of the word meaning for the construal of 
NMC.

The RR was out of the competition because the modifying clause and the head 
noun have a syntactic relation. This syntactic relation was a strong guiding principle for 
understanding, but English JSLs found this involvement of syntax unnatural.

The CN and the COMP were perceived more natural than the RR because syntax 
is not involved in construal of the CN and the COMP. Between the CN and the COMP, 
where the CN won, English JSLs examined the meaning of the head nouns in this off-line 
task. English JSLs analyzed the meanings of the head nouns in discriminating NMCs. 
What made the CN more natural than the COMP was that, crucially, the head nouns of 
the CN are relational nouns.

In the stimuli, for example, the head nouns include the following ten words: kekka 
(‘result’), which entails a cause, riyuu (‘reason’), which entails a consequence, chokuzen 
(‘the time immediately before’), which entails an event that follows, aida (‘the space 
between’), which entails two existing entities on both sides, yoko (‘the space beside’), 
which entails the entity adjacent to which something exists, atari (‘the space around’), 
which entails an entity surrounded by space, uragawa (‘the space behind’), which entails 
the entity having a back side, oto (‘sound’), which entails the source of the sound, 
benkyoo (‘study’), which entails the purpose for the endeavor, and asa (‘morning’), 
which entails the night before.

The meaning of these head nouns all logically entail a relational concept, and the 
modifying clause denotes the content of the entailed relational concept (see Table 2-3 for 
the schematic expression of the CN). With entailment, the meaning of the head nouns
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relates with the modifying clause. Syntax was not necessary. In this way, the CN 
provided the sense of being the most natural.

On the other hand, the head nouns of the COMP are not relational. Rather, they 
are content taking, and thus, by equation, the head noun and the meaning of the 
modifying clause are related. For example, in the stimuli, the head nouns include the 
following ten words: denwa (‘phone call’), koo/coku (‘advertisement’), shitsumon 
(‘question’), iken (‘opinion’), yokubou (‘wish’), gaman (‘endurance’), omoide 
(‘memory’), uttae (‘plea’), rikutsu (‘logic’), and kettei (‘decision’). These head nouns are 
not semantically relational, unlike the head nouns of the CN.

Thus, the CN was perceived to be the most natural because, rather than the rules 
of grammar or the notion of equation that the speaker should utilize, construal of the CN 
is driven by entailment that meaning of the word conveys. English JSLs were sensitive to 
the semantics of the head nouns, specifically that the head nouns entailed relational 
concepts.

The correlation between two rating scales. The ranking correlation showed that 
the CN and COMP sentences were rated consistently across the scales, while the RR and 
GR sentences were not That is, English JSLs grouped the four construction types into 
two: the CN and the COMP, and the RR and the GR. Something was different between 
the two groups, and English JSLs were sensitive to it.

This grouping reveals that English JSLs were sensitive to the types of NMC; 
particularly, in this case, the manner in which the head noun participates in the 
proposition of the NMC. The head nouns of the RR and the GR participate directly in the 
propositions as arguments. They both fill in the argument slots; the RR head noun is an 
argument of the clausal predicate and the GR head noun is an argument of an 
unexpressed predicate. On the other hand, the head nouns of the CN and the COMP are 
not. They are both names. The CN head noun is a name of an argument; it does not 
occupy the argument slot but simply names the slot. The COMP head noun is a name of 
the meaning of the whole modifying clause. English JSLs were sensitive to how the head 
nouns are incorporated in the proposition of NMC, and this was shown in the grouping of 
the four NMC types.
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Summary of the off-line EUR and NR results from English JSLs. The off-line 
experiment results suggested four types of sensitivities: 1) binary markedness, 2) 
syntactic relation (gap) between the constituents, 3) semantic status of the head noun in 
relation to the modifying clause, and 4) membership status of the head noun in the 
proposition of NMC.

The semi on-line TA . The semi on-line translation accuracy results (COMP >
CN > RR > GR) suggest English JSLs’ sensitivity to ternary markedness and to the status 
of the head noun in the proposition of NMC, which was also observed in the off-line 
correlation results.

Both analyses by participants and items suggest thatTA(COMP) was significantly 
higher than TA(GR). TA(COMP, CN, RR) was significantly higher than TA(GR) which 
suggests the function of binary markedness. TA(CN) and TA(RR) were ranked in this 
order without differences (but TA(COMP) and TA(RR) were different, according to the 
analyses by participants), revealing the effect of ternary markedness. Translation 
accuracy was highest for COMP because comprehending COMP involves the least 
processing domain, lowest for GR because comprehending GR involves the most 
processing domain, and CN and RR were intermediate because comprehending CN and 
RR involves intermediate processing domain.

The results also indicated that the TA(COMP) and TA(CN) were not different (in 
both the participants analyses and the items analyses). This cannot be explained by 
ternary markedness, where COMP and CN are different in terms of markedness status. 
What separated CN from RR and grouped it with COMP? Again, as they were during 
off-line rating tasks, English JSLs were sensitive to the head noun’s membership status in 
the proposition of NMC.

The direct participation of the head noun as an argument in the proposition seems 
more costly than labeling the slot for the argument in the proposition. The head noun of 
the CN is a name of a participant in the proposition, while the head noun of the RR is a 
part of the content of the argument in the proposition. This separated the CN from the 
RR and drew the CN close to the COMP because the head noun of the COMP is also a 
name.
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Summary of the semi on-line TA results from English JSLs. In sum, the semi on
line results suggested the effect of ternary markedness and membership of the head noun 
in the proposition of the NMCs.

The on-line self-paced reading and probe recognition results. The results from 
on-line experiments provides support for the Transfer Hypothesis and other sensitivity in 
addition to binary and ternary markedness.

The on-line ORT and PRT. The ORT results (ORT(GR) > ORT(CN, COMP,
RR) (analyses by participants only)) again supported the role of binary markedness. The 
PRT results (PRT(NC1, RR) > PRT(HN, RR), PRT(HN, COMP) > PRT(NC1, COMP)) 
revealed a transfer effect. PRT patterns for the familiar types, RR and COMP, were 
opposite, supporting partial predictions by the Gap and Frame Hypotheses. It is 
premature to state that English JSLs are sensitive to gap and frame since only a part of 
each hypothesis was supported. However, the results illustrate English JSLs’ sense of 
clear distinction between RR and COMP.

The on-line TRT. To explain the TRT results from English JSLs (CN > GR > RR 
> COMP), the results from the semi on-line translation task (COMP > CN > RR > GR) 
were used for comparison. The results of translation accuracy indicated that English 
JSLs’ comprehension level was significantly lower for the GR and highest for the COMP 
(both analyses by participants and items). The comprehension level for the CN was also 
as high as COMP.

First of all, the shortest TRT(COMP) and highest TA(COMP) suggest that during 
the on-line reading task, it is likely that English JSLs understood the material of COMP 
relatively easily; thus, the TRT(COMP) was short, and the TA(COMP) was high. 
Secondly, the fact that the TA(CN) was as high as the highest TA(COMP) and longest 
TRT(CN) suggests that during the on-line reading task, English JSLs spent the longest 
time reading the fifth segment of the CN sentences. They did this until they reached the 
point of understanding of the material up to the segment and then hit the space bar to go 
on.

On the other hand, the lowest TA(GR) and the second longest TRT(GR), which 
was shorter than TRT(CN), suggest that during the on-line reading task, English JSLs did 
not understand the GR material. They did not quite understand the GR sentences, but
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rather than trying to understand them as they did with the CN sentences, they gave up and 
hit the bar to go on. The fact the TRT(GR) and the TRT(RR) were the same suggests that 
English JSLs treated the fifth segment of the GR and of the RR in the same way. 
Particularly, the GR material was not understood while the RR material was; however, 
they were read in the same manner.

With the implication of the TA results regarding the level of comprehension at the 
fifth segment, the TRT results by English JSLs can be explained by the combination of 
these factors: 1) the number of roles that construal of NMC types involves, 2) ternary 
markedness, and 3) transfer (RR and COMP are familiar, while CN and GR are 
unfamiliar in LI).

The number o f roles that construal o f NMC types involves. In terms of the 
number of roles that the head nouns play in order to relate themselves with the modifying 
clause, the four types of NMC can be classified into two, in terms of the number of roles 
carried by the head noun. COMP belongs to the first class, where one role is involved. 
Two constituents are related in the way that the head noun names the role that the 
modifying clause plays. RR and GR also belong to the first class, where one role is 
involved. The head noun carries a thematic role in relation to the clausal verb (RR) or in 
relation to the unexpressed verb (GR), respectively. In COMP, the job that the head noun 
performs is naming, while in RR and GR, it is carrying a thematic role. The type of job is 
different, but one role is played by the head noun, either naming or carrying.

CN belongs to the second class, where two roles are involved. The head noun 
names a role in relation to the clausal verb, and the head noun also names a role in logical 
relation to what the modifying clause means. This is summarized in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2
Roles Played by Head Nouns in Relating the Head Noun and Modifying Clause of Four

NMC Number of Roles Comments
COMP 1 Head noun names the role that the modifying clause 

plays
RR 1 Head noun carries a thematic role in relation with the 

clausal verb.
GR 1 Head noun carries a thematic role in relation with the 

unexpressed verb.
CN 2 Head noun names the role in relation with the clausal 

verb. Head noun also a names the role complementary 
to the meaning of the modifying clause.

Ternary markedness. Table 6-3 combines Table 6-1, which describes ternary 
markedness, and Table 6-2, for convenience of explanation for the results of the TRT.

Table 6-3
Resources Involved in Association of Modifying Clause and Head Noun and Number of
Roles Head Noun Plavs to Relate Head Noun an<i  Modifying Cause of Four NMC Tvpes
NMC Domain of Resources Number of Roles
COMP -Baseline logical knowledge

i
RR -Baseline logical knowledge 

-Knowledge of thematic relation
GR -Baseline logical knowledge 

-Knowledge of thematic relation 
-Pragmatic knowledge

CN -Baseline logical knowledge 
-Knowledge of thematic relation

2

The COMP stimuli were easy to read because comprehending the COMP type of 
NMC requires the smallest domain of resources, i.e., logical knowledge of equation. In 
terms of number of roles for construal, on the other hand, COMP involves one role, and 
so do RR and GR. However, comprehending RR and GR requires a larger domain of 
resources than comprehending COMP. The association of the two constituents of RR 
involves baseline logical knowledge and knowledge of thematic relations, while GR 
involves pragmatic knowledge in addition to what is involved in RR comprehension. 
That explains how COMP elicited the shortest TRT.

English JSLs spent the longest time reading CN. This can be explained by its 
special status, which involves two roles for construal. Only the CN head nouns do two
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jobs. One is to name the role in the event described by the modifying clause, and the 
other is to name the role complementary to the event described by the modifying clause.
In terms of domains of resources, CN and RR should be treated the same way. However, 
RR involves one role, while CN involves two. This is how CN achieved the longest 
TRT.

The TRT(RR) and the TRT(GR) did not differ. In terms of number of roles, GR 
and RR are equal. In terms of ternary markedness, the GR involves a larger domain of 
resources than the RR. However, it is likely English JSLs did not access pragmatic 
resources and did not understand the GR material, as suggested by the lowest TA(GR). 
Under the time constraint, English JSLs were reading the fifth segment with the resources 
of thematic knowledge and baseline logical knowledge, which are called for in both RR 
and GR. This makes the competition even between the RR and the GR on the basis of 
both number of roles and domain of resources. These participants did not quite 
understand the GR material; however, understanding of the involvement of one role 
carried by the head noun drove their reading, in a way similar to the RR material, which 
made them hit the space bar to go on.

Transfer. Lastly, English JSLs may not have accessed pragmatic resources for 
GR, and this is likely due to transfer. Japanese native speakers were sensitive to ternary 
markedness as were English JSLs. Japanese native speakers, therefore, spent the longest 
time reading the GR material and accessed pragmatic resources in order to construe the 
head noun. However, English JSLs did not spend the longest time reading GR material 
to access pragmatic resources (TRT(CN) was the longest, and TRT(GR) and TRT(RR) 
were the second longest), which ternary markedness does not explain. English JSLs’ 
sensitivity to the number of roles in the construal of NMCs, which explains the longest 
TRT(CN), does not explain why they did not access pragmatic resources, either. Transfer 
may have been a direct factor for English JSLs’ not accessing pragmatic resources.

In other words, English JSLs recognized the RR and the COMP because these are 
similar to the English relative clause and complement structures. In order to parse the 
head noun of the RR and the COMP, these participants did not need to access the domain 
of pragmatic knowledge. When they came across the unfamiliar types, the CN and the 
GR, they were not able to access the resource of pragmatics for the purpose of parsing the
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head noun. The CN head noun was parsable without pragmatic resources, but parsing the 
GR was impossible.

Summary of the on-line ORT. PRT. and TRT results from English JSLs. The on
line results revealed the relevance of the following four factors: 1) binary and ternary 
markedness, 2) the number of roles that construal of NMC types involves, 3) transfer, and 
4) distinction between RR and COMP.

Summary of English JSLs’ processing sensitivities. The English JSLs’ 
discrimination patterns suggest that they process NMCs under the effect of markedness 
(binary and ternary), syntactic relation (gap) between the constituents, semantic status of 
the head noun in relation to the modifying clause, membership status of the head noun in 
the proposition of NMC, number of roles that the head noun plays for construal, transfer, 
and distinction between RR and COMP. As well as Japanese native speakers, English 
JSLs were sensitive to markedness relation among the NMC types. Obviously, English 
JSLs were more analytical about the relation between the head noun and the modifying 
clause.

Where Do the Differences Come from?
There are three major differences between Japanese native speakers and English 

JSLs. The first is, native speakers of Japanese are subject to markedness to the extent 
that they appear to be insensitive to the relationship between the head noun and 
modifying clause. The second is that English JSLs are more sensitive to the relation 
between the two constituents. These two points were clearly made by the results 
discussed above.

Thirdly, between ternary and binary markedness, Japanese native speakers 
showed clear sensitivity to binary markedness more than English JSLs did. In the off
line rating data from Japanese native speakers, by both analyses by participants and 
items, the GR was significantly different from the CN, RR, and COMP, among which 
there were no distinctions. Also in the on-line reading and probe recognition tasks, 
although the effect was weaker than in the results from the off-line tasks, Japanese native 
speakers treated the GR differently from the others. On the other hand, English JSLs’ 
sensitivity to binary markedness was either eclipsed by sensitivity to syntax and
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semantics (as in the results from the NR and EUR ratings and the TA) or weak (as in the 
results from the ORT, where the GR was significantly longer than the combined averages 
of the CN, COMP, and RR, by participants analyses only).

The first two points suggest that L2 learners are more analytical about the 
grammar of L2 than the native speakers. Below an explanation for such differences is 
attempted, based on grammatical properties of the NMC types and their English 
equivalents.

Why are Japanese native speakers insensitive and English speakers more sensitive to the 
relation between the constituents?

The possible source for the first and the second differences may be the differing 
suite of NMC construction types for Japanese native speakers and NMC equivalents for 
English JSLs. The difference between the suites are describable from two perspectives: 
the internal relation between the modifying clause and the head noun and the resource 
domain differences among NMC types as reflected in Table 6-4.
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Table 6-4
Suite of Foot NMC Construction Types in Terms of Relation between Head Noun and
Modifying Gause and Domain of Resources for Processine NMCs
LI Relation between Head Noun and 

Modifying Clause
Domain of Resource 
(Markedness Relation)

Japanese Frame ^

< ^ 3 ^  C O M ^

______________
( j u T )  (  G R C N C O M P ^

English

^ ^ ^ o m p le m e n ^ ^

NMC types in the mind of Japanese native speakers. The suite of NMCs in 
Japanese constitute a spectrum. From a Frame theoretic point of view, the RR and the 
GR (Gause Host Type) are located on one end, the COMP (Noun Host Type) at the other 
end, and the CN (Gause and Noun Host Type) is intermediate. These three categories 
have an intersecting relation with the Clause and Noun Host Type in an area of overlap.

From a Gap theoretic point of view, the RR is a gap type, while other three are 
non-gap types without means to distinguish among them. According to de-reladvization 
criteria, the RR can be de-relativized, while the other three cannot. These three are 
distinguishable only if another criterion is applied, i.e., the reason why they are not de- 
relativizable (see the section on the four-way distinction by de-relativization in Chapter
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2). In any case, the four types of NMC are not mutually exclusive under the aegis of a 
single principle.

In addition, the four subtypes are nested according to the second factor, i.e., the 
resources involved in forming cohesion between the modifying clause and the head noun. 
The requirement for baseline logical knowledge is shared by all the types. The 
requirement for knowledge of thematic relations is shared by RR, CN, and GR. The RR, 
only type that Gap theory and de-relativization isolates, is inseparable from the CN 
because they are both generated by a grammar having a common resource domain.

NMC equivalents in the mind of English speakers. On the other hand, English 
has only two categories, i.e., relative clause and complement, in the spectrum of 
equivalent structures. This distinction is a yes/no type of distinction in that presence/ 
absence of gap (Gap theory) or hosting/ hosted head noun (Frame theory) matters. In 
other words, these two types are mutually exclusive. In terms of the resource domain, the 
relative clause and complement structures are in a super-sub set relation. However, there 
are only two categories here. One (relative clause) belongs to the superset domain, and 
the other (complement) belongs to the subset domain. The distinction is exclusive.

Source of (in)sensitivitv. That native speakers of Japanese are subject to 
markedness to the extent that they appear to be insensitive to the relationship between the 
head noun and modifying clause, is due to that Japanese native speakers are intimately 
familiar with the four categories, all of which are superficially identical and inseparable 
in terms of the internal relations between the modifying clause and the head noun. 
Therefore, they did not rely on the internal relations between the constituents to 
distinguish them. With this weakened sensitivity to relations, they relied on external 
factors, namely the domain of processing resources, which fundamentally affected 
processing the NMCs.

Finally, what makes English JSLs more sensitive, in addition to markedness to the 
relation between the two constituents can be explained as follows. Compared to Japanese 
NMCs, the relative clause and complement are mutually exclusive categories 
grammatically (i.e., in terms of internal relationship between the head noun and the 
modifying clause). In the absence of the other categories, the two categories are 
distinguishable in terms of resource domains. English JSLs, having these discreet
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equivalent categories, were naturally sensitive to the internal organization of NMCs while 
being affected by the processing resource domain differences.

Whv do Japanese native sneakers have a clearer idea of binary markedness?
The last major difference between the speaker groups is that Japanese native 

speakers, more than English JSLs, are above all sensitive to binary markedness. Why do 
Japanese native speakers have a more clear-cut intolerance toward the GR than English 
JSLs? A possible explanation is based on the concept of markedness again. That is, it is 
possible that the GR is marked with respect to the RR, the CN, and the COMP, not only 
because it requires the largest domain of resources for construal, but also in terms of 
another markedness contrast. That is, the increased burden for the GR by Japanese native 
speakers was caused by the doubly marked status of the GR while for English JSLs the 
GR is only singly marked.

GR is doubly marked in Japanese. First of all, the GR is marked with respect to 
the RR, the CN, and the COMP because only the superset grammar that involves 
pragmatic resources can generate the GR. The incorporation of the head noun into the 
modifying clause of the GR is impossible with subset grammar, which uses both thematic 
and logical knowledge. On the other hand, with the subset grammar, the construal of the 
RR, the CN, and the COMP, is possible.

In addition to this resource domain contrast, in Japanese grammar, the GR is 
marked with respect to the RR, the CN, and the COMP by another contrasting property. 
This contrast is made evident by the difference in the direction of the operation to 
combine the two constituents. This contrast is made as follows.

In Japanese, sentences with missing arguments, pros, are grammatical as long as 
the predicates are present (see the description of Gap theory in Chapter 2). Pro could 
occur across the subtypes of NMC.1 With respect to this, the situation in the GR is 
complementary, specifically, in the sense that the head noun is an argument whose 
predicate is missing. While processing the RR, the CN, the COMP, and also the GR may 
involve searching for the referent of pro based on the overtly expressed predicate, 
construal of the GR must involve searching for the predicate to which the argument (the 
head noun) belongs.
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In processing terms, perhaps there is a connection between searching for missing 
arguments and searching for missing predicates, because these two operations are in 
principle complementary. The difference resides in the direction of the operation.

In searching for the referent of pro, the frame (cf. Matsumoto, 1997) is overtly 
expressed by the predicate; based on the provided frame, the referent of pro, i.e., one of 
the participants in the frame, is searched for. In other words, this operation starts from 
the whole (the frame) and ends with the part (the participant). On the other hand, in the 
searching for the predicate while the argument is present, one of the participants of the 
frame is provided; based on the participant, the frame is searched for. This operation 
starts from the part (the participant) and ends with the whole (the frame). The distinctive 
feature in this pair of operations is the direction of operation. The domain of processing 
resources is not the distinctive feature in this case.

When there are naturally contrasting units, one unit could be the “normal,” 
making the other “non-normal.” If finding the referent of pro with the presence of the 
predicate treated as “normal,” then finding a missing predicate when given the argument 
(as in the GR) should be “non-normal.” What gives one operation (where the argument is 
present but the predicate is missing/ from part to whole) the marked status, while giving 
the complementary operation (where the arguments are missing but the predicate is 
present/ from whole to part) the unmarked status? Obviously, the whole provides more 
cues than the part for the purpose of searching for missing elements. The more available 
cues there are facilitated the ease of finding the referent Searching for the referent of pro 
is easier because the frame provides stronger cues; therefore, it is normal (unmarked), 
while searching for the predicate is harder because the participant provides fewer cues 
than does the frame; therefore searching for the predicate is not-normal (marked).

GR is singly marked in English. Japanese LI speakers internalized this 
markedness relation (pro is normal/ missing predicate is not), while English JSLs had 
not In LI English grammar, only one of the two contrasting operations exists, and thus 
the contrast does not exist.3 Consequently, the markedness relation does not exist.

English lacks pro (Miyamoto & Kess, 1995) but allows PRO, a non-overt subject 
NP of non-finite clause, to occur as in (6-1) and (6-2) below.
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(6-1) The Japanese people were happy [PRO to meet the new baby princess].
(6-2) [PRO to hear any good news] was much appreciated.

In (6-1), the referent of PRO is ‘the Japanese people’ determined by the grammar. In 
other words, the PRO is obligatorily controlled by the subject NP in the main clause ‘the 
Japanese people.’ On the other hand, in (6-2), the referent of PRO is either determined 
by the context or pragmatics, or left unassigned; in other words, PRO is optionally 
controlled (Haegeman, 1994). In both cases, the predicate of which PRO is an argument 
is overtly expressed. In (6-1), PRO is an external argument of ‘meet,’ and in (6-2), PRO 
is an external argument of ‘hear.’

However, the contrasting operation, i.e., finding the predicate while the argument 
is present, as found in processing the GR, is missing in English. Therefore, the 
markedness contrast does not hold in LI English. This lack of contrast in LI caused 
English JSLs to be less sensitive to the markedness relation between the operations that 
exist in Japanese. Or, in the interlanguage of English JSLs, the GR is marked only once, 
due to the subset processing resource relation among NMC subtypes, but not due to the 
contrast between the operations for missing elements. In other words, English JSLs did 
know the special necessity of pragmatic resources for incorporating the head noun into 
the modifying clause in the GR; the GR is recognized as a marked case here. However, 
they had not quite acquired the reverse operation involved in construal of the GR 
because, in their LI, the contrast between the normal and its reverse operations does not 
exist; the GR failed to be recognized as marked here.

Evaluation of the Claims 
Four research hypotheses were offered in this thesis. They were the Gap, Frame, 

Markedness, and Transfer Hypotheses. According to the findings, they are individually 
evaluated as follows.

GapThwry
The Gap Hypothesis stated that the presence of a gap should facilitate processing. 

The coreferential relation between the gap and the head noun indicates a syntactic
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relation between the head noun and the modifying clause. The RR is a gap type, while 
the rest are non-gap types. Because of the syntactic relation, which should facilitate 
processing, the NMC of the RR was predicted to be easier to process.

Supporting evidence was found in the results from the off-line rating task by 
English JSLs. English JSLs found the RR the easiest type to understand. There was no 
supporting evidence for the gap analysis by Japanese native speakers.

There are ample psycholinguistic data (see Miyamoto & Kess, 1995 for a review 
of such experiments) showing that English native speakers seem to detect a gap during 
on-line comprehension of English sentences in the form of double activation of its 
referent. So far, psycholinguistic experiments on Japanese gap structures have shown 
negative or ambiguous results (e.g., Nakayama, 1995; Yamashita, Stowe, & Nakayama, 
1993; Mazuka, 1991). The present study provides further support for the claim that 
Japanese native speakers do not process a gap, either on-line or off-line.

The present study does provide evidence that English speakers learning Japanese 
utilize syntactic knowledge, in reading Japanese sentences. Syntax does facilitate 
processing for English speakers’ Japanese sentence processing. They rated RR sentences 
as the easiest sentences to understand for English speaking learners of Japanese.

However, this work does not provide evidence for on-line gap processing by 
English speakers reading Japanese. English speakers did exhibit a distinction between 
the RR and COMP according to the on-line probe recognition results. However, it is not 
clear whether they were differentiated by the hosting and hosted relation or by both the 
presence and absence of a gap and of the hosting and of the hosted relation.

Frame Theory
The Frame Hypothesis stated that the hosted information should be remembered 

better than the hosting information. The assumption was that the hosted information and 
the hosting information establish a relation between figure and ground. Figure should be 
more salient than ground. Therefore, for the RR and the GR (Clause Host Type), the 
head nouns (i.e., the hosted elements) should be easier to retain in the memory than nouns 
in the modifying clauses (i.e., the hosting elements). For the COMP (Noun Host Type), 
the nouns in the modifying clauses should be easier to remember than the head nouns.
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For the CN (Clause and Noun Host Type), the two constituents should be equally easy to 
retain in memory because they reciprocally both are host and are hosted.

The PRT results from Japanese native speakers provide no support for the Frame 
Hypothesis. The PRT results from English JSLs do not entirely support the Frame 
Hypothesis. Support was found only for the RR and the COMP, the structurally familiar 
types. Therefore, this study does not provide clear support for the Frame Hypothesis.

Markedness
The Markedness Hypothesis stated that the marked member should be harder to 

process. Therefore, the GR should be harder to process than the RR, the CN, and the 
COMP (because of binary markedness), or among the unmarked (RR, CN, and COMP), 
RR and CN are more marked than COMP (via ternary markedness).

There was evidence to support this claim by both Japanese native speakers and 
English JSLs. Ternary markedness was supported only by the results of on-line tasks 
while binary markedness was supported by the results of both on and off-line tasks. The 
study provides psychological validity of a markedness relation among four NMC 
subtypes defined by the domains of processing resources that form subset relations.

Transfer
The Transfer Hypothesis stated that for second language learners, familiar 

structures are easier to acquire than unfamiliar ones. Therefore, the RR and the COMP 
should be easier to process than the GR and the CN for English speakers learning 
Japanese. Supporting evidence was found in the results from the on-line tasks but not 
from the semi on- and off-line tasks. English JSLs recognized the RR and the COMP as 
familiar to their LI under a time constraint. When time was given to allow reflection on 
the part of the participants, however, transfer was not observed.

The Transfer Hypothesis in this study was formulated under the assumption that 
the RR and the COMP are familiar because the RR is equivalent to the English relative 
clause and the COMP is equivalent to the English complement structure. However, when 
what is transferable is considered to be a markedness parameter setting (see the section of 
transfer in principles and parameters theory in Chapter 2), rather than structural
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familiarity, the English parameter setting is a subset setting (which generates English 
relative clauses and complements, i.e., RR, COMP and CN), and acquiring Japanese as 
L2 means changing the parameter setting from a subset setting to superset setting (in 
order to generate GR in addition to RR, COMP, and CN). In this case, if transfer is at 
work, the subtypes that the subset grammar can generate are equally easy to process.
That is, RR, COMP and also CN are equally easy to process. GR, which only the 
superset grammar can generate, should be harder to process. The prediction under this 
view of transfer is identical with the prediction by binary markedness.

The (binary) Markedness Hypothesis was more consistently supported by the 
results from non on-line tasks. That is, when English JSLs were given enough time to 
process the sentences at their leisure, they showed an awareness of a binary markedness 
relation, which separates the subtypes that the subset (LI) grammar can generate from the 
subtype that the superset grammar (Japanese), but not the subset grammar, can generate.

Considering that the Transfer Hypothesis (see the section of obvious transfer in 
Chapter 2) was supported more consistently by the results from the on-line experiment, 
this study shows the tendency that obvious transfer was at work at the level of on-line 
processing while transfer in principle and parameter theory was at work at the level of 
non on-line processing.

What Do the Different Tasks Reveal?
In the experiments with the second language learners, it was found that the 

variances among items as well as among participants were extremely high. The on-line 
tasks especially involved experimental noise such as individual differences and conscious 
reflection on the participants’ side. The probe recognition task was a hard task for 
English JSLs. When only responses less than 1500 milliseconds were considered, only 
4% of one participant’s PRT responses were considered in contrast to 84% of another 
participant’s, indicating vast variance among participants. The TRT had to be 
transformed to z-scores to eliminate differences among participants.

In order to maximize the effect of Construction Type and to minimize the 
individual differences among stimuli and among participants, more control over the 
process of creating the stimuli and selecting the participants might be necessary.
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As for the control over creating stimuli, ideally, exact wordings with minimal 
differences, as in Bever & Sanz (1997), or identical semantic roles for NP’s at the same 
position across the stimuli with minimal differences as in Yamashita, Stowe, and 
Nakayama (1993), are desired. However, such control was not possible in the present 
study. The formation of the stimuli, allowing four different construction types as an 
independent variable while restricting wordings and semantic roles of every NP of the 
same position of the sentence, was not possible.

In addition, the English speaking participants each had different lengths of 
exposure to a Japanese speaking environment. Some English JSLs were faster and better 
readers than others. In addition to their willingness to participate, the only other 
requirement was for them to have taken intermediate university or equivalent courses in 
Japanese.

For future studies, an experimental design that minimizes or cancels out the errors 
from variability among responses is desirable. For example, grouping the participants by 
a proficiency test and selecting easy enough material for each group might reduce the 
variance among the responses. In order to do so, many more English JSLs need to be 
asked to participate (enough to be screened), and the right set of vocabularies for each 
level of proficiency need to be chosen.

With Japanese native speakers, the finding is that Japanese are so intimately 
familiar with the relevant structures that their performance in these tasks does not reveal 
the differences among the NMCs. This is so strikingly clear that it is totally unclear how 
Japanese native speakers process different types of NMCs. Syntax, for example, does not 
seem to play a role since no evidence for a gap strategy was found. Different framing 
relations between the constituents did not matter to them. Different parameters capable 
of describing Japanese speakers’ process of comprehension need to be developed for 
empirical testing in the future.

Notes

1 See footnote 16 in Chapter 2 for (he examples of the use of pro in NMC. In order to find the referent of 
pro, pragmatic resources are required. That is, it is not only processing the GR that requires pragmatic
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resources when interpretation of pro is involved. However, in order to construe the head noun of the GR, 
pragmatic resources are required while construing the head nouns of other types does not involve them.

z The parallel situation is found in the order of the main clause (MC) and the subordinate clause (SC) in 
English and Japanese. In English, both orders are allowed (MC+SC and SC+MC) showing complementary 
pattern. On the other hand, in Japanese only one order is possible (SC+MC). Prideaux (1989) and 
Prideaux and Hogan (1993) argue that in English SC+MC is marked while MC+SC is marked and that the 
marked order is associated with certain discourse functions. Because only one order is possible in Japanese 
grammar, the contrast found in English is not found in Japanese.
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Appendix 2.
The Participants* Information

2A. Jananese Native Sneakers
Partici
pant
No.

Gender Parents’ First 
Language(s)

Other
Second
Languages

Duration of 
Living in 
English 
Speaking 
Country

Profession

J1 F Japanese Russian ly.lmo. student
52 M Japanese Korean ly.lOmo. doctor
J3 M Japanese German ly.3mo. researcher
J4 M Japanese German 4y.6mo. student
55 F Japanese French,

Mandarin
6y.6mo. student

56 F Japanese French,
German

2y- student

J7 M English (father) 
Japanese (mother)

Spanish,
Latin,
French

2y. student

J8 F Japanese French 2y.lmo. student
59 F Japanese Russian,

Korean,
Mandarin

ly.6mo. student

J10 M Japanese Korean,
German,
French

2y.6mo. student

J ll F Japanese French Smo. engineer
J12 M Japanese German.

French.
Korean

20y. professor

J13 F Japanese Russian,
French

5y. student

J14 F Japanese French 30y. translator
JIS F Japanese Korean 8mo. student
J16 F Japanese Russian,

German
3y. Ikebana

master
J17 F Japanese German,

French
35y. scientist

J18 F Japanese French 12y. student
J19 F Japanese • 2y- student
J20 M Japanese German,

Korean
ly.6mo. student

J21 F Japanese French 3y. student
J22 F Japanese French,

Mandarine
8y. student

J23 M Japanese German 6mo. student
Note, y.: year(s), mo.: month(s)
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2B. English JSLs
Partici
pant
No.

Gender Parents’ First 
Language(s)

Other
Second
Languages

History of 
Study in 
Japanese

Duration of 
Living in 
Japan

Profession

El F English Spanish,
French

4y.
(university)

l im a student

E2 F English French 3y.2mo.
(university)

0 student

E3 F English French,
German,
Spanish

5y.
(university)

2y. student

E4 M English French 7y-
(university)

llmo. student

ES M English French 3y.3mo.
(university)

iy- administra
tor

E6 F English 3y.
(highschool)
3y.
(university)

3y.4mo. student

E7 M English Cantonese iy-
(university) 
3y. (private 
lesson)

3y- engineer

E8 F Tamil French 3y.
(university)

llmo. student

E9 M English (father) 
Japanese (mother)

French 2y.
(university)

ly.6mo. student

E10 M English French 3y.
(university)

ly.lmo. student

E ll M Cantonese (father) 
English (mother)

Cantonese 3y.
(highschool)
3y.6mo.
(university)

iy. student

Note, y.: ycatfs), mo.: momh(s)
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Appendix 3. Sentences for Rating Tasks and List
Trial# Version Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4 Segments Segment 6 Segment 7 List
RRI a flhnifc A0fc€ ft <2 a s  M l*  M b

I injured person's mind-ACC contort] music -TOP from old time 
The music I that comforts people's scared mind] has been treasured for ages.

Attic
treasure

SftTO*
dotPASS+PROG

A

RR2 a t f t l 'f t  tf^AOlllC AbTltft A«l* *
(pretty glass box-in enter-be] doll-TOP Canada-front 
The doll fthat is in the pretty glass box] seems to have come from Canada by sea.

ABC?
sea mail-by

* f tb U '
came+secm

B

RR3 a IK 6 *  SAUfc 1 « » 6  J5tU>
I somewhat mooey-ACC donated) practice hall-from gralitute-'s 
A thank you card arrived from the practice hall (to which (1) donated some money |.

card-NOM arrived
A

RR4 a to te  *>■?< a  oft ai* *<*&
(cosmetics-ACC thickly pasted] face-TOP distance-from 
The face where cosmetics is thickly pastcdl looks prettier from the distance.

M B S *
watcb-more-NOM pretlyCOP

B

RR5 a £***&  -A T  W tTSft MX«< ’P o t
[five years ago alone continued] research-NOM finally 
The research (that (1) have continued by myself for five years] is finally trying to end

m t> ^ t
trying to end

l/Tl'ft
doing

A

RR6 a #IHDT JKttofc fc<ftbT
|student-'s*time cheap* because often* used] train-NOM oW+hecame 
The trains llhat (1) used often because of the low price! became old and are disappearing steadly.

EhEh
steadly

BATIK
disappears

B

RR7 a XSA <> VmftAT <55
(rich-also poor-also succeed] cily-TOP anywhere 
(1) think the city (where both rich and poor succeed] is nowhere.

search-even if non existenl-lhink
A

RK8 a IE **>£ IE VC# ttiZf/t  M l*  ftfcU-B
(bride-wilh bridegroom-NOM cxited| church-TOP everywhere 
The church Kfrom which) the bride and the groom exited] is decorated with white flowers everywhere.

&l'!E*<
white fiower-NOM

frUoXb*
decorated-be

B

RR9 a e * t  / tm - a i  m o / t  jftitti* rx ic
(reporter-and patrol car-NOM went forward] hospital-TOP already 
The hospital that the reporter and the patrol car went to] was overflown with the injured already.

IttfAT
injurcd-with overflew-be

A

RRIO a «00J:5lc ilo ft fM * tu c to a n  ic
|young*lime everyday*likc passed] VjWVf -NOM demolished*and parking lot-to 
The square (that (1) passed almost every day when (I) was young| was demolished and became a parking lot.

f t o f t
became

B
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8

GRI a a * ? * *  * * 1 4  r < i c - c *  * © t
(self-by-evcn without noticing unhappy-rbecome] l e a r n i n g  -TOP soon+cvcn quil+and 
(You) shoud even right away quit that teaming Iby doing which you become unhappy without noticing by yourself] and work.

work+must
A

GR2 a » B ©  * « #  SftlC  Z(D Z* M b #  
(everyday-'s meal-NOM tasly+became] a t r r i f t  -to recently intaest-NOM 
Recently the interests collects to the exercise |by doing which everyday meal becomes tasty].

collect+be
B

GR3 a * * 1 4  * © C * t t  BFJIr#
(violin-'s contest-at champions became] p a r e  -TOP those days $5.00 -NOM 
The prize (that (you got when) you won the championship in violin contest] is in those days mostly five dollars.

ordinary-was
A

GR4 a I*B .*6  K tlf tf ro fc  O frftT  m utfi
lyesterday-from entirely slept+FOSS-nol] f a t i g u e  -with bothcycs-NOM ache
With the fatigue (that (I) suffer from not at all having been able to sleep since the night before], (my) both eyes are aching.

I / O '*
dot be

B

GR5 a * 1 * ©  y - A i c  & r m o  a v ^ i *  a s *
(chess-’s gamc-al dcfinitely-rwin] p r a c t i c e  -TOP many times game-ACXT 
The practice [(by doing which) you can definitely win the games of chess] is to play the games many times.

dofNMRZ+COP
A

GR6 a «*>& m * v  m m w t n i  « t* i*  - m m v t t
|nigbt-from moming-till sleep-NOM take] W i l t  -TOP one bom-with-TOP loo far 
The walk ((by doing which you) can lake a sleep from night till morning] is far too short if (it is) only one hour long.

too short
B

GR7 a m m t  «!*&& * » fc © T  H 3 U 3 &
Iget up- and preparation-ACC do-nol-mayl b r e a t f o s t  -TOP since necessary this and that 
(1) know out of necessity several breakfast (that 1 do not have to do preparation for as 1 get up].

J B o T l'*
know

A

GR8 a t o t m t p *  ja n *  B o t t a e  * * <
(long ago-from preparation-NOM ready-* was] s e p a r a t i o n  -NOM as (1) expected well 
The separation ((for) which the preparation had been ready for a long time] did not go as well as (1) expected.

I'Jtfitttfio lt 
could not do

B

GR9 a * © ©  £ # m ?  f ta i*  * o i t<  J if tf ttc
|first five ininutes-wilh plot-NOM clear| m a v i e  -TOP at all watch*-feelings 
(I) don't feel like watching the movie at all [that within the first five minutes, (1) understand the plot (of)].

become+NOT
A

GRIO a 7 4  « K fc *  t i U *  fc'ftfric
Ipure while dress shirl-NOM blacks become] l a u n d r y  -ACC dotif somcbody-lu 
If (you) do the laundry |by which white dress shirt becomes Mack], (it would be) better if (you) ask somebody else.

f c © t /£ lH \
asktiftgood

B
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in

CNI a i / * h 5 > T  mm i t x tc
1yesterday restauraiM-at overate | result scbool-to gotcannot 
As a result from having overeaten at the restaurant yesterday, (I'm) not cble to go to school.

Uolt
came

A

CN2 a \£7J0>  toaffc* X X U T t
(piano 's lesson-to go not] Ffliwrt -ACC especially cxplain-cven 
There is no point of explaining the reason why (you) do not go to the piano lesson

cannot be helped
B

CN3 a 7 i f  7 ic x f i x *  as#  f *  a x i c  m t a  * s *
(Asia-for airplane-NOM depart) jusl before -at brother-with-'s promisc-ACC 
(I) was able to keep the promise with my younger brother just before the time the airplane departed for Asia.

mttistt
fulfilled

A

CN4 a - t o n  M l '* *
[two-'s white car-NOM run-PROG] space between -ACC black dog-NOM barking 
A black dog ran barking through the space between the two white car running.

* !* * (  tfc
ran through

B

CN5 a
Igrandfalher-NOM magazine-ACC read-PROG) Side -at-even university students! video-with 
Even beside the place where a grandfather was reading a magazine, university students were playing with the video.

play+PROG+PAST
B

CN6 a fe lv b l t*  X S o T O f t
(loudly elementary children- gather-PROG) surroundings -ACC scarch-CX)ND hat-TOP 
If (we) search for the hat around the area where the elementary students are gathering loudly, it will be found

H O * *
findcan

A

CN7 a M U  M o tt  XflfC S < S *  f tlv C l 'f t
|big building be+built* PAST) backside -at beautiful cherry Mossoms-NO Uoom-PROG 
The beautiful cherry blossoms are blooming behind the place where the big building was built.

B

CN8 a A * *  * a * J 6  i i *  *11 i S m i Z l t

Ibus-NOM main sUect-ACC pass] sound -TOP neighbor-for-TOP very 
The sound of the bus passing the main street is such a nuisance for the neighbor.

nuisance-<X)P
A

CN9 a tt lc fc o  -A IC & 6  a a *  U o * » J£  
(workl-'s helpful member-become) siudx -ACC young-within steadly 
Do the study while young to become a helpful member of the world

dorNMZR+COP
B

CNIO a CttUSV fC ** IC  £ * ? £  m  a c A T * * :  
(after the interval Kyoto-al stayed) morning streams-NOM flow+NMZR-NOM hear-came 
In the morning after 1 stayed in Kyoto after a long interval, the sound of streams came to be heard.

A
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COMPI a x - * ©  * * M T
(volleybaU-'s final-at won-QT) p h o n e  c a l l  -NOM while ago 
The phone call that () won the volleyball final was sent to my mother’s place while ago.

m o m iz
mother’s place-to

t U f i o  T S fc  
call-came

A

COMP2 a «*>*© \£ 7 J *  £ 6 #  fc<SA/  
(second handed-'s piano-AGC sell-QT) a d v e r t i s e m e n t  - e t c  plenty 
Plenty of things including advertisement that (someone) sells a second hand piano came to the house.

* * T
house-to reached

A

OOMP3 a m n n & v
IChristmas-NOM prescnt-TOP exist- whether-QT| q u e s t i o n  -only do because 
Children are tiresome because (they) ask only questions whether there are Christmas gifts.

children-TOP
I MM*
tiresome

B

COMP4 a t l t L o l t *  S J U  **<*>
|women-be-if house-at stay sbould-COP-QT] o p i n i o n  -ACC conversation 's 
(1) heard the opinion that if you are women, you should slay home at the beginning of the conversation.

*461C 
beginning-at heard

B

COMP5 a f t * *  fcSA  T
(at any cost room's inside-ACC watch-want-QT) desire-NOM resisting 
(1) waited for the lord while resisting this desire that (1) want t j see inside the room at any cost

£ A €
lord-ACC

m o i t

wait-PAST
A

COMM a t f t / o #  V t t U i
llikeitornot same book-ACC wad-continue] e n d u r a n c e  -NOM candoif 
If (you) can stand the endurance of reading the same book like or not, you can probably become a writer.

# * IC
writerr-to become-maybe

B

COMP7 a •< D ± T  I * £ > T  * A /£  e i ' i fa *  lO O '
(snow’s surface-at naked played) memory-ACC someday 
(1 am) thinking of someday writing out the memory of playing on the snow naked

write-wam-Qf
B o T l ' S
think

A

COMP8 a
(children 's playground-ACC increase-QT| i d e a  -NOM finally 
The petition that the children's playground should be increased finally reached the council.

council-to reached
A

COMP.) a t i r o  * < » £  m n z t m  a a #
|hurry-if hurry-even dclay-QI'| l o g i c . -NOM three ycars-even 
The logic that the harder you hurry, the more behind you get was probed three years later.

fc lC ftoT
later-become probed

B

COMPIO a B t l < 0
llibrary-'s rcbuilding-ACC do-QT) d e c i s i o n - o n l y  so far 
Only the decision that the rebuilding of the hospital will be done has been known so far.

known not
B



Appendix 4. Rating Sheet

4A. Naturalness Rating Sheet

Name (your experimental name):_____________________

Please look through the following 20 sentences. Then find one sentence with the most underlined
portion ami rate it a« s r > T ♦> Then find one sentence with the leas t

-natural'' underlined portion ( f i a n d  rate it as 1 ( f iM T H fr lM . After you have done 
this essential step, rate the rest of the underlined portions on the same scale from 1-5, with 1  being more or 
less natural Concentrate on the underlined portion of each sentence.
Remember to rate the sentence with the least natural and the sentence with the most natural underlined part
first, 1 and 5 respectively. You can use ”1* and *5* again after the initial rating step.

Leost Most
U *  b ^ > - g ^ ^ - r < f f e i > M « l = f r l - » t t <  f t n f c .  1 2  3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

4 . /W * U > < P 3 > » * K T - » l C f t Q < : « A l l - g - t P : i * t t S  K J M W M g n fe .  1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

6 - A - g * l * T # < : « t t a t*>r> *  l i f e *  3  k  I T U S .  1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 s
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 1 . t \ < 6 » f e A * * A L ^ a i l « » 6 f e t L < P i i - K ^ ^ l x f e .  1 2 3 4 5

12.g # T » f e W * l f t < T l U f * f t 6 * » f t < P - g l \ * l \ * , i - t n - ;. - r u . & .  1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

i 4 .g « ^ / t K A ~ t f f t A > r 3 f e d i t t t -r -p i= : iT t fJ ir ^ A » ir i \^ .  1 2 3 4 s

1 2 3 4 5

16. *<»<« 1 2 3 4 5

17. t» a  u *  u c r a i c a *  o  m m . /M iiatafcn& ipfif 1 2 3 4 s
l g . » O t ^ A ( P ^ * < t < >̂ t f t a « l l » » g , * t J I | - » K T U ^ .  1 2 3 4 5

1 9 . » « J : T t t g f l > T g A , £ a i \ m * U Q » « * < : l \ £ g - 3 T l \ & .  1 2 3 4 5

20 . i f t ^ < P £ ^ a - p r L S t f f e i b ^ f l l ^ r . f e < H ^ a g A f t f t t \ .  1 2 3 4 5
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4B- Fase nf Understanding for English JSLs Rating Sheet (page 1 of 2)

Please look through the following 20 sentences on the back of this page and think about how difficult the 
sentences would be to understand for a speaker of English who is learning Japanese. Please don't make 
your judgement on the basis of vocabulary. Take into consideration the entire sentence rather than the
individual words.

For example, compare the two sentences (a) and (b).

(a )* © S fe ife tt« B  U T f r  6  V '*  J :  5  T t .
(The teacher, even after getting married, seems to be liked by the pupils.)

(Prime minister Obuchi, the present head of Liberal Democratic Party, is trusted by the congressmen within 
the party in general.)

Compared to (a), (b) contains obviously more difficult words and more difficult kanji characters. However, 
overall, the two sentences are similar in overall structure, and neither is more difficult than the other. Now 
compare (a) with (c).

(The woman, who was caused to resign her job due to marriage, became a teacher.)

Although sentence (c) contains words no more difficult than the words in sentence (a), and (c) is even 
slightly shorter than (a), (c) seems more difficult than (a) to understand, and seems more difficult for an 
English speaker to understand this Japanese.

On the back of this sheet, there are 20 Japanese sentences. First look through the sentences. Then oav 
attention only to the underlined nart of the sentences and ignore the rest. Find the easiest sentence for the
speakers of English who are learning Japanese to understand ( » B * B r  A  iz  t o T m t t o f r V + T l '  
3 0  and rate it as 5 (highly understandable for English speakers X B & B T A IC ^ : o  X fc l  
U then find the most difficult sentence to understand for the speakers of English ( B B & B ^  A(C
io T lM U C to J& 'iJ  1C< l'3fc) and rate it as 1 (very difficult to understand for speakers of English K B  
t B T A l C ^ o T l M t l C t o f r y  IC< I ') . Rate the rest of the sentences on the same scale from 1 -S, 
with 3 being more or less easy for the English speakers to understand ( £ B € B ‘f ‘A ( C £ o T $ & $ &

Now please tell Satomi whether you understand these instructions.

Turn to the back of this page and start rating. Remember to rate the most difficult and the easiest 
sentences first, 1 and 5 respectively. Pav attention only to the underlined parts.

1 54
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4R. Hase of Understanding for Enylish JSLs Ratine Sheet (page 2 of 2)
Name (your experimental name):____________

D if f ic u lt  
1 2  3 4

1 2  3 4

3 . * g < P £ * m \ < P T ± < t t r > * « t f l ! r < f t n T g A g A ; l l * T t \ < .  1 2  3 4

1 2  3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2  3 4

7 . * < P ^ A > 6 t f A t f A » n f t i » o f e O / > > t l - g g B a t ^ ^ L r O & .  1 2  3 4

1 2 3 4

9 , - r o  i o f e l i g ^  * <  - g f l f t f r  -afc.  1 2  3 4

n . t o f l ( p 9 ^ - > » y t f a < f t 4 a b t :< a 6 a i D f l t f i o ^ o T i f e .  1 2 3 4

l l . e 7 y < P U v A > l = f r » f t t t M f t » f e g r t o j r K W U T < . L » f e t f f t t x .  1 2  3 4

1 2  3 4

13 . f c i s t \ g A t f g ^ i * » A T o . & « r f e * y g t t g 3 t3r g a A T ( . \ f e .  1 2 3 4

14. * * t e e j U t f l t n f e » l l l C ^ O <  U l \ g <  1 2  3 4

1 2 3 4

1 6 . * U A 7 A < P ^ * > K t t a & f r £ l \ 3 « W t f f r t J - r & a > 6 * « l l U * < : .  1 2  3 4

l y . f r g ^ S a t C l x & ' S S ^ l x S t t J t f e ^ B P l f c l f t E B U f c .  1 2  3 4

ia .curfew c,*a*n*M<&ztit±AJii<TmtT.tn*miztitizfiiz, 5. 1 2 3 4

t. n 5 mmat 3 tzivizA ̂ r«<& s tifc . 1 2 3 4

2a.■ — ( D a r^ i t^ - r& ^ tx ^ g ig b f r ^ ^ ^ ^ t t s ^ t i r u m x .  1 2 3 4

1 5 5
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Appendix 5. Rating Scores by Individual Participants and 
Ranking for Each Item 

5A- Naturalness Rating by 23 Japanese Native Speakers

Items Naturalness Rating by Japanese Native Speakers (J1 -J11)
Type S# J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 J11
RR 1 
RR 2 
RR 3 
RR 4  
RR 5 
RR 6 
RR 7 
RR 8 
RR 9 
RR 10

4 4  4 5 3 4 3 
5 4  4 4

2 1 2 4 4 4 4  
5 5 5 4

5 5 5 4 5 5 3
4 2  2 3

3 4 2 5 4 2 2
5 5 4 5

2 1 5 3 3 2 2 
5 3 5 5

GR 1 
GR 2 
GR 3 
GR 4 
GR 5 
GR 6 
GR 7 
GR 8 
GR 9 
GR 10

1 2  2 1 3  1 2 
2 3 1 1

4 5 5 1 1 2 2 
2 1 2 2

2 2 1 2 3 1 2 
1 2  1 1  

1 1  1 2  1 1 1 
2 2 2 1

5 5 4 5 5 5 4  
1 3  1 3

CN 1 
CN 2 
CN 3 
CN 4 
CN 5 
CN 6 
CN 7 
CN 8 
CN 9 
CN 10

2 3 5 5 4 2 4 
5 5 4 5

1 2 1 4 3 4 2 
5 5 4 4
2 3 4 4

2 3 3 4 4 1 3 
5 4 4 4

4 5 5 5 3 5 5 
5 3 4 1

2 5 5 5 2 4 4
COMP 1 
COMP 2 
COMP 3 
COMP 4 
COMP 5 
COMP 6 
COMP 7 
COMP 8 
COMP 9 
COMP 10

4  4 4 5 5 4 3 
2 5 3 5 4 3 3 

5 4 5  
5 3 5 5

2 4 5 4 4  5 3 
5 3 3 2

4  4 5 2 4 2 4
5 5 5 4 5 4 3 

5 3 2 3
5 3 4  2

156
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Items Naturalness Rating by Japanese Native Speakers (J12-J23)
Type S# J12 J13 J14 J15 J16 J17 J18 J19 J20 J21 J22 J23 Mean Rank
RR 1 5 S 5 5 5 4.3 6
RR 2 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4.5 3
RR 3 3 4 4 1 5 3.2 9
RR 4 5 5 S S 5 S 4 4.8 1
RR 5 5 5 5 5 5 4.8 1
RR 6 4 1 4 4 5 5 2 3.3 8
RR 7 4 4 4 5 2 3.4 7
RR 8 4 1 5 5 5 4 5 4.4 5
RR 9 3 2 1 3 5 2.7 10
RR 10 3 5 S 5 S S 4 4.5 3
GR 1 1 1 1 1 4 1.7 8
GR 2 2 5 5 2 2 5 2 2.7 6
GR 3 1 5 5 4 1 3 2
GR 4 1 4 1 2 3 5 2 2.3 5
GR S 2 3 5 5 5 2. 8 3
GR 6 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 1.5 9
GR 7 1 1 1 1 5 1.4 10
GR 8 2 3 4 3 1 4 3 2.5 4
GR 9 5 4 5 3 5 4.6 1
GR 10 2 3 1 1 4 1 1 1.9 7
CN 1 ? S 3 5 5 3.8 6
CN 2 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4.7 1
CN 3 4 2 5 2 5 2.9 10
CN 4 2 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 5
CN 5 3 2 4 5 3 4 4 3.5 7
CN 6 3 3 2 4 5 3.1 9
CN 7 3 5 5 5 4 4 2 4.1 3
CN 8 3 5 5 4 1 4.2 2
CN 9 4 5 3 4 3 2 2 3.3 8
CN 10 4 5 3 5 5 4.1 3
COMP 1 2 4 5 4 5 4.1 6
COMP 2 4 5 5 4 5 4 7
COMP 3 4 3 4 5 5 3 5 4.3 4
COMP 4 5 5 5 5 5 3 5 4 .6 1
COMP 5 5 5 5 3 5 4.2 5
COMP 6 2 4 3 2 3 2 4 3 10
COMP 7 4 5 2 2 5 3.6 8
COMP 8 5 5 5 3 5 4.5 2
COMP 9 5 1 3 5 5 4 4 3.6 8
COMP 10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4.5 2
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5B. Hase of Understanding for English JSLs Rating by 23 Japanese 
Native Speakers_____________ _________________________

Items Ease of Understanding for English JSLs Rating by Japanese
Native Speakers (J1-J11)

Type S# J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 J10 J11
RR 1 
RR 2 
RR 3 
RR 4  
RR 5 
RR 6 
RR 7 
RR 8 
RR 9  
RR 10

3 3 3 3
3 5 4 4  5 5 1

4  1 3 3
3 5 4 5 4 3 5

3 3 4 4
2 4 1 3 3 3 1

4  5 2 3
4  5 3 4  5 3 4  

4 3 4 3
2 3 3 3 5 3 3

GR 1 
GR 2 
GR 3 
GR 4  
GR 5 
GR 6  
GR 7 
GR 8 
GR 9 
GR 10

2 1 1 1
2 1 4 2 3 1 5 

4 2 1 2
1 2 2 2 1 2 2

2 5 2 2 
1 1  3 1 2  1 2

1 1  1 1
2 3 4 3 3 1 1

3 4  5 4
2 2 3 1 3 2 1

CN 1 
CN 2 
CN 3 
CN 4  
CN S 
CN 6 
CN 7 
CN 8 
CN 9  
CN 10

3 2 3 4
4  5 4 4 4  4 5

4 4 3 3
2 5 5 4  2 5 3 
2 5 2 3 4 5 3 

3 3 3 3
2 4 5 4 4 5 2

5 4 4 5
2 4  2 2 3 1 3 

3 2 2 4
COMP 1 
COMP 2 
COMP 3 
COMP 4  
COMP 5 
COMP 6 
COMP 7  
COMP 8 
COMP 9 
COMP 10

4 5 3 4 
3 3 5 5

4  3 4 4  3 3 5
5 3 4 3 4  4 4

2 1 3 4
2 2 2 1 3 2 2

3 3 4 3 
1 3  4 4

3 2 4 3 3 2 1
4  5 4 4  5 4  5
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Items Ease of Understanding for English JSLs Rating by Japanese 
Native Speakers (J12-J23)

Type S# J12 J13 J14 J15 J16 J17 J18 J19 J20 J21 J22 J23 Mean Rank
RR 1 5 5 4 2 2 3 4 3.4 5
RR 2 S 4 5 5 5 4.3 1
RR 3 1 1 1 5 3 5 2 2. 6 9
RR 4 3 4 5 3 1 3.8 4
RR 5 4 5 5 5 2 4 4 3.9 3
RR 6 2 2 2 3 3 2.4 10
RR 7 2 1 4 4 3 5 2 3.2 8
RR 8 3 4 5 5 5 4.2 2
RR 9 1 3 4 4 5 3 2 3.3 6
RR 10 4 3 4 3 3 3.3 6
GR 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 2 10
GR 2 2 3 3 2 2 2.5 4
GR 3 1 5 5 3 1 4 2 2.7 3
GR 4 2 2 2 1 3 1. 8 7
GR 5 3 5 4 4 3 2 4 3.3 2
GR 6 1 2 2 1 4 1. 8 7
GR 7 3 3 3 1 2 2 1 1.7 9
GR 8 1 1 1 2 1 1.9 5
GR 9 4 4 4 5 3 2 5 3.9 1
GR 10 2 2 2 2 1 1.9 5
CN 1 2 4 2 4 3 4 5 3.3 7
CN 2 5 5 4 5 5 4.5 2
CN 3 4 5 S 4 4 3 2 3.7 6
CN 4 2 4 4 5 2 3.6 5
CN 5 3 4 5 5 4 3.8 4
CN 6 2 4 3 2 1 4 3 2. 8 8
CN 7 S 3 4 5 4 3.9 3
CN 8 5 5 S 3 5 5 5 4.6 1
CN 9 2 2 3 2 2 2.3 10
CN 10 5 2 1 2 2 4 2 2. 6 9
COMP 1 4 5 4 5 3 4 5 4.2 1
COMP 2 3 2 5 5 2 S 4 3.8 5
COMP 3 5 5 4 4 5 4.1 2
COMP 4 4 2 5 5 5 4 4
COMP S 3 3 S 5 1 1 4 2.9 8
COMP 6 1 1 1 3 1 1. 8 10
COMP 7 2 3 5 5 2 5 4 3.5 6
COMP 8 3 5 4 3 2 3 4 3.3 7
COMP 9 4 3 5 1 1 2.7 9
COMP 10 4 3 4 2 5 4.1 2
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SC. Naturalness Rating by 11 English 1ST

Items Naturalness Rating by 11 English JSLs
Type S# El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E ll Mear Rank
RR 1 4 4 4 4 5 5 4.3 1
RR 2 3 5 1 3 5 3.4 6
RR 3 3 2 2 3 2 2 2.3 10
RR 4 5 4 3 3 3.8 3
RR 5 5 3 3 4 5 5 4.2 2
RR 6 4 5 2 4 3 3.6 4
RR 7 3 2 4 2 5 1 2. 8 9
RR 8 3 3 2 3 5 3.2 7
RR 9 4 2 4 4 5 2 3.5 5
RR 10 2 5 3 3 2 3 8
GR 1 2 2 3 3 3 3 2.7 8
GR 2 3 4 4 2 3 3.2 4
GR 3 4 3 4 1 5 2 3.2 4
GR 4 4 1 4 2 2 2. 6 9
GR 5 4 1 4 4 4 3 3.3 3
GR 6 2 4 5 2 2 3 6
GR 7 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 10
GR 8 3 5 2 2 2 2. 8 7
GR 9 3 5 3 4 4 3 3.7 1
GR 10 3 4 4 4 2 3.4 2
CN 1 4 3 4 5 5 1 3.7 4
CN 2 5 5 2 5 5 4.4 1
CN 3 4 4 3 4 4 3.8 3
CN 4 3 4 2 4 5 3.6 6
CN 5 4 4 3 2 3 3.2 8
CN 6 4 3 4 2 5 4 3.7 4
CN 7 2 4 3 3 4 3.2 8
CN 8 5 4 3 5 4 4 4.2 2
CN 9 4 3 2 4 1 2. 8 10
CN 10 5 3 3 4 5 1 3.5 7
COMP 1 3 3 1 4 1 1 2. 2 10
COMP 2 4 5 4 3 4 5 4.2 1
COMP 3 5 S 2 2 4 3.6 3
COMP 4 3 5 2 4 4 3.6 3
COMP 5 4 3 2 3 4 5 3.5 5
COMP 6 3 4 3 2 1 2. 6 8
COMP 7 4 3 5 3 5 2 3.7 2
COMP 8 2 4 4 2 3 5 3.3 6
COMP 9 1 4 2 3 3 2. 6 8
COMP 10 3 5 2 1 3 2. 8 7
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5D. Ease of Understanding for English JSLs Rating by 11 English JSLs

Items Ease o f Understanding for English JSLs Rating by 11 English JSLs
Type S# El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E ll Mear Rank
RR 1 2 4 4 5 4 3.8 1
RR 2 4 3 3 3 5 S 3.8 1
RR 3 2 2 2 2 3 2.2 10
RR 4 3 2 5 4 1 5 3.3 7
RR 5 3 4 4 3 5 3.8 1
RR 6 3 3 4 4 4 3 3.5 6
RR 7 2 4 3 5 4 3.6 5
RR 8 2 5 3 3 5 S 3.8 1
RR 9 3 4 3 2 2 2.8 8
RR 10 2 2 4 2 3 4 2.8 8
GR 1 2 1 2 1 1 1.4 10
GR 2 4 3 1 3 1 2 2.3 5
GR 3 4 2 3 4 4 3.4 1
GR 4 5 3 3 2 2 3 3 7
GR 5 2 4 3 2 2 2.6 2
GR 6 1 1 2 3 1 2 1.7 9
GR 7 3 4 3 2 1 2.6 2
GR 8 3 2 1 2 2 4 2.3 5
GR 9 3 4 4 2 2 3 7
GR 10 3 2 4 3 1 2 2.5 4
CN 1 3 4 2 3 5 3.4 3
CN 2 5 3 5 5 2 5 4.2 2
CN 3 S 2 3 2 4 3.2 S
CN 4 4 3 4 3 2 4 3.3 4
CN 5 4 3 1 5 4 1 3 6
CN 6 1 4 3 2 2 2.4 8
CN 7 4 2 1 3 3 1 2.3 9
CN 8 3 4 5 5 5 4.4 1
CN 9 2 2 2 2 3 3 2.3 9
CN 10 4 4 1 2 4 3 6
COMP 1 3 4 2 2 2 2.6 9
COMP 2 3 3 2 5 2 3 5
COMP 3 3 2 5 3 3 5 3.5 1
COMP 4 4 2 2 3 4 5 3.3 1
COMP 5 3 5 2 2 3 3 5
COMP 6 3 2 2 2 4 4 2.8 8
COMP 7 3 2 2 5 4 3.2 3
COMP 8 3 3 2 3 5 3.2 3
COMP 9 1 1 3 2 1 4 2 10
COMP 10 3 4 2 1 4 4 3 5
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Appendix 6. Instructions for Experiment 2: Translation Task

Activities on the screen What the experimenter says and does What the 
participant does

Appearance of 'T

Gloss at the left top comer, 
the sentence to translate in 
the centre

The screen remains.

The screen remains (i.e., 
gloss and the sentence 
stays) until the second 
example appears.

Below the sentence, “Ten 
More Seconds Left” 
appears with a correct 
beep. It remains.

‘Ten More Seconds Left” 
disappears, and ‘Five More 
Seconds Left” appears 
instead with a correct beep. 
It remains.

“Five More Seconds Left” 
disappears, and “Time Is 
Up” appears with a done 
beep. It remains.

In this session, you are asked to translate 
Japanese sentences. You will see the brief 
appearance of a number followed by 
Japanese sentence. Start the screen.

You will see briefly the number, followed 
by the Japanese sentence, which you are to 
translate into English. Prompt the 
presentation o f the gloss and the sentence. 
Point at the sentence. First, read the entire 
sentence in Japanese aloud. Secondly 
think aloud and provide an oral translation 
of only the portion up to the star *. The 
important task here is to provide the 
translation of the portion of the sentence 
from the beginning to the star only. In case 
you do not know the words, the words and 
the meanings are provided at the left comer 
of the screen. Point at the gloss at the left 
top corner.
You have 40 seconds to translate. This 
may be a severe time constraint. What I 
need to know is how difficult the sentences 
are, not how well you can translate.

30 seconds later, you will see under the 
Japanese sentence “Ten More Seconds 
Left.” Present 'Ten More Seconds Left. "

When only five more seconds are left, you 
will see ‘Five More Seconds Left” again 
under the sentence to translate. Present 
“Five More Seconds Left.”

When time is up, you will see ‘Time Is 
Up” under the sentence. Present “Time Is 
Up.”

Then the screen will change to the next

Looks at the 
computer screen 
and listens to the 
instructions
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Appearance of “2”

“2” in one second 
disappears, and the gloss at 
the left top corner and 
a sentence to translate in 
the centre appear.

The screen remains.

The screen changes to the 
next example with rest 
beep.
Presentation of “3”

Gloss at the left top comer, 
a sentence to translate in 
the center

In 30 seconds, “Ten More 
Seconds Left” appears with 
a correct beep below the 
sentence, which remains 
for 4 seconds.
In 35 Seconds, “Five More 
Seconds Left” appears with 
correct beep below the 
sentence, which remains 
for 3.5 seconds.
Right after “Five More 
Seconds Left” disappears, 
“Time Is Up” with a done 
beep appears at the same 
position, which disappears 
simultaneously with die 
gloss and the Japanese 
sentence in 13 seconds.

“Are you ready” message

example. Prompt the second example.

Now can you translate this sentence and 
say the English translation aloud? It is 
possible it may not take 40 seconds to 
finish translating the sentence. Or you 
might think the sentence is too weird or 
difficult to translate. In those cases you 
may wish to go faster to the next sentence. 
Hit the space bar to go to the next sentence 
before the time limit of 40 seconds.

Please hit the space bar and translate the 
third example. Ask the participant to hit 
the space bar.

If the participant is M e to translate in less 
than 40 seconds, suggest he/she hits the 
spacebar. I f it takes longer than 40 
seconds, tell him/her that it is really OK 
because what is supposed to be observed is 
how difficult the sentence is.

Do you have any questions? You will 
translate 40 Japanese sentences. If you can 
go faster, hit the space bar to go to die next 
sentence faster. Otherwise, the screen will 
change automatically. All you need to do 
is to look at the screen and translate the 
sentence.
Start the tape recorder. Ask the 
participant to hit the space bar to start the 
translation task.

Read the second 
example in 
Japanese. Think 
aloud and 
translate the 
portion from the 
beginning to the * 
of the sentence 
orally.

Hit the space bar. 
Read the sentence 
and translate up 
to *.

If the translation 
is done in less 
than 40 seconds, 
the participant 
hits the space bar 
which finishes 
with a rest beep 
the screen with 
the third example. 
If the translation 
takes longer, the 
participant will 
see the warning 
signs of how 
many more 
seconds left on 
the screen.

Ask questions if 
necessary.
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Appendix 7. TramUtion and the Scores Tor 40 NMCs by 11 English JSL
(-IQmors Me.—mtnu rtno. 15 mow wc. w nlna rtno. /time's uo rtno. ♦don, ring by the Dartdeent)

CM1 A ppm d ■  9th Mntwicc to be tnratMid
JSL# Assoonea

Criteria 
A B C 0 Score

El the result of eating too much a t the restaurant yesterday* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 vestsrdsv-the cost!/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 the result of overeating a t the restaurant yesterday* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 as a result of the fact that 1 a te  too much at the restaurant yesterday* 1 1 1 1 1
E5 the result of yesterdWs restaurant overeating result of-yestsrdsy's restaurant!/ 1 1 1 1 1
E6 the results of eating too much yesterday in a restaurant* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 the restaurant that 1 ate too much a t yesterday-1/ 0 0
ES the result of eating overeating ■ yesterday in a restaurant!/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 due to  the fact I overate a t yestenley*s restaurant* 1 1 1 1 1
EtO the reeults of eating too much a t the restaurant yesterday* 1 1 1 1 1
Ell the results of eating too much at the restaurant yesterday* 1 1 1 1 1
CM2 Appeared as 26th sentence to bo m # t > d
JSL# ff— non—

Criteria 
A 8 C 0 Score

El the reason why 1 d t tf t  go to the piano lessons* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 the reason vrfvy I <*dn*t- go to the piano lessons!/ 1 1 1 1 1
E3 reason tor not going to the piano lasson* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 the reason sdiy 1 d t t f i  go to my piano lssson*or actuaSy the reason why 1 d d f t  go to my piano lesson 1 1 1 1 1
E5 the reaann tor not going to piano lessons!/ 1 1 1 1 1
ES the reason why 1 don't go to the pisno lesson* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 piano lesson 1 didn't coma reason- the reason 1 didn’t  come to the piano lessons 1/ 1 1 1 1 1
ES the reason why 1 dUrf t  go the reason why 1 don't go to my piano- lesson!/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 the reason why 1 dkSn't go to the piano lasson* 1 1 1 1 1
E10 the reason tor not going to the piano lesson* 1 1 1 1 1
Ell the reason of not going to the piano lesson* 1 1 1 1 1
CM3 Appeared as 16th sentence to be translated
JSL# Response

Criteria 
A B C 0 Score

El more prior to the plane taking off for Asia* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 - ( just the moment before the plana/ left for Asia 1 1 1 1 1
E3 lust tu tors the departure of-the plane m Asia!* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 right before the airplane departed tor Asia* 1 1 1 1 1
ES fthe abplwia left a moment ago Asian /piano loft a moment ago 0 0
ES before the plans to Asia took ofT 1 1 1 1 1
E7 before 1 left/ tor Asia 1 1 1 1 1
ES -th e  moment prior to the plane departing tor! Asia/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 right before tha plane going to Asia took off* 1 1 1 1 1
E10 the moment prior to the plane's departure tor Asia* 1 1 1 1 1
Ell right before lust a moment before tha plane to Asia took off taka off* 1 1 1 1 1
CMS Appeared as 20th sentence to be translated
JSL# Response

Criteria 
A B C 0 Score

El while two white can were running right, whds two white cars running!* 0 1 1 1 0
E2 two whits cars— whNs two whits cars are running! a blecfc dog/ 0 1 1 1 0
E3 between tha two white cars that are running* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 during the time two white cars were passing* 0 1 1 1 0
ES !/ 0 0 0
ES between the space between the two the racing the two white cars racing or racing two white cars* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 -the two can two white tears were runnino down the street/ 0 0 0
ES -two white cars! the time two white cars are nam ing 0 1 1 I 0
E9 In between the two. in between the turn cars that were running, they were actively moving-* 1 1 1 1 1
E10 addle the tarn white cars were running* 0 1 1 1 0
Ell addle there are two white cars running by while there are two cars running* 0 1 1 1 0
CMS Appeared as 3rd sentence to be transited
JSL# Resoonee

Criteria 
A B C D Score

El ■te old man-so the old man the magazine the old man twas readSig on Ids side, whde on the side/ 1 0 0 0 0
E2 grandfather reeds newspapers— msoezines!/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 the side grandfather rsedbig the newspaper, oh mapezins* 1 1 1
E4 beside old guy reeding a magazine* 1 1 1
ES grandfather-is roaring mazagtneston the side this makes no some/ 0 0 0
ES beside the elderly man- who was reeding a magazine!* 1 1 1
E7 grandfather see rend a magazine that grandfather reed- beside! betide the grandfather/ 0 0 0
ES -by e side of old man who are rending magazines!/ 1 1 1
E9 to the side of the grand, old guy who is raedbig the magazine* 1 1 1
E10 tha side or area where the grandfather old man was reading the magazina* 1 1 1
E ll nest to the old gentleman reading the magazine* 1 1 1
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CMC bppsarad as 7th sentence to be translated
JSUB Bosporus

Criteria 
A B C D Score

El may ao somewhere around stamontsry tha nolay tha noisy atamantanr school Mds sro gathered—* 1 1 i 1 1
E2 adth nolay da man tarn students-!/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 noi^y (tu t donwitvy studmti tofiwotiofo wound with th i oiwnontvy itudm ti ow potiww^** 1 1 i 1 1
E4 n w 0  th i  ploco whM i  bund) of ibnw itvy  itudM tt ww flotfwvtnQ ond pbybo* 1 1 i 1 __1_
ES founds hat woe found aomaaaharal mound where Menuntmy atudanta noddy gathered/ _! J , j , _1 __1

E7 -nolay nodhWanantsnr studsnta oatharod/ 0 0 "o 0
1
0
0ES elementary school studsnta— aaaro assembled noddy somewhere!/ ol o | o | o|

ES around tha alacs where tha atamsntray school studanta ara hodna fun* i t 1 1 ___ I
E10 tha aroa adMfa nolay stamsntara school chddron ara gathered* l i 1 1 1
E ll somaarharo tha studanta satharod noddy somowtur "Msnuntary studanta oatharod noddy* i i 1 1 __1
CMZ ■  29th sentence to be tranalatad
JSLS Ha«pcma

Criteria 
A B C 0 Scow

El behind the Mg buidbio. urn. yaah i guess* _1 1 0 __0
E2 —1/ _0 0 0 0 __0
E3 bach alda-l tha backside of tha largo buddno/ _ i j 1 0 __ 0
E4 baMnd Mharo tha Ms buddbio a m  bust* _ i 3 _i __ I
ES backside-butt backside tha Mg MM/ _ i 3 0 0
ES tha tha back of tha Mo buddbio* _i 3 i _0 0
E7 theMg buidbio -b u ttlth s  Mo buBdbig that was budt on tha backside backside of tha Mg bu*dbia/ _i 3 rr 7 t
ES thabaekalds-of tha buddbio tha buddbio fthatnaabuHt 7 7 1
ES baMnd tha Mo buddbio that was juat budt* i 3 2 7 __ I
EIO bacfcslda of tha Mo buddbig. tha Mg bust buBdtag* L_i3 7 _i_ 1
E ll on tha backaida of tha hugs buddbio, -on tha backside! of tha huoa buddtag/ [7 3 2 7 __0
CHS bppsarad a t 22nd sentence to ba tranalatad
JSLS Bosporus

Cittsha 
A B C 0 Scorn

El tha sound of tha bus go d a  through tha mafci straat* -i 1
E2 -thalths sound of tha bus on maki straat/ _1 3 _i_ _o 0
E3 tha nolaa of tha bua paasbig through mabi straat or passing on main straat* _1 3 _i 1
E4 tha sound of buaas aaasina on tha maki audry* 1 3 _i 1
ES a passing sound a sound sMeh passes- tha bus sound on tha straat!/ _1 3 j _o 0
ES tha sound of tha bua gaaalna tha tha main straat* _1 2 _i _i 1
E7 -tha bua aobio down nhe straat/ 3 _o 0
ES -tha sound whan tha buses pass tha maki straat!/ 7 7 1
E9 tha sound from tha buses that ara on the main straat* _! 3 _i 1
EIO tha nolaa that tha bua passing down the main straat* 3 t 1
EU___ the noiae of the bua aaasina through tha mabi straat* j 3 7 _L 1
CMS Appeared aa 33rd aantanca to ba tranalatad I 
JSLS Itaaoonaa

CMtarta 
A B C D 1Scow

El society so member of tha society so if you want to become a member useful member of the society 
you have to study 1 guess*

ll 1 71 0
E2 -1/ 7 "o 07 0
E3 study big to bacoma a laahd member of society' i i t
E4 tha study or hard work to bacoena a usafid msnUsr of society* 7 _t 1
ES -Ions, a member studfos as usafid to society/ 1 o _i_ _o 0
ES a study which -w*l aiow one to become a manUarl and Is useful/ In society _i_ j , 1
E7 -to  ba uaafld to be a  useful member of to bacoma 1 a useful member of tha aodacy/ 0_0_o 0
ES -study to bacoma a useful member of society!/ 1 i _i_ 1
ES If 1 do amtfc that woidd hate me bacoma a member of tha society* 0_t, 0
EIO study for bscamlna a usafid member of tha society* 1 7 i 1
E ll tha study of becomfcip a useful member of tha study* T _!_ i 1
□ U S  bppstrad aa 3Sth aantanca to ba tranalatad
JSLS Raaoonaa

Crttsrta 
A B C D Scow

El altar a fongams of not being in Kyotoii stayed over mgnt than m the mofidngn guess* 0_1_i 0
E2 altar tha long wnde! tha mondna tha momma /wo stayed overnight m Kyoto _o_0 0 0
E3 tha morning that 1 stayed bi Kyoto altar bi a very long tkna* _!_ 0 0
E4 tha mombio 1 stayed m Kyoto altar soma years* 1 0 0
ES -tha  momtno of having stayed In Kyotolafter a long time/ 7 _i 1
ES tha morning that l stayed over in Kyoto-oftsr a long interval* 7 7 0 0
E7 a bum tbns soo- bi Kyoto fstayod over night/ jj 0_o 0
ES afa r  Iona- bitorvM the mondnal 1 stayed overnight n  Kyoto "o 0 0 0
ES tha fbst tbne that bi a long tfcna that 1 stayed bt Kyoto the m a t mondno* "o_0 0 0
EIO tha mondno that 1 stayed hi Tokyo tar tha first tfcna bi a while, not Tokyo, Kyoto* 7 1 _0 0
Ell tha nwndag tha after tha mombig of having stayed in Tokyo 

tha mondno of havina stayed in Kyoto overnight iftsr a long tana*
7 t 1 1
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COMBI Appaarad aa 10th aantanca to ba tranatataJ
JSLS Raaoonaa

Critaria 
A B C 0 Scora

El tlta HnaL a phona caS-raaatdbio tha tannia final, raoanPno 1 ouaaa arfnnina tha tannia flnata* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 ~U 0 0 0 0 0
E3 bhona cab aayina that aomaona wan a flnal tannia match* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 a shorn cafl to tha anact that aomaona amn tha tannia final* 1 1 1 1 1
ES —Iphom caBwburing tannia match/ 1 1 1 1 1
ES tha taiaahona caS aaylng that aomaona aaylno aomaona amn tha tannia match-* 1 1 1 1 1
£7 1/ 0 0 0 0 0
E8 phono cad wtdchtaPa about winning tha tarwririflnat/ 1 1 1 1
E9 tha phona caBatartlnq tha afctory that thoy had In taiaria.* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO tha phona cafl about winning tha tamda final* 1 1 1 1 1
E ll tha phona caS of ataalna tha tannia champlonahip* 1 1 1 1 1
rmr? PppaaraS aa 8th aantanca to ba tranalatad
JSUI Raaoonaa

Critaria 
A B C 0 Scora

El tatond hand piano, aduattliamant about raoandtap aacond hand piano hoc «ma-» 1 1 1 1 1
E2 about tha aduaatiaainant about aaUng tha plano-naa machadt/ 1 1 1 1 1
E3 tha adyarmmanta for aaSbig aacond hand planoa* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 admrttaamant with regard to tha aala of uaad piano* 1 1 1 1 1
ES aduarttaamantadyantafng aacond hand planoa reachad-reaching many homasf/ 1 1 1 0 0
ES tha BdaatttaamantB tar which tha BtaretttaBmant tar aaSbtq quoad piano-* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 aacond hand piano-adiffrtlaainont tar aacond hand pianof/ 1 1 1 0 0
ES _r̂__a j■i Mwi ms Hnra m  phut/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 admrttaamant that aaythat than ara aafltag old planoa. aacond hand planoa actuaPy* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO ■nMnMmPH «ni iim  neons n n  p nov 1 1 1 1 1
E ll tha admrttaamant that aaya thara ara aacond hand planoa tat tala* 1 1 1 1 1
QQME3 Appaarad as lSth aantanca to ba tranalatad 
JSU*

Critaria 
A S C 0 Scora

El guaatiana about ara thara ara poUip to ba Chriatmaa praaanta or not* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 quaationa about Chriatmaa praaanta-V 1 1 I 0 0
E3 quaationa about of quaadona about Chriatmaa praaanu* 1 1 1 0 0
E4 n qaaattan tar guaatiana aa to whathar thara ara Chriatmaa praaanta* 1 1 1 1 t
ES quaationa about what If thara ara Chriatmaa praaanti-t/ 1 1 1 1 1
ES quaattaw about whathar thara ara Chriatmaa praaanta* 1 1 1 \ 1
£7 chriatmaa praaant qaaathma about alChrlttmpa praaant/ 1 1 1 0 0
ES Om  qaaattan which aaha- » thara ara Chriatmaa praaanta)/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 quaationa. kaao on aattig » tha Chriatmaa praaanta ara thara, if you ham Chriatmaa praaanta* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO qaaattan of nriwthar auaattana of whathar or not thara warn Chriatmaa praaanta* 1 1 1 1 1
E l l _ tha naaattan of atarina whathar thara ara Chriatmaa praaanta* -1 1 1 J . __I
COMBI appaarad a t 3Slti aantanca to ba tranalatad
JSLS namotwa

Criteria 
A 8 C 0 Scora

El w  opbrian amraialnp that woman n u t  bain tha houaa* 1 1 1 1 1
E2 about aboutl tha baolnidno about tha cornu motion/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 tha opbilon th a t» you ara woman you ahouM ba In tha houaa* ! 1 1 1 t
E4 tha opinion that If you am woman you mod to atav In tha houao* 1 1 1 1 1
ES -woman m a noma! /boamMo 0 0 0 0 0
ES tha BPtatan adilch aaya that If you ara a woman you ahould ba In tha houm* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 -woman In homaat / 0 0 0 0 0
ES -itha  opinion of woman balnq In tha houaa/ 1 1 1 0 0
E9 tha opinion that woman haa to atay In tha houaa* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO opinion that If you ara woman you ahould atay In tha homa* 1 1 1 1 1
E ll tha oobdoa of woman tha opinion of If batag a woman ona ahould atay homa* 1 1 1 1 1
COMBS appaarad aa 19th aantanca to ba tranalatad
JSLS Baanenia

Criteria 
A S C 0 Scora

El no mottar what-l ham a daaba. tha daaba to aoaflnaida tha room/ 1 1 1 1 1
E2 -1/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 tha tha wiab of no mottar now m en  you want to  am  tha room* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 my doabo to am  tho inabta of tho room no mattar what* 1 1 1 1 1
ES no mottar how much you- am a maaay rooml no mattar how much you aaa/ tha nUddta of tha room/ 0 0 0 0 0
E6 my ariah to aaa-to am  inalda tha roomlat any coit/at any eircurmtancas* 1 1 1 1 1
E7 hi tha ndddta of tha rootiM/ 0 0 0 0 0
ES tha urga rim thara- ta tha laoaf to am  inalda tha roonV 1 1 1 1 1
E9 tha urga to am  inalda tha room Incradbria urga* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO tha daabo to abaolutaly am  tha bwida of tha room no mattar what-* 1 1 1 1 1
E ll tha datbo or tha daaba of ona way of anothar aaalng 

tha inaida of tho room wmtkio to am  tha inalda of tha room*
1 1 1 1 1
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COMES
JSL#

Sppoanad a  32nd sentence to bo banslotod
Rmookm

Critaria 
fc 8 1:  i0 Score

El M U hunt *o tho pstiance- to oronduranco to rood to koop on tooting tha asms! thing On same yeah thing/ yecky 1 1 1 1
E2 -V 0 0 0 0 ______0
E3 tho potlonco continuing patience contiminp-patience rooMng the same! ttOno iv o i though i ts  not wry good/ I 1 1 1 ___ 1
E4 tlto ootMneo or andunncs to kooo roodkn tho same tooifc of Itsratura ovon If It Is re s*  smovlna* 1 1 1 1 ___ I
ES —1/ 0 0 0 0 0
E6 tho patience to koop loodbis n o  same tho m o  ptaco own thoupM it* itmtoount* ! ! 1 1 ___ !_
E7 / 0 0 0 0 ___0
ES V 0 0 0 0 ___ 0
E9 own thouqh 1 dMko K If 1 continue mndtm* 0 0 0 0 ___ 0
EIO enPemice for or the pebonee for-leedbn bed wltlnol m wt be the wnw « reedkio pood* 1 1 1 1 ___ 1
E ll to  ondwo roadbm to sn d u e -to  ondure tho continuous raadkia of the ssmo tworfc own though/ 1 ! ! 1 !

GOMEZ
JSL#

fppssrsd as 2Sn sentence to bo tranalatad
Sosoonoo

Critaria 
A 8 C D Scots

El the memory mot i now shout playing nonod m mo mow. on top of n o  snow* _2 _!_
g _L ___ 1

E3 memories of plop lnp nsfcod on tho snow*
1

_!_
0 1

J_ i
___ 0
___ 1

E4 my memory of plppbio nokod on the mow* 1 "7 i ___ 1
ES Imomorlo* of ploying In the snow/ 1 i i 1
E6 tho memory of ploying on to# of tho snow nskad* 1 7 i ___ 1
E7 snow shout the snow! ploying memories/ _! _i 0 0
ES -Itho memory of ploying nsfcod in the snow/ 2 1 !
ES the msmorlos of plspleg on too of n o  snow nsfcod* _ t 3 "7 1 1
EIO tho memories of ploying in the snow nofcod* i 7 1 1
E ll tho momortoo of ploying nsfcod on ttm snuw* j _! 7 _ i 1

h

appeared ss 4m sontsnco to bo tronslstsd
Hosnonoo

Criteria 
A 8 C 0 Scots

El -kids so mo ployground wNh Iddslor something Inc roes mg, tho petition to tacrooso/ttie ployground 
thot kids era oWylno

! i 1

E2 the chSdrarrs dor wound- thov era nsntinal isoordlna cMmotrs alsvaround/ J ) JO ]> 0 0
E3 tile petition csSkip for Incrsosina diidrsn's ploy around* _!_ 7 1 1
E4 petition to Incraaee tho number of playground for chddran*

«
7a- I•

_1 1
A

E6 tho petition to Inc rosso the number of! children's ptanoround*
1
1

I
”T

I
i 1

0
1

E7 fchSdron’s slavaround/ 0 0 0 0 0
ES •V 0 0 0 0 0
ES o petition worry mo to bicrooso the number of the plonoiounds for kids—* -L_!_2, Jl 1
EIO tho Petition reauestin tho mcrosoo m the oMotowds for chSdran-* J 2 1
E ll uiv w w iiH m  or crvnrani pBranw a n c i w u r T T _0 0

COMES
JSL#

appeared os 38th sontsnco to bo tisnslstod
Ossoonoo

Crttarfa 
A § C 0 Scora

El -logic Ithot soys to bo Into o r/ hurry ti 3 _ll t
E2 ~U jJ "otj 0
E3 -the logic of being Into no mottar how much you hurry!/* 1 7 1
E4 tho Ionic or fact mat tho moro you hurry mo latar you oot-* i 7 _!. 1
ES -tho mote (you hurry/ the logic _!_is _o_0 0
ES roasnnma which soys that tho more you hury tho moro you are into-* T| 1
E7 / _0 ~o 0 0 0
ES -tho mote you hurry! tho mote/ 0 "oJ) 0 0
ES tho logic you only hurry as much as you need to hurry* _1 _! 7 _2 1
EIO logic that says tho moro you hurry tho more tired tho M ar you become* _2 1 7 ! 1
E ll tho logic of the logic of tho mote you rush- you «dl become Mo tho logic of tho moro 

you rush tho moro you Mo*
1 1 i 1 1

JSL#
appeared so 24m sontsnco to bo tisnslstod

Nosoonoo
Critaria
A B C 0 Scora

El tho decision to mo odd the Shram-* 1
E2 tho decision to rabudd tho Sbnry-I know is noart/ 1
E3 tha decision to robudd the mrary* 1
E4 the decision to rebuild tha library* 1
E5 rabuddbio of the library- decision tho decision to rabudd tho Ibraryt/ 1
E6 tho decision to robudd tha mrary* 1
E7 -tho Itatarv rebuddba of tha mrary!/
ES tho decision to -  tohuSd the mrary!/ \
ES the decision to rabudd the mrary* 1
EIO tho decision to robudd the mrary*

~
1

El! tho dscision of tho decision of rabidldfctg tho mrary* w* J
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GKl Appeared a  Sth romance to bo tronatotod
JSL# Raaoonoa

Critaria 1 
A 8 C 0 1Scor*

El -by vourrotf! own vow a# you notks vour uihaofeion/ 0 7 0 0
EZ •V J ) J ! 7 7 0
E3 -•von yourself a t  raakrtng- education becoming un h aw / 7 _o 0
E4 -tth s study O at maker mo unhappy even/ a #  my n o a  in ”7 "7 7 1
ES 1/ 0 | 0 | 0 | 0

o 
o 

o 
e

E6 -toamtna which!/* l |  of of 0
E7 vour own toaknol/ of o| 0 0
EB J / 0 o| 0 0
ES i a t a d  of taking education that -doas a t  m ao  you a ssy * if if if 1 1
EIO education that causa  you- a t  to notice auffartnpftouoea oot* a t  to notka suffering if if if 1 1
E ll the education-1 the education/ if of of 0 0
GB2 Appccrad m  2nd n n tin e i to bn trsnstatcd
JSL# Raeoonea

Crttarta 
A B C 0 Scora

El maaL with everyday moo#. I Queer with eaoreloe everyday m a n  baeomo flakcloua 1/ _2 _o i j . 0
E2 evervdev-oooctoievotv d a  maat/ _0 _o 0 0 0
E3 avaiyday m at a a rc lw  of making avaryday maal tasty* _1 7 JL j , 1
E4 aasrclees that maka your avaryday maal t a t s  pood* _1 7 7 1
E5 taeorcietoo avaryday/ _1 7 j> J ) 0
E6 ■aaclaa aMch m aka avaryday maak-more ta ty * _1 "7 7 1
E7 avaryday- maala arelbattar if you aaarclaa' _i 0 7 1 0
ES avaryday maala that bacoma daBcloa a a a c la  1/ 1 _o j ) 0 0
E9 ta ty  a a a c la  everyday anafcl bacoma aaa rd a  bacoma more t a t y / _1 7 7 J ) 0
EIO tha s a c l a  or practka of makkia avaryday practka- of making dahcloa maki* _1 7 j . J> 0
Ell a a r d a  a a rc la  that maka map more daScloaavary da* _1 7 1
C U  Appaarad aa 14th aantanca to ho tranalatad
JSL# Retocnn

Crttarta 
A B C 0 Scora

El tha parson. mho I a a a  tho champion- tha p d a  for tha champion for tha vtokn contatt* _0 0
EZ tha first ptUo- tor tha vtoin contat! at that tim a i t / 1 think llva do h a t _1_ j . _0 0
E3 at tho rtokn contatt tho artaa monsy tor havlna baan num ba ono-* _1_ 7 1
E4 the prtoa for or attestor being Rratatocert the vtokn contest* _1_ 7 i 1 1
E5 tha p r ta  for condnp flrat in tho piano contsat-t/ 1 7 1 1
E6 fbw a r ta  in a  vtokn contort-* _1 J> 0
E7 a rtokn a  tha vtokn c o n ta t-  if you are fbat 1 Tha flrat p rtaa / 7 7 0 0
ES tha flrat p r ta  of tha vtokn contatt!/ 7 _0 0
E9 tha p r ta  monay for getting tha fhat In tha vtokn concartr _1 i 1 \
EIO tha p r ta  for taking tha flrat p lan  in tha vtokn contaat* _1 7 3 1
E ll tha p r ta  monay or tho prta  of batondnp tha champion or mtonbi tho p rta  monay of Becoming 

tho champion of tho vtokn contatt-!*
1 i 7 7

1
1

GK4 Appeared aa 17th aantanca to ba tranaiated
JSL# Raoonnaa

Crttarta 
A B C D Scora

El the fatigue from not rtoaptogatak tort night* 7 7 i 1
E2 tinea ysatarday 1 dkhft gat any alaap and- both my ayas ara botharingt/ _0 0 j ) J 1 0
E3 not baton abla to tkad not batog ahto to  ttoap at ak tinea yattatday* J . 7 j> jy 0
E4 the totiBue 1 have Been tookng rtoca yastar^v 1 couldn't ttoap a t ak* J . j_ 7 0
E5 no ttoap ysatarday to  ayas ma vary naarythonlng tatiouat/ - I _o J) _o 0
ES thadnsas hom not batog ahto to ttoap a t r t  tinea ysatarday* J - JL 1
E7 from ysatarday 1 didn't ttoap a t tS- to  1 <aaa tkadl / - ! 7 - I 0
ES -tlradnaat homf not ttoaptop r t  #1 ysatarday from yattatday/ - 1 7 7 1
E9 bacauaa 1 wasn't able to ttoap tha from batog ertaustad from not batog abto to  ttoap tha night before* j_ 7 1
EIO tho etotouattan from not atoaptoa r t  ak not baton abls to ttoap a t ak ysatarday* i i i 1
E ll tha fattoua of not oatttoa enough ttoap r t  tk yesterday* i i J j 1
G U  rppaared a  34th a n to n a  to bo trerwiatod
JSL# R.tm n.r

Critaria 
A B C D Scora

El tho practka in order to dtfWtaiyukn the eneet game* 1 wi 1
E2 to  artn-tha chaaa namaf / _0_o _o _0 0
E3 practkton to daflnitaly trtn in tha cham for tha chaee name* 1 7 7 -L 1
E4 practka that rrouid let you rrtn ovary cheat game* 7 7 1
E5 practicing without fan- tor tho chan game!/ 7 7 j> 0
ES a  practka which wik akow a akow winning a chaaa game without fad* 7 7 1
E7 to snouts —to win tha chaos gamefpractka/ 7 _o 0 0
EB -k h a n / _o _o 0
ES the practice you need to do to win in chaee* J . J_ 1
EIO practka tor doflnitaiy wanting a gams of chase* j_ 7 1
E ll tha atactica of batog tha practka the practka of wtoatog chase without fasura-* 7 7 1
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G U
JSL#

fppaarad as 1 1th Mntanca to bo translated
Rseoonea

Critaria 
A B i

i
C 1D_ Scora

El from night unt* morning -  sis sp from night until morning. to be abia to ifssplaoma thing about/ 0 0 0 0 0
E2 bom momma iSolit from mornfnof/ 0 0  0  0 0
E3 boflvobht to moring sfssmaaBringE/ 0 0 0  0 ___ 0
E4 a kesurahr weft that « •  lot you atoao from momino from niaM to morning* 1 1 1 1 1
E5 -taking o amBi aftarl ookJro uo/after Oat niohl 1 0 0 0 ___ 0
ES UN M l  WNCn uONMMtMfl ITMTI MQnt w  flWfnNlB” 1 1 1 1 ___ 1
E7 / 0 0 0  0 ___ 0
EB -tart nioht to mocrtno r t m t / 0 0 0 0 0
E9 iii8I<1

0 0 0 1 3 0
EIO -1/ 0
E ll tha wait At ___ 0

GSZ
JSL#

Appaarad aa 23rd aantanca to ba tranalatad
Raaoonaa

Critaria
A B C 0 Score

El me breakfast wait from ora oma I wake up without preparing breakfast. it pick  not to prapara 
hraaafaat/ from wamno up

1 0 i 1 0

a from getting up after oatdna up am prapara braabfaad/ 1 0 l 1 0
E3 from waking up not having-its OK not to dolor having to prapara/ 0 0 0 0 ___ 0
E4 braabfaat that 1 don't raaBy harm to prapara right aftar 1 gat upi* 1 1 1 1 1 7
ES -oraoarina i ts  good to bal good to oraoara oat uo and prasars/b reek fast _ l _0 _0 0

a
E7 from tha tfma 1 wake fuo /  some oraoaratlon “ o "o "o ~ I

0
EB -aftar natdng do not pra#aral a good braabfaat/ 11 0111 0 0
E9 braabfaat that you don't have to  prapara right after you naira up* _n_1_1 1
EIO braabfaat ihat doaa not naad ptaaaraBen onca you araba up* ~T| _1 1
E ll -tha braabfaat that doaanft harm to ba prapara aftarl yrabbig up/ ~T|_13 _2 1
G U
JSL#

Appoorad ■ 31st MntancN to bo t m b t i d
llaiponaa

Crttarta
A B C D Scot*

El 2iI11a12

3 _0 _0 j o 0
E2 cartabdy bafora-t/ rS j _0 0
E3 from tha preparation- dona from whfle ago tha aa pare ring graparatbinl dona from «*de ago* J 7 _0 0
E4

\I1 • •2 Ii1!2 J 7 1
ES -oopwotiofi UnIUn npvition  of i i p n t t d  tono tkno 4 0 1 _0 0 J 0
E6 d o  tfio oortino wMcii I hovo boon p n s o b i<>b r  •onwOmof* "7 1 1
E7 •Hiuin bh w ii m  ttdvti usiui/ _0 _0 _0 0
EB At jo _0 0
E9 tha aaparatlow that have l prepared from way batata* 7 3 j jj 1
EIO tha braabup that 1 harm bean araparino for a kmo thna* 3 J J , 1
E ll departing which waa praparad aB alone from before since whda soo* 7 7 1

eu
JSL#

Appaarad aa 27m aantanca to bo tranalatad ROODOfMO
Critaria
A B C DScora

El tha-in tha moula wham you can understand the ptot withlnttha flrat Aya minutes* _1_ i _1 1
E2 -flya ttSnutaa a t the Ibagbadno of tha movie/ 1_0 _0 a
E3 a movie wa understand tha plot within tha flrat flva minutes* J , 1 _1 i
E4 merries where you can gat tha plota wtthbi tha flrat llva mkiutaa* _2 7 _1_ i
ES tha first flva nSnutaa of tha oiot in the morria waa undaratood vary lla undarstood/ _0 0
E6 a morria wlwra the d o t can bo undaratood in the flnt flva minutes* _i_ 7 _2 i
E7 first flva nSnutaa- tha morria I / _i_ JS _0 0
EB -tha morria where 1 could understand tha plot in firm minutes/ 7 _1 1
E9 tha morria that 1 don't understand the plot tar the flnt firm minutes* T 7 J . 1
EIO morriaa where you flgura out tha plot in tha flrat firm nSnutaa* i 7 J 1
E ll tha flbnwhara by tha plot is understood In tha first firm nSnutaa* i T 7 _1 1

GUI)
JSL#

Appaarad aa 37m aantanca to ba tranalatad
Raaoonaa

Critaria
A B C 0 Scora

El pure whita shirt that got Macban sr me laundry* _o _i 7 0
E2 before mundtyfrha laundry/ _o _o J 0
E3 ! t I m I i f i i f i 1 • j , J 1
E4 laundry that mabes a patfacthr whita ahfrt ao  Mack* i "7 1
ES pure whita shirt becomes blaeb ftha laundry is tar shbt/ jO _o jo 0
ES washing—wnsMngla complataly whita shbt that /has turn black _1 7 3 1
E7 a complataly whita start- became Mack! in a wash/ J 1 J 0
EB ----- -a -  i -------- - ■ - -  ------  » -■ » -«  w  v  -  «-«----1- L , ,  ,  —  ,  -  ■----« -•n h m q  m u m  purs m v w  m n s  bk k  ncohn  oncx/ 3 7 J 1
E9 •Un  drtv sMrts (tu t « •  ■■mo—rt eo be wMtef* jo2 0
EIO taundn proctM ttMt turns pun shirts bbek* 7 j 1 3 1
Ell o n  NiM nf m w v  t i f f  w r a  w n *  nao m c o m  bnck* 7 3 _1 1
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HU. kppeat»da l i t iw l i i iM tD b itn w W ii
js u i n— w i

Criteria 
A B C 0 Scora

El music thot has boon used to comfort, hurt people's heartl music thot hot boan used !to comfort 
hurt naoolars hearts/

1 i i 1

E2 —1/ J3 "o 7 7 0
E3 music that comforts the hearts of people who me hurt* _1 7 7 j . __ I
E4 music that can aooth tha soiaa of bdurod people or wounded paooia* _1 7 7 \ __ 1
ES IdUnot flaftft im B m  tho sffm atal _0 0 _o ___ 0
ES music which sooth tho hurt ha art of paooia* 1 1 7 1
E7 -tha oeraon! Parson's hsart to ba/ 0 0 0 0

o 
o

EB !/ 0 0 0 0
E9 song that comforts a person adth a  scar in thatrhaarts* 1 1 t t 1
£10 the music of or the music that sooths tha hearts of injured paople* 1 1 i i
£11 tho music that comforts hearts of psopls that are hurt* 1 1 i i

__
__ I

812 fppewad as 36th sentence to bo w n H M
JSL* ReSOOnOS

Criteria 
A B C 0 Scora

El DsautMta oh, in a beautiful glass bos tha urn tha dob cams- from Cmada. yeah. tha dob, tha CmatBanl so 
tha dob thara in tha beautiful aims/ bos

1 1 t i l

E2 -put inside tha pratty glass bosltho dob that uaa put inaids tha glass/bos H[ 7 7 7 1
E3 tha dob in tho dob Inside of tha pratty glass bos* 2 7 7 [7 t
E4 tho dob thara bi tha pratty glass boa* 2 7 7 7 t
ES dob in a boa tho dob which la put bi a boa! a glass a idea glass/ 1 7 j __ 1_
ES tits dob which ssaa biaMe tha pmtty glass boa* l_l j 5 1
E7 beautiful glaas bos InwNch-there te a  do*/ Li [o LArr 0
EB Beside the pratty glam boa tha dob/ 1[ 0 | 0 | 0 0
EB tho baautlhd dofl bwldo tho glam boa* 1 1 1 i 1
EIO tho doa that pratty dob that ara bi a glam boa* 1 1 1 i 1 1
E ll tho dob that is Inserted Into or placad bi the beautiful glam boa* 1 1 1 i i___ I.
■ 3  « w w m  as 15th sentence to bo tranalatad
JSL* flasoonae

Criteria 
A B C D Scora

El tho gym tha traMng plecs, wtiere-them wars money no mattar how nuch monoyldonatad to dojo, 
tha avrathe trabiino olaca/

1 0\ 1 i 0

E2 whan donating monay-tar tha gynd/ j [ 3 7 7 0
E3 tha-tha gym that donated however much money f* 1 7 ] j__o 0
E4 tha dolo that I donated a bunch or monay or soma monay to* _i 7 ml 1
E5 tho dojo Hha do)o which donated monay or not how much/ j , 7 ] J . J ) 0
ES tha training place to which 1 donated a sum of money-* _i 7 7 1
E7 -no matter how much (money / _o 2 .2 _0 0
EB -how much money 0  fdonatad to tha tnbdna placo/ j 2 7 J 9
E9 tho dolo that you rant money to, donated monay to* j V t 7 i
EIO -1/ 0 3 7 0 0
E ll -1/ 0 1 _o 0
BK4 Appearadas ISthMntanco to bo transletad
JSUI Response

Crltsna 
A B C D Scora

El -the face that Is not wsartng any maka that la abaadylhad make up taksn off race with no maka up on it/ 1
E2 applying Idea cosmetics to the face-1/ JO 0
E3 a faca .where mafca-up hoaady appbadlcormatlcs haaaby sppbsd/* 1
E4 fbcaa thiddy laid on with cosmetics* 7 ] 1
ES tho faca which a  made uo with make-up-1* “T1 3 1
E6 a faca which a face which nas make-up applied thickly-* 1
E7 If you uaa comanwdcs on your- face face that has coematics an  it!/ 7 1
EB a faca appbsd with mskaup-!/ 1
EB faca plastered with make-up* 1
EIO Idea with cosmetics applied* 1
E ll tha Idco that has vory tldck make-up* 1
BIS Appeared as 30th Mrtanco to bo translated
JSUI Beaonnaa

Crttarta
a  a  c  o Scora

El tho research for the past Bus flom since tha flva years wa started five years ago- alone ona parson 
contbadaa tho maaarchl*

i 0 i i 0

E2 -it name that before live years!/ j j 7 15 7 0
E3 tho research thara being contlnulna by one parson or parson's own from the yaan ago* j , t
E4 tha research l kept do big alona since flvo years ago another word for flva yaan* 1 7 1
ES tha research tha comptatad research—Ions parson continued tho rasoarch/flvo years _0 _i 0
ES tha taiaotch which I haws rontbamd tdr Ihe years by nwaab* 7 7 1
E7 flvo veers aoo-by nwsabl /  condnua 15 13 0
EB tho research has conttnuod for flvo years ago by one parson!/ 7 7 0
ES tha rarasrch that 1 hove dona myself for flvo years* _i 7 1
EIO 8>i21221111 1212I

7 7 1
E ll Itho research which I have contbmsdL tha rase arm that Is continued by ana sab from flva years ago* 7 7 1
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t t f  appaarad a* 6th m w n w  to ba trwwieted
jsl* umboi—

Critaria 
A 8 C 0 Scorn

El bacauaa it aiaa ehaap during atudant day* bacauaa it ana cheap during my atudant day* tha train* that I mad-* 1 0 1 1 0
E2 atudanta* atudant* who- ua* ebaap t n b d / 1 0 1 1 0
E3 dm twbi 1 oftan uaad whan 1 —a a atudant bacauaa it —a cheap* 1 1 1 1 1
E4 tba tram O at 1 uaad a lot bacauaa It ana cheap when 1 waa a atudant* 1 1 1 1 1
E5 -atudant* uakio cbaan tram* oftan to (ImoDantna la** and laaa/ 1 0 1 1 0
EC tba tram* which 1 uaad which! uaad in my atudant days bacauaa 0wy ware namenaiv*-’ 1 1 1 1 1
E7 -atudanta 1 / 0 0 0 0
EC tba tram that 1 uand oftan- bacauaa whan 1 an* atudant* K ana cbaap!/ 1 1 1 1 1
E9 tba tiabi tbat you uaad bacauaa It an* ctnap during your atudant* yaan* 1 1 1 1 1
EIO tha tnb i that atudant* uaad oftan bacauaa it ana vatydnap or atudant day*-tba mm that oftan uaad 

durino bn* atudanta tfcna bacauoa It ana chaaa*
1 1 1 1 1

Ell tba train tha tnm  that 1 uaad oftan bacauaa it ana cbaap whan 1 ana a atudant/ 1 1 t \ 1
B Z  appeared — 12th aantanca to b* tranalatart

RMBOIM
Criteria 
A 8 C D Scora

El auccaaafut-dty aibara thara ara paopl* ara hch andlavn poor/ 1 1 1 0 0
E2 -tha rich and tha poorl both tha rich and tha poor auccaad/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 cltlea aihara both rich and tho poor auccaad ♦ 1 1 1 1 1
E4 a city ahara tba rteb and tha poor auccaad* 1 1 1 1
ES poopte MolfuccMd in On ctty/ 1 0 1 1 0
EG a  city aibara aitbar tba rich or 0 <* poor could auccaad or can auccaad* I 1 1 1 1
E7 rteb paooi* and- poor paooia! To auccaad to auccaad m tba d ty / 1 0 1 1 0
EC a  city whara both rich and poor auccaadV 1 1 1 1 1
E9 you won't find a city ahara avaryona auccaad** 1 1 1 1 1
EIO dUao whara both tha rich and lb* poor auccaad* 1 1 1 1 1
Ell citta* ahara both poor and rich auccaad* 1 1 I 1 1
B U  Appeared a* 280) aantanca u  b* tw n b lid
JSL* Reacnnaa

Criteria 
A 8 C 0 Scora

El tha bridt and brtdaoroom comma out from tba church, to  tha bride and bridegroom comma our from the church* 1 0 1 1 0
E2 -tho bride and oraom loft tba cburchl /ahKa Hoaata 1 0 1 1 0
E3 tba church ahara tha bride and oraom coma out o r 1 1 1 t 1
E4 tba church into which. tba church from which- tha btfda m i  tha groom amargad* 1 1 1 1 1
E5 ltha brtda and tha oraom left tba churah/ to! ovar tha placa 1 0 1 1 0
E6 tha church the cfwch from which the bild* and the groom coma out or emerge-* 1 1 1 I 1
E7 brtda and oraom/ A - c s 0
E8 -tha brtda and tha gtooml depart and coma to tba church/ 1 0 ) 0 0
E9 tba church ahara tha brtda and tha brtdaoroom cama out* 1 1 1 t 1
EIO tba church ahara tha brtda and On brtdaoroom cama out* 1 1 1 1 1
Ell dm enwren w w v  vvm onoi m  ow ofMooroovncMiM one* 1 1 1 1 1
BU Appaarad aa 40tti antaneto to ba w t o d
JSL* Raaoonaa

Criteria 
A S C 0 Scora

El trio reporter Md tho potiol co*  riorite (MMfri tfM hospttel* 1 0 1 1 0
E2 *>M in U M  POUOI CWTWIui Q O  IW P D n m /m  (BRIB m m  U N  INM M 1 0 1 1 0
E3 M  M U I O K  V K M Q  V M N f n  UM repOftefMrifl UM PnfOI C m / 1 1 1 0 0
E4 tba hoapftal tba hoapitn fioaard aMch tba raportar and tho poOca car* anra haadad* 1 1 1 1 1
E5 Ihoaeltal/ 1 0 0 0 0
EC tba hoapftal to ahich tha tha raportara and tha patrol car* anra haadad* 1 1 1 1
E7 tha raoortar 1 utth tha patrol car want toarard tba hoapMal/ l 0 1 1 0
E8 foatralcaraoa* toaard hnaattd' 0 1 1 0
E9 tha hoaoltal to aMch tha raportara and tha poica car* aara going to* i 1 1 1 1
EIO tba hoapftal that tha raportara and tha patrol car* arrhra at* i 1 1 0 0
Ell tba hoapltol tba hnapHol ahara tha raportara and tha patrol can  ara hoadbig toaorda ara going tounrda—* 1 1 1 1 t
B l f l  appeared a* 21»t aantanca to ba mnatatail
JSL* Raaoonaa

Criteria 
A S C D Scora

El tha aguara that l uaad to paa* through avary day whan l waa amafl* 1 1 1 1
E2 •favervdav/ 0 0 0 0 0
E3 a aouara that whan 1 waa amaO paaaad through avary day* l 1 1 1 1
E4 On aguara that 1 arent through or paaaad avaryday ahan 1 ana a Md* 1 1 1 1 1
ES -Ipanaay buOdbig tha aguara avaryday/ 1 0 0 0 0
EC tba aguara 1 took avaryday aa a  cMd* 1 1 a 0
E7 -avaryday loota Mr* everyday!/ 0 0 0 a 0
EB -th a  aouara I goaaadi avaryday ahan I ana young/ 1 1 1 i 1
E9 adnn 1 ana ready amaB tba fWd that 1 ahaaya paaaad avaryday* 1 1 1 i 1
EIO the tba aguara that 1paaaad afcnoat avary day neardurtng my cNHhood tbnea* 1 1 1 t 1
E ll tha aguara nhara 1 paaaa by avaryday whan I ana young tha aqura 1 paaaad by abnoat avryday whan i an* little* 1 1 i 1
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Appendix 8. Correct Translation According to Strategies

8A. Correct Translation for COMP According to Strategies
Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

The opinion that if you are woman you should be in the house 
The opinion that if you are woman you need to stay in the nouse 
The opinion that women has to stay in the house 
Opinion that if you are women you should stay in the home 
The logic that the more you hurry the later you get 
The logic you only hurry as much as you need to hurry

The desire to see inside the room 
My desire to see the inside of the room no matter what 
My wish to see inside the room at any cost 
The urge to see inside the room (“used twice”)
The desire to absolutely see the inside of the room no matter what
Endurance to keep on reading the same thing 
Endurance to keep reading the same work of literature 
The patience to keep reading the same piece 
The petition to increase the playground that kids are playing 
Petition to increase the number of playground for children 
The petition to increase the number of children’s playground 
The decision to rebuild the library (“used nine times'^
The decision of rebuilding the library

Phone call winning tennis match 
The patience reading the same thing 
To endure reading of the same work

Strategy 2 
Apposition

Phone call saying that someone won a final tennis match 
The telephone call saying that someone won the tennis match 
The phone call alerting the victory that they had in tennis 
Questions asking if the Christmas presents are there 
An opinion expressing that woman must be in the house 
A petition worrying to increase the number of the playgrounds for kids 
The petition requesting the increase in the playgrounds for children 
The petition calling for increasing children’s playground

A phone call regarding winning the tennis finals 
Advertisement regarding second hand piano for sale

Phone call which tells about winning the tennis final
Advertisement that say that they are selling old pianos
The advertisement that says there are second hand pianos for sale
The question which asks if there are Christmas presents
The opinion which says that if you are a woman you should be in the house
Logic that says to be late or hurry
Reasoning which says that the more you hurry the more you are late 
Logic that says the more you hurry the more later you become

A question as to whether there are Christmas presents 
A phone call to the effect that someone won the tennis final 
Advertisement with regard to the sale of used piano

Strategy 3 
Relative

An advertisement which sells second hand piano 
Advertisement that sell second hand pianos
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Clause The memory that 1 have about playing naked in the snow
Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

-

Strategy S 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 
Phrase

The phone call of winning the tennis championship
Question of whether or not there were Christmas presents
The question of asking whether there are Christmas presents
The opinion of if being a woman one should stay home
The desire of one way of another seeing the inside the room
The wish of no matter ho much you want to see the room
Memories of playing naked on the snow
My memory of playing naked on the snow
Memories of playing in the snow
The memory of playing on top of the snow naked
The memory of playing naked in the snow
The memories of playing on top of the snow naked
The memories of playing in the snow naked
The memories of playing naked on the snow
The logic of being late no matter how much you hurry
The logic of the more you rush you will become late

The patience for reading bad writing
The advertisement for selling second hand pianos
The advertisement for selling a used piano

The phone call about winning the tennis final
The advertisement about selling the piano
Questions about there are going to be Christmas presents or not
Questions about what if there are Christmas presents
Questions about whether there are Christmas presents

Strategy 6
Prepositional
Head

•

8B. Correct Translation for CN According to Strategies
Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

The reason I didn’t come to the piano lessons 
The side grandfather reading the newspaper 
The noise that the bus passing down the main street

(The) study or hard work to become a useful member of society 
Study to become a useful member of society 
Studying to become a useful member of society

Strategy 2 
Apposition

-

Strategy 3
Relative
Clause

A study which will allow one to become a member and is useful in society

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

The reason why I didn’t go to the piano lessons (“used twice”) 
The reason why I didn’t go to my piano lesson (“used twice”) 
The reason why I don’t go to the piano lesson 
The reason why I didn’t go to the piano lesson

The side where the grandfather was reading the magazine 
The area where elementary students were gathered noisily 
The area where noisy elementary school children are gathered
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Somewhere the elementary students gathered noisily 

The sound when the buses pass the main street
Strategy S 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 
Phrase

The result of eating too much at the restaurant yesterday
The result of overeating at the restaurant yesterday
The results of eating too much yesterday in a restaurant
The result of overeating yesterday in a restaurant
The results of eating too much at the restaurant yesterday (“used twice”)
The result of yesterday’s restaurant overeating
The reason of not going to the piano lesson
The side of old men who are reading magazines
The sound of the bus going through the main street
The sound of buses passing on the main audry
The sound of the bus passing the main street
The noise of the bus passing through main street
The noise of the bus passing through the main street
The morning of having stayed in Kyoto after a long time
The morning of having stayed in Tokyo overnight after a long time

The reason for not going to piano lessons 
The reason for not going to the piano lesson 
The reason for not going to the piano lesson 
Study for becoming a useful member of the society

The sound from the buses that are on the main street
Strategy 6
Prepositional
Head

Just the moment before the plane left for Asia 
Just a moment before the plane to Asia took off

The moment prior to the plane departing for Asia
The moment prior to the plane’s departure for Asia
The space between the two white cars racing
Somewhere around the noisy elementary school kids are gathering
Somewhere around where elementary students noisily gathered
Somethere around with the elementary students are gathered
The backside of the building that was built
Backside of the big built building

As a result of the fact that 1 ate too much at the restaurant yesterday 
Due to the fact I overate at yesterday’s restaurant 
By a side of old men who are reading magazines 
To the side of the old guy who is reading the magazine 
The study of becoming a useful member of the society

Before the plane to Asia took off 
Before I left for Asia
Between the two white cars that are running 
In between the two cars that were running 
Beside the elderly man who was reading a magazine 
Beside old guy reading a magazine
Around the place where a bunch of elementary students are gathering 
Around the place where the elementary school students are having fun 
Behind where the big building was built 
Behind the big building that was just built 
On the backside of the big building built
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Right before the airplane departed for Asia
Right before the plane going to Asia took off
More prior to the plane’s departure for Asia
Just before the departure of the plane in Asia

iny to Strategies
Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified
Strategy 2 
Apposition

-

Strategy 3
Relative
Clause

Music that has been used to comfort hurt people’s hearts
Music that comforts the hearts of people who are hurt
Music that can sooth the soled of injured people
Music which sooth the hurt heart of people
Song that comforts a person with a scar in their hearts
The music that sooth the hearts of injured people
He music that comforts hearts of people that are hurt
The doll that’s in the beautiful glass box
The doll that was put inside the glass box
The doll that’s in the pretty glass box
The doll which is pul in a glass box
The doll which was inside the pretty glass box
Pretty doll that are in a glass box
The doll that is inserted into or place in the beautiful glass box 
The beautiful doll inside the glass box*
The doll inside of the pretty glass box*
The dojo that I donated some money to
The dojo that you donated money to
The training place to which I donated a sum of money**
The face that is not wearing any make 
The face which is made up with make-up 
A face which has make-up applied thickly 
Face that has cosmetics on it 
The face that has very thick make-up 
A face applied with make-up*
Face plastered with make-up*
Faces thickly laid on with cosmetics*
The research that’s being continuing by one person
The research I kept doing alone since five years ago
The research which I have continued for five years by myself
The research that I have done myself for five years
The research that the person has been doing along for last five years
The research that is continued by oneself from five years ago
The bain I often used when I was a student because it was cheap
The train that I used a lot because it was cheap when I was a student
The trains which I used in my student days because they were inexpensive
The train that I used often because when I was a student it was cheap
The train that you used because it was cheap during your students years
The train that students used often because it was very cheap
The train that I used often because it was cheap when I was a student
The church from which the bride and the groom emerged**
The church from which the bride the groom come out**
The hosnital toward which the reporter and the police cars were headed**
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The hospital to which the reporters and the patrol cars were headed** 
The hospital to which the reporters and the police cars were going to** 
The square I used to pass through every day when I was small 
The square that when I was small passed ghrough every day 
The square that I went through or passed everyday when I was a kid 
The square I passed everyday when I was young 
The field that I always passed everyday
The square that I passed almost every day during my childhood times

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

A face where make-up heavily applied
Cities where both rich and the poor succeed
A city where the rich and the poor succeed
A city where either the rich or the poor could succeed
A city where both rich and poor succeed
A city where everyone succeeds
Cities where both the rich and the poor succeed
Cities where both poor and rich succeed
The church where the bride and the bridegroom came out of
The church where the bride and the bridegroom came out (“used three times”)
The hospital where the reporters and the patrol cars are heading towards
The square where 1 pass by every day when I was young

Strategy 5 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 
Phrase

Face with cosmetics applied

Strategy 6
Prepositional
Head

•

Note. ‘These two responses were understood as reduced relatives. “ The preposition ‘to’ introduces 
relative clause in this reponse. Because ‘to’ is a part or the verb phrase in the modifying clause, this 
reponse was understood « relativr clause.

8D. Correct Translation for GR According to Strategies
Strategy 1
Relation
Unspecified

Practicing to definitely win in the chess game

Strategy 2 
Apposition

-

Strategy 3
Relative
Clause

Education that does not make you happy
Education that causes you not to notice suffering
The study that makes me unhappy even half my nose in
Exercises that make your everyday meal taste good
Exercise which makes everyday meals more tasty
Exercise that makes meal more delicious every day
Practice that would let you win every chess game
A practice which will allow winning a chess game without fail
The practice you need to do to win in chess
A leasurely walk that will let you sleep from night to morning
The walk which allow sleeping from night to morning
Breakfast that I don’t really have to prepare right after I get up
The breakfast which I don’t have to prepare after getting up
Breakfast that you don’t have to prepare right after you wake up
The breakfast that doesn’t have to be prepared after waking up
Breakfast that docs not need preparation once you wakcup
The separation for which I have been planning since a long time ago*
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The parting which I have been preparing for sometime
The separation that have I prepared from way before
The breakup that I have been preparing fora long time
Departing which was prepared all along from before since while ago
A movie we understand the plot within the first five minutes
The movie that I don’t understand the plot for the first five minutes
Laundry that makes a perfectly white shirt go black
Washing that makes pure white T-shirt become Mack
Laundry process that turns pure white shirts Mack
Washing a completely white shirt that has turn black**

Strategy 4 
Wh Adverb

The movie where you can understand the plot within the first five minutes 
Movies where you can get the plots within the first five minutes 
A movie where the plot can be understood in the first five minutes 
The movie where I could understand the plot in five minutes 
Movie where you figure out the plot in the first five minutes 
The film where by the plot is understood in the first five minutes 
The laundry where my white shirt had become black

Strategy 5 
Preposition/ 
Prepositional 
Phrase

Exercise of making everyday meal tasty
The prize of becoming the champion
The fatigue of not getting enough sleep at all yesterday
The practice of winning chess without failure
A laundry of a pure white shirt that became black

The prize money for having been number one 
The prize for being first place at the violin contest 
The prize for coming first in the piano contest 
The prize money for getting the first in the violin contest 
The prize for taking the first place in the violin contest 
Practice for definitely winning a game of chess

The fatigue from not sleeping at all last night
Tiredness from not being able to sleep at all since yesterday
Tiredness from not sleeping at all from yesterday
Being exhausted from not being able to sleep the night before
The exhaustion from not sleeping at all yesterday

The practice in order to definitely win the chess game
Strategy 6
Prepositional
Head

*

Note. *The preposition ‘to* introduces relative clause in this reponse. Because ‘for’ is a part of the verb 
phrase in the modifying clause, this reponse was understood as a relative clause. “ The head ‘washing’ 
and the modifier ‘a completely white shirt that has turn black* are not related by relative clause in this case. 
However, ‘a completely shite shift* and ‘washing’ are related via grammatical relation, which is a 
characteristics of the relation between the head noun and the modifying clause in English relative clause; 
therefore, this reponse was classified as a case of relative clause.
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Appendix 9. Correct Translation for Each Item
9A, Responses for Translation of RR Stimuli and Analyses for the Responses Involving 
Chance in the Original Predicate-Areument Structures (in bald face)_______________
Head Noun Case marker lhal the 

head noun carries in 
relation with the 

clausal predicate* 
(thematic role) 

Argument Relative/ 
Adjunct PP 
Relative**

Stimuli and Responses

‘music’
ongaku

GA (agent) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: [comforts hurt person’s mind] music 
Responses:
Musk that has been used to comfort hurt people’s hearts
Music that comforts the hearts of people who are hurt 
Music that can sooth the soles of injured people 
Music which sooth the hurt heart of people 
Song that comforts a person with a scar in their hearts 
The music that sooth the hearts of injured people 
He music that comforts hearts of people that are hurt

‘doir
ningyoo

GA (theme oT 
existence) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: [exists in pretty glass box] doll 
Responses:
The doll that’s in the beautiful glass box 
The doll that was put inside the glass box 
The doll that’s in the pretty glass box 
The doll which is put in a glass box 
The doll which was inside the pretty glass box 
Pretty doll that are in a glass box
The doll that is inserted into or place in the beautiful glass box 
The beautiful doll inside the glass box 
The doll inside of the pretty glass box

‘exercise
hall’
doojoo

NI (recipient) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: (YD donated some monevl exercise hall 
Responses:
The dojo that I donated some money to
The training place to which I donated a sum of money
The dojo that you donated money to

•face*
kao

N l (benefactive) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: [cosmetics is thiddy applied] face 
Responses:
The face that is not wearing any make 
The face which is made up with make-up 
A face which has make-up applied thickly 
Face that has cosmetics on it 
The face that has very thick make-up 
A face where make-up heavily applied 
A face applied with make-up 
Face plastered with make-up 
Faces thickly laid on with cosmetics 
Face with cosmetics applied
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‘research’
kenkyuu

O (object of activity) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: fsince five vears ago fli have continued alonel research 
Responses:
The research that’s being continuing by one person
The research! kept doing alone since five years ago
The research which I have continued for five years by myself
The research that I have done myself for five years
The research that the person has been doing along for last five
years
The research that is continued by oneself from five years ago

‘train’
densha

O (patient) 
Argument Relative

Stimulus: [during student days (I) often used because it was cheap] 
train
Responses:
The train I often used when I was a student because it was cheap 
The train that I used a lot because it was cheap when I was a 
student
The trains which I used in my student days because they were 
inexpensive
The train that I used often because when 1 was a student it was 
cheap
The train that you used because it was cheap during your students 
years
The train that students used often because it was very cheap
The train that I used often because it was cheap when I was a 
student

‘city’
toshi

DE (location of 
action)
Adjunct PP Relative

Stimulus: [both the rich and the poor succeed] city 
Responses:
Cities where both rich and the poor succeed
A city where the rich and the poor succeed
A city where either the rich or the poor could succeed
A city where both rich and poor succeed
A city where everyone succeeds
Cities where both the rich and the poor succeed
Cities where both poor and rich succeed

‘church’
kyookai

KARA (source) 
Adjunct PP Relative

Stimulus: I the bride and the groom came outl church 
Responses:
The church where the bride and the bridegroom came out of 
The church where the bride and the bridegroom came out (“used 
three times”)
The church from which the bride and the groom emerged 
The church from which the bride the groom come out

‘hospital’
byooin

£  (direction) 
Adjunct PP Relative

Stimulus: Tthe reporter and the patrol car headed toward! hospital 
Responses:
The hospital toward which the reporter and the police cars were 
headed
The hospital to which the reporters and the patrol cars were headed 
The hospital to which the reporters and the police cars were going 
to
The hospital where the reporters and the patrol cars are heading 
towards
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'square* O (path)
hiroba Adjunct PP Relative

Stimulus: [(I) passed every day when young] square 
Responses:
The square I used to pass through every day when I was small 
The square that when I was small passed through every day 
The square that I went through or passed everyday when I was a 
kid
The square I passed everyday when I was young
The field that I always passed everyday
The square that I passed almost every day during my childhood
times
The square where I pass by every day when I was young______

Note. The pair of square brackets indicates the location of the modifying clause. The underline marks the 
head noun. The pair of parentheses indicates the element that was not overtly expressed in the stimuli. The 
obvious non linguistic element such as ‘uh* and ‘um’ and repetition and rephrasing in the responses are 
eliminated here. The complete written transcript of the stimuli including incorrect reponses is in Appendix 
7. ‘The classification of the head noun is based on Matsumoto (1997). “ The distinction of Argument 
Relative/ Adjunct PP Relative is based on Yamashita (1995).

Analyses for the RR responses involving change in the original predicate- 
argument structures. The first case is where ‘music’ was the head noun of the RR (Music 
that has been used to comfort hart people’s hearts). In the stimuli ‘the music that 
comforts the hurt person’s mind’, the original structure was ‘comfort (music, hurt 
person’s mind).’ This predicate- argument structure was changed with a new verb ‘use’ 
as ‘music that has been used to comfort hurt people’s hearts’ where a new verb ‘use’ was 
employed and which took ‘music’ as direct object.

The second case is where ‘train’ was the head noun of the RR (The train that 
students used often because it was very cheap). The original structure ‘use ((I), train),’ 
in which ‘I* was not explicit, was changed to ‘use (students, train),’ in which the 
originally missing subject was recovered by the most plausible expression ‘students’ 
yielding ‘the train that students used often because it was very cheap.’ In this case, the 
structure is not quite changed; only the lexical item was changed.

9B. Responses for Translation of COMP Stimuli and Analyses for the Responses
Involving Chance in the Oricina Predicate-Arcument Structures (in bald face)
Head Noun Semantics of Head 

Noun*
Stimuli and Responses

‘phone call’ 
denwa

Communication Stimulus: [saving** fsomeonei won the tennis finals) phone call 
Responses:
Phone call saying that someone won a final tennis match
The telephone call saying that someone won the tennis match
Phone call which tells about winning the tennis final
A phone call to the effect that someone won the tennis final
The phone call about winning the tennis final
Phone call winning tennis match
The phone call of winning the tennis championship
The phone call alerting the victory that they had in tennis
A phone call regarding winning the tennis finals
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‘adverti sem 
ent’
kookoku

Communication Stimulus: [saying (someone) is selling the second hand piano]
advertisement
Responses:
Advertisement that say that they are selling old pianos 
The advertisement that says there are second hand pianos for sale 
An advertisement which selb second hand piano 
Advertisement that sell second hand pianos
The advertisement for selling second hand pianos 
The advertisement for selling a used piano 
The advertisement about selling the piano 
Advertisement regarding second hand piano for sale 
Advertisement with regard to the sale of used piano

‘question*
shitumon

Communication Stimulus: [saying there are Christmas presentsl question 
Responses:
Questions about there arc going to be Christmas presents or not 
Questions about what if there are Christmas presents 
Questions about whether there are Christmas presents 
The question which asks if there are Christmas presents 
Questions asking if the Christmas presents are there 
Question of whether or not there were Christmas presents 
The question of asking whether there are Christmas presents 
A question as to whether there are Christmas presents

‘opinion’
iken

Communication Stimulus: [saying if (you are)women, (you)should stay home]
opinion
Responses:
The opinion that if you are woman you should be in the house 
The opinion that if you are woman you need to stay in the nouse 
The opinion that women has to stay in the house 
Opinion that if you are women you should stay in the home 
The opinion which says that if you are a woman you should be in 
the house
An opinion expressing that woman mast be in the hoase 
The opinion of if being a woman one should stay home

‘wish’
yokubou

Thought and feeling Stimulus: [saying (I) want to see inside the room no matter what]
desire
Responses:
The desire to see inside the room 
My desire to see the inside of the room no matter what 
My wish to see inside the room at any cost 
The urge to see inside the room (“used twice”)
The desire to absolutely see the inside of the room no matter what 
The desire of one way of another seeing the inside the room 
The wish of no matter ho much you want to see the room

‘endurance’
gaman

Thought and feeling Stimulus: [(you) keep reading the same work even reluctantly]
endurance
Responses:
Endurance to keep on reading the same thing 
Endurance to keep reading the same work of literature 
The patience to keep reading the same piece 
The patience reading the same thing 
To endure reading of the same work 
The patience for reading bad writing
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‘memory
omoide

Other content taking 
noun

Stimulus: Id) plaved naked on the snowlmemory 
Responses:
Memories of playing naked on the snow
My memory of playing naked on the snow
Memories of playing in the snow
The memory of playing on top of the snow naked
The memory of playing naked in the snow
The memories of playing on top of the snow naked
The memories of playing in the snow naked
The memories of playing naked on the snow
The memory that I have about playing naked in the snow

•plea’
uttae

Other content taking 
noun

Stimulus: [saying (we) should increase the number of children’s
plavgroundslplea
Responses:
The petition to increase the playground that kids arc playing 
Petition to increase the number of playground for children 
The petition to increase the number of children’s playground 
A petition worrying to increase the number of the playgrounds for 
Idds
The petition requesting the increase in the playgrounds for children 
The petition calling for increasing children’s playground

‘logic’
rikutsu

Other content taking 
noun

Stimulus: [saying the more you hurry the more you are late] logic 
Responses:
Logic that says to be late or hurry
Reasoning which says that the more you hurry the more you are 
late
Logic that says the more you hurry the more later you become 
The logic that the more you hurry the later you get 
The logic you only hurry as much as you need to hurry 
The logic of being late no matter how much you hurry 
The logic of the more you rush you will become late

‘decision’
kettei

Other content taking 
noun

Stimulius: [saying (we) are doing the rebuilding of the library]
decision
Responses:
The decision to rebuild the library (“used nine times”)
The decision of rebuilding the library

Note. The pair of square brackets indicates the location of the modifying clause. The head noun is 
underlined. The pair of parentheses indicates the element that was not overtly expressed in the stimuli. 
Obvious non linguistic clemenst such as ‘uh’ and ‘um’ and repetition and rephrasing in the responses were 
eliminated. The complete written transcript of the stimuli including incorrect reponses is in Appendix 7. 
•The classification of the head noun is based on Matsumoto (1997). **’saying’ refers to to-yuu (quotative 
marker- say) in Japanese.

Analyses for the COMP responses involving change in the original predicate- 
argument structures. The first two (An advertisement which sells second hand piano. 
Advertisement that sell second hand pianos) were associated with the material with 
‘advertisement’ as the head noun. The original structure was ‘sell ((someone), second 
hand piano),’ where ‘someone’ was not explicit and ‘advertisement’ was not included in 
the proposition with ‘sell’ as a predicate. In the two output, this predicate structure was 
changed to ‘sell (advertisement, second hand piano).’ The original head noun ‘an 
advertisement’ was used also as a head noun of the relative clause, and the head noun 
was the subject of the verb ‘sell’ which took ‘second hand piano’ as a direct object,
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yielding ‘an advertisement which sells second hand piano, advertisement that sell second 
hand pianos.’

The third case (The memory that I have about playing naked in the snow) was 
associated with the stimuli with ‘memory’ as the head noun. The original predicate- 
argument structure was ‘play ((I), snow),' where ‘I’ was missing and the head noun 
‘memory’ was not included. In the output, this structure was changed to ‘have (I, 
memory)’ as in ‘the memory that I have about playing naked in the snow.’ The head 
noun ‘memory’ was used as a direct object of the new verb ‘have.’

9C. Responses for Translation of CN Stimuli and Analyses for the Responses Involving 
Chance in the Original Predicate-Argument Structures (in bald face)_______________
Head Noun Semantics of Head 

Noun*
Stimuli and Responses

‘result’
kekka

Relational head noun Stimulus: 1(1) overate yesterday at the restaurant! result 
Responses:
The result of eating too much at the restaurant yesterday
The result of overeating at the restaurant yesterday
The results of eating too much yesterday in a restaurant
The result of overeating yesterday in a restaurant
The results of eating too much at the restaurant yesterday (“used
twice")
As a result of the fact that I ate too much at the restaurant 
yesterday
Due to the fact I overate at yesterday's restaurant 
The result of yesterday’s restaurant overeating

‘reason’
riyuu

Relational head noun Stimulus: HI) did not go to the piano lessons! reason 
Responses:
The reason why I didn’t go to the piano lessons (“used twice”)
The reason why I didn’t go to my piano lesson (“used twice”)
The reason why 1 don’t go to the piano lesson
The reason why I didn’t go to the piano lesson
The reason for not going to piano lessons
The reason for not going to the piano lesson
The reason for not going to the piano lesson
The reason of not going to the piano lesson
The reason I didn’t come to the piano lessons

‘the
moment
before’
chokuzen

Relational head noun Stimulus: Tthe airplane bound to Asia leftl the moment before 
Responses:
Before the plane to Asia took off 
Before I left for Asia
Right before the airplane deported for Asia 
Right before the plane going to Asia took off 
Just the moment before the plane left for Asia 
Just a moment before the plane to Asia took off 
The moment prior to the plane departing for Asia 
More prior to the plane’s departure for Asia 
Just before the departure of the plane in Asia 
The moment prior to the plane’s departure for Asia

‘the space
between’
aida

Relational head noun Stimulus: Ttwo white cars were runninpl the space between 
Responses:
Between the two white cars that are running 
The space between the two white cars racing 
In between the two cars that were running
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‘the space 
next to’ 
yoko

Relational head noun Stimulus: (the old man was reading the magazinel the space next 
IQ
Responses:
Beside the elderly man who was reading a magazine
Beside old guy reading a magazine
By a side of old men who are reading magazines
To the side of the old guy who is reading the magazine
The side grandfather reading the newspaper
The side of old men who are reading magazines
The side where the grandfather was reading the magazine

‘the space
around’
atari

Relational head noun Stimulus: [the elementary students were noisily gathering] the
space around
Responses:
Around the place where a bunch of elementary students are 
gathering
Around the place where the elementary school students are having 
fun
Somewhere around the noisy elementary school kids are gathering 
Somewhere around where elementary students noisily gathered 
The area where elementary students were gathered noisily 
The area where noisy elementary school children are gathered 
Somewhere around with the elementary students are gathered 
Somewhere the elementary students gathered noisily

‘the space
behind’
urabawa

Relational head noun Stimulus: Tthe big building was builtl the space behind 
Responses:
Behind where the big building was built 
Behind the big building that was just built 
On the backside of the big building built 
The backside of the building that was built 
Backside of the big built building

‘sound’
olo

Perception head noun Stimulus: [the big bus were passing the main road] sound 
Responses:
The sound of the bus going through the main street 
The sound of buses passing on the main audry 
The sound of the bus passing the main street 
The noise of the bus passing through main street 
The noise of the bus passing through the main street 
The noise that the bus passing down the main street 
The sound from the buses that are on the main street 
The sound when the buses pass the main street

‘study’
benkyoo

Perception head noun Stimulus: [(you) become a useful member of the society] study 
Responses:
(The) study or hard work to become a useful member of society
Study to become a useful member of society
Studying to become a useful member of society
Study for becoming a useful member of the society
The study of becoming a useful member of the society
A study which will allow one to become a member and is useful
in society

‘morning’
asa

Quasi-relationai head 
noun

Stimulus: faftera long while (I) stayed in Kvotol morning 
Responses:
The morning of having stayed in Kyoto after a long time
The morning of having stayed in Tokyo overnight after a long time

Note. The pair of square brackets indicates the location of the modifying clause. The head noun is 
underlined. The pair of parentheses indicates the element that was not overtly expressed in the stimuli.
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Obvious non linguistic elemenst such as ‘uh’ and ‘um’ and repetition and rephrasing in the responses were 
eliminated. The complete written transcript of the stimuli including incorrect reponses is in Appendix 7. 
•The classification of the head noun is based on Matsumoto (1997).

t

Analyses for the CN responses involving change in the original predicate- 
argumcnt structures. There was only one case that went through the reorganization (A 
study which will allow one to become a member and is nsefal in society). The 
original argument structure was ‘become ((you), useful member of the society),’ where 
‘you’ was not explicit, and the head noun ‘study’ was not included. This structure was 
changed to ‘allow (study, (become (one, useful member of the society)).’ In the actual 
output (A study which will allow one to become a member and is useful in society), 
‘study,’ the original head noun of CN, was used as a head noun of the relative clause. 
The head noun was the subject of the new verb ‘allow’ which took ‘one to become a 
useful member of the society’ as the complement

9P, Responses for Translation of GR Stimuli and Analyses for the Responses Involving

Head Noun Relation between 
[Modifier land Head*

Stimuli and Responses

‘education’
gakumon

[consequence]
condition

Stimulus: Iwiihout noticing yourself (you) become unhappy]
education
Responses:
Education that does not make you happy 
Education that causes you not to notice suffering 
The study that makes me unhappy even half my nose in

‘exercise’
undno

[consequence]
condition

Stimulus: feverv dav meals become tastvl exercise 
Responses:
Exercises that make your everyday meal taste good 
Exercise which makes everyday meals more tasty 
Exercise that makes meal more delicious every day 
Exercise of makinx everyday meal tasty

‘prize
money’
shookin

[condition]
consequence

Stimulus: (fit came the first at the violin contestl prize monev 
Responses:
The prize money for having been number one 
The prize for being first place at the violin contest 
The prize for coming first in the piano contest 
The prize money for getting the first in the violin contest 
The prize for taking the first place in the violin contest 
The prize of becoming the champion

‘fatigue’
isukare

[condition]
consequence

Stimulus: [fit couldn’t sleep at all since yesteidavl fatigue 
Responses:
The fatigue from not sleeping at all last night
Tiredness from not being able to sleep at all since yesterday
Tiredness from not sleeping at all from yesterday
Being exhausted from not being able to sleep the night before
The exhaustion from not sleeping at all yesterday
The fatigue of not getting enough sleep at all yesterday
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‘practice’
renshuu

[purpose] requisite Stimulus: fflt win chess games withoup faill practice 
Responses:
Practke that would let you win every chess game 
A practke whkh will allow winning a chess game without fail 
The practice you need to do to win in chess
Practice for ckflnitely winning a game of chess 
The practice of winning chess without failure 
Practicing to definitely win in die chess game 
The practice in order to definitely win the chess game

‘walk’
sanpo

Tpurposel requisite Stimulus: [(I) can sleep from night to morning] walk 
Responses:
A leasurely walk that will let you sleep from night to morning 
The walk whkh allow sleeping from night to morning

‘breakfast’
chooshoku

[requisite] purptffC Stimulus: [(I) don’t have to do preparation after waking
upl breakfast
Responses:
Breakfast that I don’t really have to prepare right alter I get 
up
The breakfast whkh I don’t have to prepare after getting up 
Breakfast that you don’t have to prepare right after you wake 
up
The breakfast that doesn’t have to be prepared after waking 
up
Breakfast that does not need preparation once you wake up

‘separation’
wakare

[requisite] purpose Stimulus: [preparation has been done from long time
ago]scparation
Responses:
The separation for which I have been planning since a long 
time ago
The porting whkh 1 have been preparing for sometime 
The separation that have I prepared from way before 
The breakup that I have been preparing for a long time 
Departing whkh was prepared all along from before since 
whikago

‘movie’
eiga

[pan] whole Stimulus: [the plot becomes understandable/ (you) understand the 
plot in the first five minutesl movie*
Responses:
The movie where you can understand the plot within the first five 
minutes
Movies where you can get the plots within the first five minutes 
A movie where the plot can be understood in the first five minutes 
The movie where I could understand the plot in five minutes 
Movie where you figure out the plot in the first five minutes 
The film where by the plot is understood in the first five minutes 
A movie we understand the plot within the first five minutes 
The movie that I don’t understand the plot for the first five minutes

‘laundry’
sentaku

Tcvcntl usual cause of
opposite event

Stimulus: fa pure white shirt becomes blackl laundrv 
Responses:
Laundry that makes a perfectly white shirt go black 
Washing that makes pure white T-shirt become black 
Laundry process that turns pure white shirts black
The laundry where my while shirt had become black 
A laundry of a pure white shirt that became black 
Washing a completely white shirt that has turn black
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Note. The pair of square brackets indicates the location of the modifying clause. The head noun is 
underlined. The pair of parentheses indicates the element that was not overtly expressed in the stimuli. 
Obvious non linguistic elemenst such as 'uh' and ‘urn’ and repetition and rephrasing in the responses were 
eliminated. The complete written transcript of the stimuli including incorrect reponses is in Appendix 8. 
•The classification of the relation between the modifying clause and the head noun is based on Matsumoto 
(1997).

Analyses for the GR responses involving change in the original predicate- 
argument structures. The first two stimuli with the head nouns ‘education’ and ‘exercise’ 
are examples where the modifying clause and the head noun are related on the basis of 
consequence and condition. Tlie head noun denotes a condition, and its consequence is 
denoted by the modifying clause.

In both stimuli, the verb used was naru (become) in intransitive use." In the 
responses in bold face for both stimuli, the transitive verbs ‘make’ or ‘cause,’ which take 
the head noun as subjects or maker/ causer, were used. Particularly, in the responses to 
the first stimulus with ‘education’ (Education that does not make you happy* 
Education that causes you not to notice suffering, The study that makes me 
unhappy even half my nose in), the thematic relation between the head noun and the 
clausal predicate was established by changing the original predicate structure. Originally 
it was ‘become ((you), unhappy),’ and the new structure is ‘make (education, become 
((you) unhappy)),’ where a new verb ‘make’ governs the noun ‘education’ so that the 
head noun ‘education’ has a thematic relation with the verb in the relative clause. In the 
responses to the second stimulus with ‘exercise’ (Exercises that make your everyday 
meal taste good* Exercise which makes everyday meals more tasty, Exercise that 
makes meal more delicious every day), a similar change was made. ‘Become 
(everyday meal, tasty)’ originally canged to ‘make (exercise, become (everyday meal, 
tasty)),’ where the new verb ‘make’ takes the head noun ‘exercise’ as an argument.

The second stimulus, with ‘exercise’ as the head noun, had one non-relative 
clause response (Exercise of making everyday meal tasty) where the modifying clause 
was expressed by the gerundive phrase ‘making everyday meal tasty,’ with a new verb 
‘make.* The relation between the head noun ‘exercise’ and the complement was 
expressed by the preposition ‘of.’ In this case, the consequence of the exercise seems to 
be interpreted as the attribute belonging to the exercise with the sense of belonging 
expressed by the preposition ‘of.’ In any case, all the responses for ‘study’ and ‘exercise’ 
stimuli included changes in the original predicate- argument structures.

The next two stimuli, with ‘prize money’ and ‘fatigue’ as the heads, are examples 
of the GR type where the modifying clause denotes a condition leading to the 
consequence denoted by the head noun."1 The modifying clause and the head noun form 
the relation of [condition] consequence, opposite of the first two examples, which 
together form the relation of [consequence] condition. The original proposition was 
maintained in all responses for ‘prize money’ and ‘fatigue’ stimuli; that is, introducing 
new verbs in order to have the head noun as a part of the arguments did not take place. 
This raises the question of how the head noun that is the argument of the unexpressed 
predicate was expressed. Therefore, individual responses were analyzed.

The relation of the two constituents, the head noun and the complement 
(gerundive phrase) was made via prepositions such as ‘from,’ ‘for,’ and ‘o f in all the 
responses. The content of the condition (i.e., the meaning of the modifying clause) was
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expressed by the gerundive phrases and the prepositions linked the head noun and the 
gerandive phrases in all cases.

In the case of the NMC with ‘prize money’ as the head noun, the original 
predicate structure expressed in the stimulus was ‘win ((you), first place),’ in which the 
head noun ‘prize money’ is not an argument with the predicate ‘win.’ In the responses 
(The prize money for having been number one, The prize for being first place at the 
violin contest, The prize for coming first in the piano contest, The prize money for 
getting the first in the violin contest, The prize for taking die first place in the violin 
contest, The prize of becoming the champion), ‘the prize money* was used as the head 
noun, and the complement with the preposition denotes the proposition of the original 
predicate structure.

In case of the NMC with ‘fatigue’ as the head noun, the original predicate 
structure in the stimuli was ‘NOT (sleep ((you))),’ where the head noun ‘fatigue’ is not an 
argument. In the actual responses, with the prepositions, the head noun ‘fatigue’ was 
associated with the gerundive complement that denotes the proposition expressed by the 
same predicate structure*NOT (sleep ((you))).’

The motivation for the use of ‘from’ which was used dominantly with ‘fatigue’ 
stimuli is transparent; the gerundive phrase denotes the condition, and the sense of source 
associated with ‘from’ was utilized to indicate that the complement denotes condition. 
The motivation for the use of ‘for’ frequently with ‘prize money’ is that the prize money 
was received ‘for’ the reason of winning the contest, i.e., a sense of ‘for’ of reason. The 
use of ‘oP which was found in both cases of ‘prize money’ and ‘fatigue’ responses can be 
accounted for by the sense of belonging associated with ‘of.’ The participants received 
the modifying clauses as an attributes of the head nouns ‘prize money’ and ‘fatigue,’ and 
the sense of attribute was expressed by ‘of.’

The next two responses came from the stimuli with the head nouns ‘practice’ and 
‘walk,’ and the stimuli form [purpose] requisite relation between the modifying clause 
and the head noun in this order." With ‘practice’ responses, both relative and non- 
relative clauses were used. In ‘walk’ responses, there were only responses with relative 
clauses. In the responses with relative clauses, the original predicate- argument structures 
were changed, while in the reponses with non-relative clauses, the original proposition 
was maintained.

The strategy of forming a relative clause is the same as in the previously reviewed 
responses with the head nouns ‘education’ and exercise' where the constituents form a 
relation of [consequence] condition/ That is, a new verb was introduced and 
reorganization was done in order to include the head noun as a part of the arguments.

In the case with ‘practice’ the original predicate structure was ‘win ((you), chess 
game)’ where the head noun ‘practice’ was not an argument. This predicate structure 
was changed in the three responses with relative clauses (Practice that would let you 
win every chess game, A practice which will allow winning a chess game without 
fail, The practice you need to do to win in chess). In two cases (Practice that would 
let you win every chess game, A practice whkh will allow winning a chess game 
without fail), it was changed to ‘let/ allow (practice, win (you, chess game))’ where 
‘practice’ fills in the position of an argument in relation with the predicate ‘let/allow’. In 
another case (The practice you need to do to win in chess), it was changed to ‘need to 
do (you, practice)’ so that ‘practice’ is an argument, and the verb ‘win’ of the clausal
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predicate was used in infinitive form ‘to win in chess’ to indicate that the action of 
winning was the purpose.

In the responses with ‘walk’ too, a change of predicate structure was observed.
The original structure was ‘sleep ((you), from night to morning)’ where ‘walk’ is not a 
member of the arguments. In the responses, all of which contained relative clauses (A 
leasurely walk that will let yon sleep from night to morning, The walk which allow 
sleeping from night to morning), the new structure was ‘allow/ let (walk, sleep ((you), 
from night to morning))’ where a new verb ‘allow’ or ‘let’ is the predicate and ‘walk’ 
fills an position of the argument of the predicate.

As for responses without changes in the original predicate structures, there were 
four responses for ‘practice’ stimuli (Practice for definitely winning a game of chess, 
The practice of winning chess without failure, Practicing to definitely win in the 
chess game, The practice in order to definitely win the chess game) and none for 
‘walk’ stimuli. For the first two responses (Practice for definitely winning a game of 
chess, The practice of winning chess without failure), again the gerundive phrases 
were used as complement to the head nouns, and the prepositions ‘for’ and ‘oF were used 
to indicate the relation. ‘For’ is a logical choice because the modifying clause denotes 
purpose of the head noun ‘walk,’ and ‘for’ has a sense of purpose. ‘O f was again used 
here, and its sense of belonging was at work so that ‘practice’ has an attribute of ‘winning 
chess.’ The last two responses (Practicing to definitely win in the chess game, The 
practice in order to definitely win the chess game) used the infinitival form of ‘win’ to 
express the meaning that winning the game was the purpose in relation with the requisite 
that the head noun ‘practice’ expresses.

The translation of the stimuli with ‘breakfast’ and ‘separation’ as the head nouns 
exclusively utilized the relative clause, and all involved reorganization of the original 
predicate structures. In these two stimuli, the modifying clause and the head noun form 
[requisite] purpose.” This relation is opposite from the one between the constituents in 
the stimuli with ‘practice’ and ‘walk’ as the head nouns.

Literally, in the stimuli with the head noun ‘breakfast,’ the modifying clause says 
[(I) do not have to do preparation], where the head noun ‘breakfast’ is not an argument in 
relation with the verb ‘do.’ Grammatically the object of the verb ‘do’ is ‘preparation,’ 
not ‘breakfast’ This grammatical relation was changed during the process of converting 
Japanese to English. In the responses, ‘do preparation’ was changed to the verb 
‘prepare,’ which takes the head noun ‘breakfast’ as its grammatical object In this way, 
the relation between the modifying clause and the head noun of the relative clause was 
established for the four responses (Breakfast that I don’t really have to prepare right 
after I get op, The breakfast whkh I don't have to prepare after getting np, 
Breakfast that yon don't have to prepare right after you wake up, The breakfast 
that doesn't have to be prepared after waking np). The fifth response (Breakfast that 
does not need preparation once yon wake np) preserved the noun status of 
‘preparation’ but used a new verb ‘need’ so that the head noun ‘breakfast’ is the subject 
of the verb, and ‘preparation’ is the object of the verb. By this grammatical relation 
embodied in the form of relative clause, the relation of the head noun and the modifying 
clause in the relative clause was established.

A similar process was observed in the reponses for the stimulus with ‘separation.’ 
Literally, the modifying clause of the stimulus says ‘the preparation has been done from
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long time ago,’ where the object of the verb ’do’ is ’the preparation,’ not the head noun 
‘separation.’ The new verb ‘prepare/ plan* was introduced in translation, and the head 
noun ‘separation* was related as the object of the new verb. This accounts for all the 
responses (The separation for which I have been planning since a long time ago, The 
parting which I have been preparing for sometime, The separation that have I 
prepared from way before, The breakup that I have been preparing for a long time, 
Departing which was prepared all along firom before since while ago).

The stimulus with ‘movie’ as a head noun is an example of the GR where the 
modifying clause and the head noun form the relation of [part] whole.”' In all the 
responses, the original predicate structure is maintained.

It is noticeable that the relative adverb ‘where’ was used for the first six responses 
with ‘movie’ (The movie where you can understand the plot within the first five 
minutes, Movies where you can get the plots within the first five minutes, A movie 
where the plot can be understood in the first five minutes. The movie where I could 
understand the plot in five minutes, Movie where you figure out the plot in the first 
five minutes, The film where by the plot is understood in the first five minutes). In 
the responses, ‘where’ implies that the head noun ‘movie’ was captured as a location in 
which the plot is understood in the first five minutes. In other words, the relation that the 
movie is whole and the modifying clause is the movie’s part was expressed by ‘where,’ a 
word that, among other things, marks the location of events.

The last two responses (A movie we understand the plot within the first five 
minutes, The movie that I don’t understand the plot for the first five minute) are not, 
strictly speaking, grammatical English because the relation between the head noun and 
the clause is not marked. These are examples where pragmatic knowledge plays a role 
for interpretaion, in colloqual English, are believed to be acceptable.

The last stimulus with ‘laundry’ as the head noun is an example where the 
modifying clause and the head noun form the relation of [event] usual cause of opposite 
event.*”* Literally, the modifying clause of the stimulus says ‘a pure white shirt becomes 
black,’ an event which is not usually caused by the referent of the the head noun 
‘laundry.’ Half the responses involved reorganization of the original predicate sturctures.

The reorganization of the predicate structure was managed with the form of 
relative clause. The relative clauses were used where a new verb ‘make /turn’ was 
introduced, so that the head noun ’laundry/ washing/ laundry process’ has a thematic 
relation with the verb in the relative clause (Laundry that makes a perfectly white shirt 
go black, Washing that makes pore white T-shirt become black, Laundry process 
that turns pore white shirts black).

Strategies that did not involve a change of predicate structure include the use of 
an adverbial clause introduced by ‘where,’ the use of the preposition ‘of,’ and the use of 
the relative clause. An adverbial clause with ‘where’ was used so that the head noun 
‘laundry’ is a whole process during which the action of white shirt becoming black took 
place (The laundry where my white shirt had become black). With the head noun ‘a 
laundry’ the preposition ‘o f was used taking as its object ‘a pure white shirt’ which was 
a subject in the original modifying clause. This noun phrase became a subject of the 
relative clause, which describes the event of pure white shirt becomes black (A laundry 
of a pore white shirt that became black). The last method was to change the head noun 
‘laundry’ to a gerund ‘washing’ and to relate the noun ‘a completely white shirt’ as the
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direct object of the verb. The event of a white shirt becoming black was again described 
in the relative clause which takes ‘a completely white shirt’ as the head noun (Washing a 
completely white shirt that has turned black).

Notes Tor Appendix 9

‘ For this stimulus, two prepositional structures were stipulated, ‘become (plot, understandable)’ and 
‘understand ((you), plot),' which correspond in this order the two translations below.

[hajimeno go-hun-de suji-ga wakaru] eiga
first 5-minutes-with plot-NOM understand movie
The movie (whose) plot becomes understandable in the first live minutes 
The movie that (you) understand the plot of in the first live minutes

For the purpose of evaluating the change of the original predicate* argument structure, both prepositional 
structures were accepted as the original prepositional structure for the following reason. With an 
intellectual cognitive verb such as wakaru (understand) in Japanese, the object of understanding takes 
nominative marker ga leading the learners to believe the noun, the object of understanding, is a 
grammatical subject, which tends to lead the learners to believe wakaru (understand) is an adjective 
understandable. This should yield the translation of ‘the plot becomes understandable.’ On the other hand, 
when suji (plot) with nominative marker ga was interpreted as an object of the verb wakaru (understand), 
the English translation is ‘you understand the plot’ Both prepositional structures were accepted as the 
original ones.

“ Naru (become) is not the only verb used for this type. Other examples for [consequence] condition type 
of GR, according to Matsumoto (1997), who quotes written book titles and written advertisements, include 
the following:

[hykuman en tamaru] tvokin-bako
million yen accumulate savings-box
a savings box (by using which) a million yen accumulates

[yaseru] onsen
become.slim hoLspring
the hot spring (by soaking in which) (you) become slim

[moteru] sake
be.popular.with.the.opposite.sex liquor
the (way of drinking) liquor (by which) (you) will be popular with the opposite sex

■ Other examples of [condition] consequence type of G R , according to Matsumoto (1997) includes the 
following:

[honyaku-shita] kanc
translated money
the money (which resulted after) (you) translated (something)

[beekingu-paudaato abura o mazekonda] koromo
baking-powder and oil ACC mixed.in batter
the batter (which is produced by) mixing baking powder and oil

[amai mono o tabe-sugita] mushiba
sweets ACC ate.excessively cavity
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the cavity (which resulted from) eating too much sweets

” Other examples of GR with [purpose] requisite relation, according to Matsumoto (1997) include the 
followings:

[shotai o motsu] heya
household ACC have room
a room (which I need in order to be able to) have a household

[amerika ni iku] biza
America Loc go visa
The visa (which is necessary for (you) to go to America

[kore o nakus-anai] fairu kabaa
this ACC lose-not file cover
a lile cover (which (you) need so as) not to lose this

'  The relation of [purpose] requisite resembles the relation of [consequence] condition in that both events 
described by requisite and condition take place before the events described by purpose and consequence. 
Matsumoto (1997) points out that the difference is that the consequence is a state which naturally came 
from the condition while the purpose is a state that somebody intentionally is trying to achieve.

n Other examples of GR with [requisite] purpose relation, according to Matsumoto (1997) include the 
followings:

[biza o totta] amerika-iki
vias ACC obtained America-going
a trip to America (for which) () obtained a visa

[yoshuu 0 shita] jyugyoo
preparation ACC did class
the class (for which) () prepared

”  Other examples of GR with [part] whole relation, according to Matsumoto (1997) include the followings:

[se ga takai] hi to
stature NOM high person
a person (whose) stature is high

[otooto ga byooki no] Itoo-san
younter.brother NOM sick GEN Ms. Ito
Ms. Ito, (whose) younger brother is sick

Other examples according to Matsumoto (1997) of GR with [evemt] usual cause for opposite event 
include the following.

[hUtOT-anai] nlrashi
gain.weight-not sweet
sweets (even though (you) eat which) (you) don’t gain weight

[yoru nemureru] koohii
night sleep.can coffee
the coffee (even though (you) drink which) (you) can sleep at night
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Appendix 10. Stimuli Set

1QA. VgfMo** fr]f**H [h)j c n j c a c e i_
Tnal# Va il
RJtl a

Rft2 a

Rlt5 I

RR7 a

RR10 a

Q<««4 Mtt M C ttiTi'6
<to*PASX*PROO

•B6
•TOP franoM ont a n n a

Thrm nc (dat confer* a m * *  acaid and) bn baa onaicd  for u nt?»m6 acJtft* *«& M t auxv>* 9y*t*
white apKfm har-tea [fuaw  ekrr -ACC a n l  nto-TOP
H a n g  (it) aoca a witte ago. (t) aapnt dat da rafto (dat bn baa  tetadaamg da (aaaa  chord) ia FM.
**u*a m  x<nmz. Aotu* a m u  n ' t * * *  mmv
[patty Jaaboo-ta waw-tej doil-TOP c a a t e f r n  an awl-by
Tla *■  (tta  a  m da paqr J a r  bca) a n a  to boa c au faa i C an *  by a t

«*« *Cfj<
daacnmaaiy** odatdack-TOP tm p ir i ttrawafc.ACC nw*gp| una*<uy-wrdi
Tho acta  ctafc erf da a a a a  is das caanuaty b a n  fufi <*rfy wrth da lion (erf pwpla) who ̂ ta n a d a  flaw o tatng te .
i«< em a** t*ufc aa*6 ctuo a- pm itfi'it
[anrwtai aney-ACC Jw tafl jmtteataN-fnai s a n a a i  cwrt-NOM wnwd
A d n *  yeuart envad ften da taneea btel peafaebfl) dm nd sens m a y t
acamm io rt a**6 aart« attm at+ru
bodymdteavNOhbad*whai (a* a n  H a i Itrm a a ln ca ta tx a i)  nupay-NOM nayiowcrk
Wtanhndh etutben a  bad da caopwy (dat lyow catsuka comet f m  teur any ta t ]  u  nay »  work for.

PM£S*FM«ba»aataUy
IfcbUU

-ffe&t
rtel*bi

AJB
m

f t *

tscum

mofc an acme
fact-TOP te Bn w haa

it dsctey pnadl kxrfa pntMr f r n  da d a mtitan a* am* anrcn*
pteny ctey-TOP [b o w m  iya h n  (tea)

A«(S4* tnt'ff 
►NOM praoy-COP

Jim
t a r  NOM

Qa dray d y t  da n r  dat (low fron «yn a a a a a n  a  hripftd.
£*a*6 —at ■rrrtfc mm
[T naynn^D  dona o ia n a fl
Tla m a d  (dat (I) l a t  coanad  by myatf (or ftvtynal a  faaffy vyngto n l
Mimxm * o e m  mm* mmmnx * ? * *
m y (Mcte-W-jvon «wTOP«tea [ampte t t pmww uxidy-w* fiwt»csn|
<Tha a ) m» in a y  Odd. bit dart aa na  a n y  n w a i  [dal «xa) cat find by a aapte n pa ta t 

* l '« T  AKMott U f l>  *<*vX
(«telkf-*»lta dtehMtawW* <rfto»«ii*d| Oteu-NOM iir f tn a te
Tla aata (itew (D m l  (Jim t e a m  id da low (am) Uaaaa* oU aal a a  daaianuai n a ly
toss B flT  mmt mmx m->tt
ynarttey a n  (ftaadwuh rahny-w took)
Ynantey wdaaDra.fi) petal t?  da pcnan (dat ft) took vnh a y  da ralw«y).
m s  6 B 2 A 6  d n r i  wm**, x az%
(ncti dac p a rk in  aw aad) ory-TOP aywtaw
(D dank da city [wha* boil ndt aat poor fuecaad) a  ooatat.
6-M9 m ctz m o x  A6«̂ m m̂ dnfs
nfl-*a c c a r a  (up-wtite hcnaiown-ACC ranaata)
At da canar of da aWL a bn  (wtaa «aa) rann tan  (tea hananao wtala dntoai) tepanad
*£*£ itozm mxtfc m m  a&u-a
[Uitte-wtlb tei(te|pwn-NOM oiteiQ daacb-TOP
Tla d uck  (((ftn wtack) da bnda and da p a  anad) adaaonadwidkwhna fl car an ewywharr

6«ttm6 tro  m  j <ju« n c
w-TOP datavame-ficndt (paUteld-'a tepBdaoi-NOM wall*— cai| raaa-a

Tla g u tao d ar a y a l in te  wan ((fwn wtack) (Wa) aw nadapaalrm ifibignAool waaiwnoadnapa.

•1565*
oywiftoail

WJLU
wwwar-TCP

<rty)

d a a ly

M(
paUo-ACC

tmurs

Mpul

OTl'6
data

m m v* i'
ptenty*nni

BATIK

tat

■
(act

■

•a

n - m
bv-NOM

ncnaam -ilai*

T # fc

ndway

oty

•tela fluwa-NOM itemvtaMa

rrce«c /tKA-m
( n a r - a d  pandor-NOM waafawad) teapal-TOP
Tbt ? m rd  dat da m u v r  aid da pwrd o r  wax to) * a  anxflown wok da tnpnd Wrtady
*xmto mmx mm# m e
big (ia-te Hiraten-W (attxwt-NOM pak-(m  a p )  rnwl
Tb«bpd|idaidacrtiaicxcpadf»cndapa ktowj d aH^qWanopdat»tftrta<wwd!>oa.

Bolt Mm
(ynag^ttn m yU y«lila pand) i p n  *N0M
T h » ^a w (d u d ) |an a l d a m  a n y  d y  what (l)wnyaagl wn tearilWart wall tKom̂  Mi'AmT MMNbc *BT acftoft
avaW idabnkra w a g  forty ̂ nof^t n aJM t -w palcaMd)
Aacta o n  cdrtfattota. (0 a m  da foqoi Wat (wa) dd tn da net fidd w da twnatna d  aptmal

t t # A X
tatiad-wrtk

•ft6
bndm-TOP

/t
p a taaala-a

lot
SOU*uam-teOM

BAHT V'Jt 
oorttew-ba

*?tt

aa
(■k
aa

*a
raluU
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OR!

CUM

au

QR7

OR9

%»?#* T*Cft« MB TCCTh WC
[O f-by-aa mhou moons «*^py»becoe«l Im am g -TOP n — a a  qui»md
(You t r a d  M  lit*  any<Mt d a  loom s [by dans wlndi yon b n a  rndnppy w ttn s  n a an s  by yaiO f] « d  wok.

a a r a  e n c «  B * b  t>»« * « « #
coy-w boaaom-a-TOP [evwyme-io n o o n  -NOM m i« i m  tufcaan-N O M
Indn t ito ln M P M . l a  bnctelty radios O il h nn w airibB raB innlnaa te ln far anyainl n o g *  a h n sa U .•B»
[«w yi>y-1  gud-NOM
Rm aly t e  iiwmB editeB u  d» c 48DtiT *9*
UMlQAMBMiMi fimlly

anu<«« BBe =«r«
la y  a w l  w a n a  -a manly

a a  tby dons «rtn«b « n y * y  a a l  bocoaa toy].
-am  aa* -?•«»?&
I l H t # 1!  teaOH-NOM cuiduAiii]

a**
l-NCM

*e=»a s f*b
S3 00 -NOM

Rally lady. SB injuy [boara a  «Nd) ( a )  caddm  ptay da
/t-cruva -ae*ofc aaa
[vtolm-'i a a a a  Irau m  t r a i l  M s-TOP
TIm p n a [tla (^ » a * « la a ) you •<**■ caapaO sp tn  w ie o o a a l  tninthon (Oywnonly (in  dd lm

*TB MUD M B *  ai'afcUft *B
d d is t  a a a  Ip a a a - t a a  -ACC n an  i l l  ataNOM
At a a  dd a a  now. tn !«* a te  b a a  a  wteft(I) a n t  aa d» a a  of my a n  
* B » 6  4 k * h  B f t f tB o f t  7 3 » f t?  B I B  X + X +
(yaady-fm a o n l y  Op^PQWaoJ M a a - w *  hntnya NOM a ia
’W S id n te n a ltta d lndt e f n a m u i a a n u s h n p tB n d n p  niwidnnfU ntew l. (n y im d n y aq n c te is  
l'*** BotfU flAO lift** t/COfc B£B&
imonHlnByrvm to r  01 [attawi a a  -ACC ia » * 4  {uaO aa*CO f •<
BmniaWUaOy. dte01(l)w illnai«*dm m aainU»qch(l<nnnanlyi»qv*fron>iBnnns°an1pnn.
f is «  y-i»c era? ■■*<* *at> y-**
tdaa-Y s o r a  aumiy*win| M B  -TOP a a y s a a  on*-ACC
Th«t»wcaa [Cty dans  *!*<&) you a n  drfintdy *n tn |ra n Q (c h a lln o p (iy  7* BB—iMPy r a n .
H e  » M tM  X9T aw* at*« aaa
i n a a d ta ty a y  dotlnbnrtf ( tn n a iy a  a a w - A C C  m m |  llnrai NOM
H (yaO a M  y a  Blot tn a  o n la y  «m. (yoo a t  racav* t e  K caa (by aHch (yiM am  n a n *  a n o a iy  O a a a i .
«u>& b*t aaa&n« aaa -aa ra  cdth
l i i a a  a a a a  0 1 dnp-NCMtrai a t-T O P  am hor-mth-TCP n o te
Tin [(by Jobs * teh  you cap a te  n da p fum rat* °U maiwcsl tt t e  no s tm  if (it a t only am horn leaa 
•■•A N'OTHHtf (MDBO Mr* BLU UUI
ap-ariy  howu hmd-tf (n a o a a n -*  tnp ACC a ° y l  aol-TOP
If (you) hen oely » a  ■ t e a  ( te w  ■ no tool a  p e e n i r  [ « *  wteh (youi m|oy lie a o a a e  ap|.
«*t»o na* o«<xi'n aaa* t>manv i>-5i»-S£
(SKte-nid pnpa a q vACC domtauyl M O M  TOP q a m n a a y  a u a i a a
(I) B *a  oa  a  a a a t y  a n t e  (nak fa  [dm I do oo te n  to do p a y a a a  t e  a  I |R  i*|
<hm frtiTfcc? but aa* a«a*>« mtfu
ilqm nryateol-a i r a a a l  Pin Doatuiy ha *  lot  ACC a<finab| St*>tTOP
Wha (I) n a  m a im .  da (By [ te  modi (»•! wold fiaR) a a a  ten# in •  luiyl n a  a o

M B  -et-CVift M U> B -» * « < ; 9 B <
pony oflotem (apraai-N nM  ray***1! a O B O i MHkl M tn a i a a i  a l l
The epeiBB llfo) eteh ite yapBBon hod hao i**dy te » tea «B«| dM no po e a l l  o (0 eao ad .

t o f t B  B B B T  B B V C  f r o f t  B B S
U R iU p ao  otttefcUd [tevte-U t m a f l a  in f l  toaadp-TOP
Alilâ i (daw la lan) hoihlip. (no) lhahiip [fa eledi (D wa «ieo *1U* apun ui *  toy fnmD tin »lama.
im«d siHir rcM9«>« aaa *o*;< utae
W a  t e B M H a  ykat-NCM d a r | o a  -TOP a ril a a t n f a h i a
(I) t e n  f a  hte « a d u i  t e  ao*n a  a  [da  «idon On ftm R a  a a a  (D in te a a d  da (dot «dll.
B«vi»-c ««a& aatit»« m b  ?wea*
m onnra a o a » d  [Tady-fcr pnigoa -ACC nqw am j IlLaaiB-ACC
If in  boeoao a  mono* (I) o a  B a sp n d B  TV a a a  nhoa p n a a a  (or (o ily  n i a o a *«-sfldD -D-fVYVB B<«« *ft<* T*C6 ISHBC
IponoOu dnottei-NOM btak-baoaal teadly ACC do^f
If (you) te  d» loatey tte »hKh »W» t e a  te n  bocoaa tdtckj. (« nodd a> t o r  if (you
y/t-p <n av*ctx aao *5CB acttftau sbkbu
ibpawmui tioM i o o r d  Lki*lm>-'» d a n n f  -NOM ay«h*rtB«'NOT tanto-ooly
A ttf i tc o in a n td d n a a a a o ia a . onlydiotoolo[byntebdaoM Oiakadnpdoanalaoa»aovl«*bna«old

■«oe aa
wctk*mm lonoa
«n« mm•canoa

racdlsct*ba a n
mmracwami i.—

*a*!oft a*
adnay-na onto
C<601> MBhate aa
UTl't4»*bB (a«a
•ft* lift*•IMIVt pan

■■<1p*NMRẐOP pnena
mmfWBVB<cm tduamm

l » t f t a»mini oik
UfrnainacMvy np

■oTV** aaknow bathfa
aa

■Mo-OOP.PAST tiadlta
ancmMMito Mannon

•t'Ti'4 aauaolf
asau aabKcat*NOr B0VI0
eaufci' •a
M n n t* v n PteWB

*ft<«k*if*iDod ludy
*3TV'» *90adl*ljB fhrgnn
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• a t
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Oaatkng ia baa a  a aadad id li*» wrdwa Racial puptaa7’jrtz mum* mmt*
[Aaafor arpOno-NOM <fcpaU
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HUM aoaa-TCP [ea-NOM te a d r (real
Tla |aaM aoiaa aca^addaoaaitefcia <d t e  cadaijtepad n fn a iia a te .
b i ' t i i ' i  i* s« #  s b ^-cu*  s i tu *  * # « «
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flotra w a d  [aata-NOM pteamonnd -ACC mtjvadg
Wlan (you) aa. da n c a  daa t e  aafca awnd aoaal aaaaa to appa*.
Ate e s #  a-Dft a a c  5-=< ui>
[tig bubkng hwDadbPAST) kackadr -a bwuafid
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Tha aaad * teb u a  p a a n a te a a n  a n a  aaahanaaanca fo rte  na^kor.
• « c  s« i« *  a u r r c  r a n
lapptewto gafwalU-ICau [U>lal aam-««an oaWiad-iuq HadBp-NOM
Oaca (yowl aa taal id bam laaaiy-te IwiMav id laua a) anf daa man aasa tkaa tan ooaia uut a  onaaatda tu inakaaaai

■CftO -■ C « «* « «
[awld-'a bdpfuf aaaba-baccwal
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b
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b
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IOD. Statements (Presented for 40 Stimuli after the Probe Recognition 1
TnaH ” Version Statement Expected Answerfkey)
RRi a Some music has been treasured. yes(p)
RR5 a It has been three years since the research started. no(q)
RR9 a There were a lot of injured in the hospital. y«Kp)
GR3 a The average prize for the violin contest was 10 dollars. no(q)
GR7 a Breakfast is eaten after waking up. y«s(p)
CN1 a Over-eating can cause problems. yes(p)
CN5 a An old man happened to be near the college students. yes(p)
CN9 a It is no use studying while young. no(q)
COMP3 a Children can annoy adults when Christmas is coming. y«*p>
RR2 b There are no fireworks in this area tonight. no(q)
RR6 b The photos were picked up yesterday. yes(p)
RR10 b Nobody yearns for the hometown festivals. no(q)
GR4 b There is a penalty for ignoring another’s pain. y«*p)
GR8 b The friendship did not last. no(q)
CN2 b The best way to have a meaningless life is to read. no(q)
CN6 b Snakes moved on the ceiling. no(q)
CN10 b It is noisy in the apartment building at night. yes(p)
COMP4 b The literature ot this country is lull ot freedom. no(q)
COMP8 b The city hall has certain rules for senior citizens. yes(P)
C3 c There are only small classrooms left yesfp)
C7 c The young generation likes to be in the city nowadays. no(q)
C ll c Students like many courses to be offered. yes(p)
C15 c Night school is easy after working all day. no(q)
GR9 c Having pretty clothes may reflect one's interest in arts. ycs(p)
C23 c The tapes were used on the day of the purchase. no(q)
C27 c Tie both ends of the wrappers before trashing. yes(p)
C31 c The price of the stamps was not considered. no(q)
C35 c Anger can be suppressed. yes(p)
C37 c Habits can be corrected with ease. no(q)
C39 c That person tells a terrible lie. no(q)
D1 d Pizza was eaten every day. yes(p)
DS d People like a dirty floor. no(q)
D ll d Sapporo in June can be hot. yes(p)
D14 d The tickets were cheap. no(q)
D17 d Somebody pushes passengers into the train. yes(p)
D21 d The bag was left at the airport. no(q)
D25 d Giving thoughtful gifts is a  pleasure. yes(p)
D31 d To hurry and leave is preferred. no(q)
D33 d The Japanese did not appreciate ukiyo-e in those days. yes(p)
D35 d If you pull the lever, a can of juice will drop. no(q)
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Appendix 11. The Nouns Used in die Fourth Segment

Construction Tyne REGULAR RELATIVE (RR)
Anamwnt/ Adiunct PP ARGUMENT NP RELATIVE

Trial Number RR1 RR2 RR3 RR4 RRS RR6
Cast marker of Head Noun in GA GA M M O 0
rNation aMi the prodcata
jnOauaain[a 1 aoant theme of existenc redoient banefsctive obiect of activity oatient
T Head Noun a ■ ■ AM an a ax aa

Robe music doS exercise hal face fM nfdi tram
R Location NP In Clause b XX TEA ■ « ■ x a aa
1 chair fire work home eye esneriment rahrrav

detractor c El U B mu a aa aa
0 niece of music —---DMoan dasaroom nose observation suosr caereas

Semantic FmM music toy cractice room face research rabeay

Construction Tyne REGULAR RELATIVE (RR)
Artaamant/ Adunct Pf> ADJUNCT PP RELATIVE

Trial Number RR7 RR8 RR9 RR10
Case marker of Head Noun in OE KARA e 0
ralation with the prsdeata
in Clause in [a1 location of action source (Erection oath
T Head Noun a am « * a m am

Probe oty church hoaoital sou are
R Location NP in Clause 0 am XX * X
1 hometown nichschool oerk rica field

detractor c am mt mm am
O avicultural area ahrina hotel road

Semantic Field dtv. communitv shine, e tc hosoitiL e tc use of land

Construction Type GAPLESS RELATIVE (GR)
[Clause] and Heed Relation (conseauencakoniiMow feondtionlcnnsersilence [ourtiosekeauiste

Trial Number GR) GR2 GR3 GR4 GR5 GR6
T Heed Noun a am am ma ■axn am ■<*

Probe learning axarase orize fatioue practice wak
R Location NPtaOauao b mm VM ma I'ft* ma IRfr
t economics baaebea aasat acha actuation trio

detractor c XX *» XX 5 6 * «a> ■ill
0 aubiact aaimmino tax raeantmant nicht school mountain hatina

Semantic Field scholastic act aborts money faaknas cractice leisure

Construction Tyne GAPLESS RELATIVE (GR) 1
[Clause] and Head Ralation [requisite kaanaae [DertMldla [evantkiSiiaL cause

Trial Number GR7 GR8 GR9 GR10
T Head Noun a XX xn XX XJt<

Probe breakfast aaoaratian movie taunrkv
R
1

Location NPtnOauoe b XX
kmchbox

KXU
saamaoff

XX
program

« t i
deanina

detractor c XX am XX **X
0 maal auidanee fine arts knittino

Semantic Field meal visit entertainment house* aaoina
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Construction Tvne CLAUSE AND NOUN HOST TYPE (CN)
Semantics of Head Noun Ratationat Head Noun
Trial Numbar CN1 CN2 CN3 CN4 CNS
T HaadNoun a ■ f t ■ f t ■ f t «

Probe result raaaon iuat before between naxtto
R Location NPIndauaa b • f t ■ f t ■ f t ft
1 condttion purpoaa on die wav baftind outaida

Otoractor c ■ ■ M ■B **. ft
0 causa ralation foaowinodey front M ile

Semantic Field c s u m raason before/after front/badt in/out

Construction Tvne CLAUSE AND NOUN HOST TYPE (CN) 1
Clausa and Head Ralation Relational Head Noun Parcaotion HaadNoun (Sjaswelational F
Trial Numbar CN6 CN7 CNS CN9 CN10
T HaadNoun a f t f c d ■ f t • • f t «

Probe around back sida sound stuftr mamma
R location NPtnOauae b ■toll X ft ft ■ S ft
1 a u r r o m K i n a bant sida voica f f l M A N I K v niftit

Os tree tor c f t * ■ t t U ft ■si ft
0 sida bodi ends breath effort evenina

Semantic Field around faca/sida sound oetienca momma/mant

nELCaaggngyCQMEl
Construction Tvne CORALEVCNT (COMP)
Semantics of Head Noun Communication Tbouidit and Faciina
Trial Numbar COMP) CORK CORK CORK CORAS CORK
T HaadNoun a ■ f t f t * ■ f t ■ ft ma ■SA i

Probe tdabbana adwartiaamsnl auaaban ooinion dawre anduranca
R Location NPlnOauaa b *a ttft ftft M ■ f t ■ f t
1 letter broadcastina rasoansa after dtouaht fear effort

ONtranor c X ft • f t ■ f t ■ ft ■  U ■ f t
0 corraasondsnca information answer auastion anoar nature

Semantic Field communication information auaadan opinion dawre faatao

Construction Tvua CORALEMENTfCOMP)
Semantics of Head Noun OtDer Contant-TaMna Nouns

Trial Numbar CORK CORK CORK C0RA10
T HaadNoun a ■I'M ■ A ■ f t KX

Probe memory oadtian loftc decision
R Location NPinOauae b ftft f t * ■ f t ma
1 amarianca favor gnunodaradon conduWon

OMractor c ■ f t ■ I ' i t ftft
O babbit wish ia judgement

Semantic Field asoarianca shah !SB£......... ............ decision
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Appendix 12. The Instructions for Self-Paced Reading and Probe Recognition Task

Screen 1
Instructions for the experiment

Thank you for volunteering to participate in this experiment. You will remain totally anonymous. 
Your data will be analyzed and pooled with others for publication. You are of course free to 
withdraw from the experiment at any time.

Hit the space bar to continue.

Screen 2

This is a linguistic experiment to find out how native Japanese speakers and speakers of Japanese 
as a second language comprehend Japanese sentences.

The experiment consists of two parts. In the first part of the experiment, you will be asked to hit 
the keys according to the instructions on the computer screen. In the second part of the 
experiment, you will be given paper and pencil and asked to answer simple questions about 
Japanese sentences.

Hit the space bar to continue.

Screen 4

For statistical purposes, your responses require a label. At the beginning of the experiment you 
picked (or the experimenter picked for you) a unique name, which will be used consistently 
through the experiments. Your real name will never be used.

Screen 5
You will see a part of a Japanese sentence on the screen. For example, you may see a segment 
such as:

WB

To continue reading the next part of the sentence, hit the space bar. The sentences may or may 
not be grammatical Japanese sentences and may vary in length. For example, after hitting the 
space bar, you see a sentence in parts such as:

In the next screen, you may see a word surrounded by * * such as:
* * JQ| * *

If you remember seeing this word in the immediately preceding sentence, hit the ”p”(=yes) key 
marked by a green sticker with your right index finger. If you do not remember seeing the word 
in the sentence, hit the "q” (=no) key marked by a red sticker with your left index finger. (In this 
case, this word was in the immediately preceding sentence, so if you remembered it, you would
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hit ”p”.) It is important to respond to the word in the ** as quicidy as possible. So please place 
your right index finger on the "p" key and left index finger on the "q” key now.
A S  L /IS f p ' i ,q’<D41—(CM l'T< Let's practice. Hit the space bar with your
th u m b J H f r ,  A ' t - A A - f c l f U T < £ S l ' .

Hit the space bar to continue.

Participant do one trial of self-timed reading and probe recognition task as follows. 
flB B (participants hit the space bar)
&££#) (participants hit the space bar) 
ft ( s 's # —^(participants hit the space bar)
XIMC (participants hit the space bar)
XA5IC (participants hit the space bar) 
f t tP tt l f t l lS  (participants hit the space bar) 
t l  (participants hit the space bar)
* * X/5 * * (participants hit either ‘p ’ or 'q')
Screen 6

Did you try hitting the keys as quickly as possible?

Occasionally after you hit the 'yes' ("p”) or the 'no' ("q") key, you will see a statement like:

The calendar for the next year needs to be purchased tomorrow.

If the statement is true according to the sentence you just read, hit 'yes' ("p"). If the statement is 
not true, hit 'no' ("q").

Hit the space bar to continue.

Screen 7 

When you see:

Hit 'g' to go on.

Please press the 'g' key. &^<DA3 U lST'g'Slf L T < tiiS I '•

Let's practice a bit before the main experiment 

Hit the space bar for more
practice. A 'S -A /K -S J f  L T <  I s M t l s S r .

2 0 5
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Participants do three practice trials as follows.
7  ft V j] (C($ (participants hit the space bar)
YBI2 (participants hit the space bar)
I '& l ' (participants hit the space bar) 
tb ti Utl&IA (participants hit the space bar)
♦ * □ y 7  * * (participants hit either 'p' or ‘q’)
"Hit 'g' to go on.” (participants hit 'g')
CD>  ̂1/ — (participants hit the space bar)
(2 (participants hit the space bar)

(participants hit the space bar)
(participants hit the space bar)

* * 2 .7 ' \s% * * (participants hit either ‘p ’or 'q’)
"This person is saving money." (participants hit either 'p' or 'q')
B  O fcBUt (participants hit the space bar) 
f f f f  (C (participants hit the space bar) 
f r i t  C t? (participants hit the space bar)
<£ *J (participants hit the space bar)
★ * S B  * * (participants hit either ‘p ’ or ‘q ’)
"Hit ’g' to go on." (participants hit ‘g’)

Screen 8

Are you ready for the main experiment? If you have questions, ask Satomi now.

If you would like to go back and practice more, hit 'b' key.

If you can start the experiment, place your index fingers at the right positions and hit the space 
bar now.

'p’J&fyes/tnie, ,q,J&*no/false'C3‘.
Remember "p” for yes/true and ”q" for no/false.

HIT THE SPACE BAR TO DO THE MAIN EXPERIMENT NOW.

IF YOU NEED MORE PRACTICE HIT b’ TO GO BACK.
m i€B ae>T < >c\uT -rfr. A < si,» fc ,p,t ,q,< D * - ic m \T . l u r e * '*

If ready, participants hit the space bar to do 160 trials. If not ready, participants hit ‘b’ to do 
the last three practice trials and came back to Screen 8.

(After all the trials)Screen 9

This is the end of the experiment with the computer.
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In five seconds, the screen automatically changed to ScreenlO

Screen 10

Now I will give you the next part of the experiment.

Then participants told the experimenter, who was outside the room, that the computer session 
was over.
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